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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

U. S. ARMY GENERAL HOSPITAL, WA8HINGTON BARRACKS,
Washington, D. C., December 9, 1899.

Brigadier General GEORoG M. STERNBERG,
Surgeon-General, United States Army.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report prepared by your
direction on the use of the Rintgeu ray by the Medical Department of the
United States Army in the war with Spain.

In submitting this report, I desire to express my great appreciation of
the earnest support you have given its preparation, both personally and
by affording me c-ery possible facility for the work.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. C. BORDEN,

Captain and AssistaS Surgeon, United States Army.
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THE USE OF THE RONTGEN RAfY E MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES ARMY HE WAR WITH SPAIN.

INTRODUCTION.

Soon after the discovery by Professor RSntgen of the new form of
radiation and the placing on the market of apparatus for its production, the
Surgeon-General of the Army supplied Rontgen-ray apparatus to several
of the larger post hospitals. On the outbreak of the war with Spain and
the establishment of general hospitals the most prominent and important of
these hospitals and the three hospital ships Relief, Missouri, and Bay State
were supplied with similar appliances

In all, seventeen apparatus were available during the war, of which five
were static and twelve were coil machines. These apparatus proved to be
not only invaluable aids in military surgery, but the use of the two types,
coil and static, gave an opportunity for comparison of these two methods
for producing the Rontgen ray as adapted to the needs and environments
of military hospitals

The use of the R6ntgen ray has marked a distinct advance in military
surgery.

It has favored conservatism and promoted the aseptic healing of bullet
wounds made by lodged missiles, in that it has done away with the neces-
sity for the exploration of wounds by probes or other means, and by
this has obviated the dangers of infection and additional traumatism in this
class of injuries.

In gunshot fractures it has been of great scientific value by showing
the character of the bone lesions, the form of fracture, and the amount of
bone comminution produced by the small-caliber and other bullets-condi-
tions which could not have been otherwise determined in the living body.

In the treatment of these traumatics it has been of great value in
determining the course of treatment to be pursued, as its use, together
with the course of the cases under treatment, has shown that aseptic or
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RONTOEN RAY IN SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR.

septic condition of the wound is of far greater importance than the amount
of bone comminution. This is illustrated by those cases of extensive bone
coluninution which, when connected with aseptic wounds, progress to
favorable termination with a minimum of immediate and remote ill effects;
while those cases in which the bone traumatism is slight, if complicated by
infection of the wound, are much more difficult to treat and serious in their
result.

In the sections of this report which are devoted to a consideration of
the effects produced by missiles, care has been taken to select the cases and
radiographs which are, as far as possible, typical of the conditions treated of.

In making these selections, many case reports and radiographs,
which have been submitted to the Surgeon-General, and which are similar
to those introduced in the text, have been omitted, as the reproduction of
radiographs which only show that which is illustrated by those introduced
would add to the bulk of the report without increasing its value. As the
scientific value of the plates depends upon their being true representations
of the objects as shown by the Rintgen ray, the radiographs and the nega-
tives, from which they were printed, have not in any case been retouched
other than to remove some slight defects which may have appeared in the
prints or negatives during their preparation. In this connection the writer
wishes to express his appreciation of the work done by Dr. W. M. Gray, of
the Army Medical Museum, in preparing many of the negatives, and of the
preparation of many of the prints by Private Harry Utter, Hospital Corps,
United States Army.

In the sections devoted to technic, the theory and physics of Rintgen
radiation have been omitted as having no practical bearing upon the use of
the Rontgen ray in military surgery, and these sections have been devoted
to questions of practical technic, knowledge of which has proved of value
in manipulating the apparatus used to produce the new kind of radiation.

12



R6NTGEN RAY APPARATUS.

Two types of apparatus-coil and stati--were in use in the Medical
Department of the United States Army during the Spanish-American war.
In both apparatus, Rintgen rays are produced by passing a rapidly inter-
rupted electrical current of high potential through a specially constructed
glass bulb (Crookes tube) of high vacuum. In the static machine, the
electrical current is produced directly by the machine and carried direct
from it to the tube. The electrical energy given out by the static machine
is derived from the motor energy used in driving the machine.

In the coil machine, the electrical current is produced in the secondary
portions or coils of a special apparatus-Ruhmkorff coil-by induction
through the passage of a primary current of low potential through the
primary portions or coils of the apparatus.

The primary current is obtained from many forms of electrical sources;
either from primary batteries, accumulators, dynamo machines, or from
local electrical installations, and is led to the Ruhmkorff coil by means of
insulated wire.

In the Ruhmkorff coil, the primary current traverses the primary coil,
which is placed within the secondary coil, and in so doing induces a second-
ary current of high potential in the outer or secondary coil. This secondary
current, after being interrupted with high frequency by mechanical means,
is carried to the tube and there gives rise to the peculiar form of energy
known as Rantgen radiation

When working properly, both the static and the coil apparatus produce
Rntgen rays of practically equal power and working efficiency. The
apparatus are, however, so utterly unlike in construction and require such
different means for their manipulation that they are not, under all condi-
tions, equally adapted to the requirements of military surgery.

18
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RONTGEN RAY IN SPANISH-AMIERICAN WAR.

THE STATIC APPARATUS.

The static machines now used for the production of Riintgen radiation
are of the Wimshurst-Holtz type, which includes a charger and an induction
apparatus, 'he latter consisting of eight or ten circular glass plates sup-
ported on an axle, with intervening oblong plates of glass, combs, connections,
etc., all inclosed in a case of glass and wood. The circular plates are
revolved by hand or by motor power. With the latter, a motor of one-sixth
to one-fourth horsepower is required. The static machines used by the
Medical Department were made by Otis Clapp & Son, of Providence, R. I.
Their apparatus weighs about 500 pounds, is well constructed and reliable,
and, with proper manipulation, gives Rintgen rays of high power.

COIL APPARATUS.

The coil machines used by the Medical Department were of several
different patterns. They comprised those made by the Edison Manufactur-
ing Company, the Fessenden Company, and the General Electric Comptany.

In these apparatus, the primary current is supplied from primary bat-
teries, storage batteries, or dynamos, and all these different means were
in use during the war. The Edison machines were the type operated by
Edison-Lalande cells. The Fessenden machines, and that of the General
Electric Company, were supplied with storage batteries or with current from
dynamos. Where a dynamo current can be had it is the best kind of cur-
rent, as it is always ready for use and can be had in sufficient and constant
quantity. It is, however, rarely available for Rontgen ray apparatus used
for military purposes, except on hospital ships, as few military hospitals are

supplied with electric plants or are situated where current from them can
be obtained. In consequence, primary or secondary (storage) batteries
ordinarily have to be used.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

These batteries when in good working order yield excellent results.
They are objectionable on account of their bulk and weight, and especially
from their being apt to get out of order and yield currents uncertain in
quantity unless they are constantly used and carefully attended to. Another
disadvantage is, that as they are an intermediary method of supplying
electricity, they require a source from which to obtain their charge. Where

14
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RONT';EN RAY APPARATUS.

war ships or electric-light plants are available the problem of their supply
is easily solved. But this is rarely the case. The British medical depart-
ment in the Soudan exledlition ' overcame the difficulty of charging storage
batteries by charging them fronl a dymamno run by means of a tandem
biVccle attalllmenlt. This metlho is objectionable in that it requires an
extra amount of complex apl)aratus and time and labor to run the machine,
while the resulting output of electricity is no better or greater than that
obtained direct from primary batteries.

In the Spanish-lAmerican war a storage battery was at first used on the
hospital ship Relief, but its weight and bulk, and tlhe difficulty experienced
in keeping it in order, caused its use to be abandoned.

PRIMARY UATr:It8.

But one type of primary battery has been used by the Medical Depart-
ment of the United States Army.

These batteries are made up of Edison-Lalande cells in direct series.
The medical department of the British army made use in the Terah

campaign of a battery of Grove cells, and with it obtained excellent results.2
The Edison-LIalande cell is much more constant and steady in action than
tibe Grove cell, and is undoubtedly the best form of primary battery for
HRntgen ray purposes. The cell used is the type W of the Edison Manu-
facturing Comlpany. It consists of a porcelain jar 7? by 15 inches, with
the contained elements and solution. Ten of these cells are llited in direct
series to form the battery for Riintgen ray work, and all are inclosed in a
metal-lined zinc box.

The elements employed in the Edison-Lalande cell are zinc, which
forms the negative pole, and black oxide of copper (CuO), the positive
pole of the battery. The exciting liquid is a solution of caustic potash.
The oxide of copper is obtained by the process of roasting copper turnings;
the oxide is then ground into a line powder and compressed into solid
blocks, from which plates of a suitable size for the different cells are cut
These plates are suspended from thie cover of the containing vessel (a
porcelainl jar), in a grooved copper frame, the sides of which are rigidly
bolted to the cover by means of thumb nuts, one of which also serves as
the positive pole of the battery. On each side of the copper oxide element

' Bttekrby, J. "The present position of the Rotenten rmy in military surgery" Archiveof the
Roentgen Ray, Vol. II1, pae 74. London, INMP.

'Beevor. "The working of the RKintn rny in warfare," Journal o the Royal United service
Intitutlon, Vol. XLII, poie 11. London, 18i.

6648--
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RO)NTGEN RAY IN SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR.

in the cells is suspended a rolled zinc plate. These zinc plates are fastened
by a bolt to a knob on the cover. This prevents any movenient in the
relative position of the elements, and does away with ite necessity of using
vulcanite separators to prevent any short circuits occurring in the solution.
The zincs are amalgamated and, as in most batteries, the zinc is attacked
more vigorously near the top than at the lower part of the plate, the zincs
for this cell are made slightly tapering, the thick part being uppermost.

The exciting liquid employed in the battery consists of a 25 per cent
solution of caustic potash in water, or in other words, of a solution of 1
pound of caustic potash hi 3 pounds of water. When the circuit is closed
and the cell is put in action, the water is decomposed, the oxygen forming,

Fla. I.--KdiMLelan de cell. type W.

with the zinc, oxide of zinc, which, in turn, combines with the potash to
form an exceedingly soluble double salt of zinc and potash, which dissolves
as rapidly as it is formed; the hydrogen, liberated by the decomposition of
the water, reduces the copper oxide to metallic copper. A layer of heavy
paraffin oil three-eighths of an inch deep is added to keep out the air and
prevent creeping.

The Edison-Lalande battery has an initial electromotor force of 0.95
volt, which drops to 0.7 volt on closed circuit. At first sight it appears
that the electro-motive force is low. The internal resistance is, however,
correspondingly lower (in the type W cell being only 0.02 ohm), and

16



PRIMARY BATTERIES.

consequently it follows that the available electro-motive force (potential
difference) is very high.

The efficiency of the Edison-Lalande cell as compared with other
primary batteries is shown in Table I.

TA.BL 1. Dr. A. E KeRneUny' tale hAowingc9mparatite efickincy te*/wtwNtu the
diwon-Laland& oel, type W, and 4oAer type of battery ontA mtarlket, fo

pwUepo f driving mUall electric uimorw, or fir ,utderte generaldeiwery of
powlr.

f. Type of (ell.
1. Mean

working, K
.I.

Edeon-alandde, type W. 0.67
Full bchbromat....... 1.
W tmrn Union arbn,
blchr tnat type ...... 1.8

Prt motorcel ........ 1.88
Hsmy Eelipw ......... 1.4

Lrancbe .............. .too0.
Gravity Daniell,Wete n
Unio type, lol...... 1.0

2. Aver- Maxi- 4. CpMax -
pe inter mom de- ity n 5. P
na lreist- livery uampere valu
anes . ceront. hoa. !

Ohm.. AmPW.
002 33.86 900 22
0.40 4.50 I8 8

0.40
061
0.8
0.6

4.50
.L65
1.75
3.0

0.6 2.0

6 I

ower
itJon.

.22

.1

8.1
n .sf00 0. 07

45 i 2.46
......... 1.0

1.0-.......... 2.0
.' 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

& Eco-
nomic

Ipwer

4.58
4.1 i

6.48 !
1.4568
0.96
1.0

2.22

The third column gives the current that the cells will deliver when
placed on short circuit, and the fourth and fifth columns show the great
capacity in ampere hours and the high-power valuation of the type W
cell compared with other similar sources of electrical energy.

The Edison-Lalande battery has the following advantages for Rintgen
ray work:

1. High and constant available electromotive force.
2. Little loss of energy while the cell is idle, the chemical action in

the cell being only about 1 per cent a month.
9 Constant and heavy current delivery.
4. No attention or inspection required until the elements are

exhausted.
5. Freedo fom noxious fumes or chemical deposits. No freezing or

influence by temperatue changes or difference.
6. Compartivly cheap material, easily obtained.

X-

17



RONTGEN RAY IN SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR.

The Riitgen ray battery of ten cells, type W. has a life of 600 ampere
hours, or about 200 working hours.: The cost of renewal of the elements
is about 822, making the hourly running cost only about 11 cents per
hour.

The Edison battery apparatus complete, as furnished the Medical
Department, is as follows:
1 Edison-Ruhmkorff coil, 6-inch spark, with adjustable condenser and vibrator.
1 Edison fluoroscope, 6 inches by 8 inches.
1 Edison X-ray focus tube, medium size.
1 Edison X-ray focus tube, large size.
1 adjustable stand for tube.
10 Edison-Lalande cells, type W, in metal-lined polished oak box.
1 combination rheostat, for using battery for X-ray, cautery, motor, diagnostic, and

centrifugal work.
1 battery cord, connecting combination rheostat to coil.
1 battery cord, connecting battery to combination rheostat.
2 insulated wires for connecting tube to coil.

For a battery apparatus, this outfit is quite compact and can be trans-
ported without danger of breakage.
WHERE ROSNTEN RAY APPARATUS SHOULD BE PLACED FOR MILITARY SURIICAL

U8L

Before comparing the different types of apparatus it should be deter-
mined where the apparatus is to be placed for use.

In the Spanish-American war, apparatus were supplied to general
hospitals and hospital ships only. None were used in movable hospitals or
in the field. Some advocates of the Rintgen ray in military surgery have
advised the use of apparatus in the field hospitals. In the Terah expedi-
tion an apparatus was used at the extreme front-so far to the. front that
the operators were, at one time, under fire when engaged in removing a
bullet with its aid.

Experience with its use in the late war and the conditions of military
surgery lead to the conclusion, that the use of the apparatus in movable
hospitals is not advisable, and that its use should be restricted to perma-
nent base and general hospitals and to hospital ships This conclusion is
reached through a combination of reasons:

First. That lodged bullets only in extremely rare cases require imme-
liate removal.

18



RONTWEN RAY APPARATUS.

Second. That the envirounents of, and conditions incident to movihle
field hospitals, render asepsis in operating practicably impossible; amid, in
consequence, in field hospitals noninterference with wounds should be
practiced to the utmost extent possible.

Third. That surgical interference with lodged bullets, except where
adequate asepsis is available or the necessity urgent, is to be condemned, as
the suppuration which follows is much more detrimental to the patient than
the presence of the lodged missile.

Fourth. That a Rbntgen ray apparatus in the field is an additional
incentive to surgeons to operate under conditions not adequately aseptic

The percentage of the recoveries of the wounded in the war with
Spain was high compared with preceding wars, as will be seen by reference
to Table II, which shows the comparative mortality of the wounded in
recent wars.

In the American civil war, where the larger caliber rifle was used and
asepsis and antisepsis were unknown, the mortality was nearly double that
of the Spanish-American war (12.96 to 6.64 per cent).

The question naturally arises, how much of the reduction in mortality
is due to the use of a smaller caliber rifle firing a small bullet with high
velocity and how much is due to modern surgical methods. In an attempt
to determine this question, attention is called to Table III, which shows the
mortality of regional wounds in the two wars. From this table, it will be
seen that the mortality from wounds of the head, face, neck, spine, and
abdomen did not materially differ in the two wars There was, however, a
marked difference in the chest wounds (27.8 to 11.4), and a very great dif-
ference in wounds of the extremities and flesh wounds of the back. The
great difference in mortality from injuries of the pelvis and genital organs
is mainly to be ascribed to the fact that these injuries recorded in the
Spanish-American war were mostly flesh wounds, while in the civil war

many penetrating wounds of the pelvis and severe fractures of the pelvic
bones were tabulated.

19



20 RONTGEN RAY IN SPANISH-AMERICAN WA.I

TAIm.E II.--Sirnlr of 'wounded in recent wars who can under treatment and per-
centae of mortality.

Wounded. Died. Mortality.

! trceaL
(rimean, 1854-56-English (Matthew') .................. 12,094 1,840 15.21

French (Chenu') ....................... 39, 88 4,359 10.90
I In Italy, 1859-60-French (Chenu') ..................... 17,054 2,962 17.36
American civil, 1861-65-Fedeals (Otis') ................| 246,712- 31,978 12. 96
Prusia-Denmark, 1864-Prunians (Loeffler') ........... 2,021 316 15.63
Austria-Prussia 186-Prusans (Loeffier) ........... .. 13,731 1,465 10. 59
France-Germany, 1870-71--4enmans (official T)............ 99,56 11,023 i 11.07
Russia-Turkey, 1877-78-Rumsians (Kosloff ) .............. 56,652 ,824 12.04
China-Japan, 1894-95-Japaneee; Third Divison (Hagp) 1,106 108 9.77
Indian frontier, 1897-08-English; Terah expedition (Gore") 948 99 10.44
Spanish-American, 1898-Americans (official ") ........... 1,594 106 6.4

'Matthew. Medical and Surgical History of the British Army in the Crimea, Vol. II, p. 250.
London, 1858.

'Chenu. Rapport au Conseil de Sante des Armes sur lea riultat do Service Medico.
Chirurgical aux Ambulances des Crimee, 1854, 185,1856. Paris, 1865.

The number of deaths among the wounded and the mortality of the wounded as here given are
much lower than given by most writers for the French forces in thi war, the mortality of the
wounded usually being stated at about 25 per cent.

As most writers in giving the high mortality of about 25 per cent quote Chenu as authority, it it
probable that an original error of computation was made by some writer quoting Chenu and that this
has been perpetuated. Chenu himself states that while his figures can not be considered a absolutely
accurate that there is probably but slight error. They may, therefore, be confided sufficiently
accurate for general deductions.

'Chenu. Statistique Midico-Chirurgicale de Ia Campagne d'Italie en 1850 et 1860, Tome II,
p. 8&3.

' Otis. Medical andi Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, Vol. III, pp. 68&-91.
Washington, 1883. The figures cover wounds made by weapons of war.

5 Loeffler (F). (eneral-Bericht fiber den Geeundheitsdient im Feldauge green Danemark,
1864, Erster Theil, page 36-46. Berlin, 1867.

' Loeffler (F). Da Preussische Militir-Medezinalwesen und seine Reform nach 1866, II, Table
I. Berlin, 1868.

T Sanitits-Bericht fber die Deutschen Heere im Kriege gegen Frnkreich, 1870-71. Berlin,
1888. II. Bund, II, p. 94.

' Kosloff. Compte-Rendu du Service de Sante Militaire pendant a Guerre de Turquie de
1877-1878 d'aprse lea donn6es officielles. t.-Petersbourg, 1887.

These figures differ widely from those of Pirogow, which are often quoted and which give the
mortality of the wounded at 26.03 per cent. Pirogow's figures are entirely erroneous, being based on
estimates only and not on official record.

Haga. Kriegechirurgische Eriahrungen su dem Japanisch-Chineschen Krieg, 1894-06.
Archiv fur klinische Chirurgie, vol. 65, pp. 266-257. Berlin, 1897.

" Gore. Army Medical Department (British) Report, 1897. Appendix No. VI, p. 451.
London, 1898.

The figures are the wounded of the Teah expeditionary force only.
" Report of the Adjutant-General of the Army to te Secretary of War. 1890. Table fring

pp. 10 and 16. Washington, 189.
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TABLE III.--.aiuwr, reTinlmal d/irilnit/mn,amwl Nimrtlity If yuaNlot wointRd, in (tYtw
which canes wuder trultnint bn t/wu Ar-ritin cieil CI Irand th/te Sinih.-A.terican
UVwr.1

est and character of
Injury.

Total number of
CAM". -

IPer ct-nt ,offrn.-R over-I. . U'lcte'r- Perrent!h th.. ,mlnt. , .qluelnry. -..i ld ofqufci t> it reultr . mortality.

Civil war...

.CivilA. war...

Civil war...!L.A. war...

Civil war...
.-A. war...

Civil war...
L.A. war...

1
L.*A. war... I

Civil war...

.-A. war...

Civil war...

Civil Wr..
I.-A. war...
Civil war... I

.-A. war... ICivilwar...
t-&wVr... i

]

lold.
Flesh wounlds....
Fractured .......
Fleh wou .....

Fhae.
Fraetll .......

Flesh woundl....
Frustumin .......
fl o.hWonaf.....
Frhetm.e ........

N'ck.
Flesh wouinls....
Fle oud .....

~,ine.
InjuriwofPpine..X[utlasofspibs...

Vhet.
Nonpenetrating..
Penetrating.....
WaBpeBtrattea...
P stratia ......

Abd onwn.
%onpenetrating..
Penetrating......
IfWpOnetrIw ...
tetratiU ......
lrrinwmiuandgen-

ial.
Injuries of pelvis.
Flesh wounds of
genito- ul ary
organs.
uriiaeM and gem-
iteaL

Baw. .flo ,
lesh wounds of
back.

a'p vmea- of
bask -l4p.
ppfr etrrmaitica.
Ifth wounds....
ractures ....;...
Ium Ods. .....

raft" ........

ouw exzemities.
leh wounds...
rcture.......
lsh w n.....
r tu _........

7, 739
4, 350=12, 08

40
31= 71

4,914
4, 502=
4=
16=

9,416
59

4,895= 4,895
35= S5

11,
8,

4,
3,

I,
1,4

12,
]

54, 1
32,1

1

59,1
27,2

1

642= 62

995
209=20, 264
e61
8= U114

748
690= 8,438
s0
I44=- 6

494
665= 3,159

7= 7

681=12,681
10M 106

01 i:'92=87,793;
«9 15 ']40= 43 1

39
.74=86,413 1

50= 104 1

3.14
1.76= 4.9
3.86
:. 21= . 07

1.99
1.83= 3.82
8.07
1. 14= 4.21

1.99= 1.99
3.0_= S.0

0.26= 0.26
0. 57= 0. 7

4.87
3.36= 8.23
4.86

. 79= 8. 16

1.93
1.50= 3.43
1.43
S. 14= 4. 57

0.60
0.67= 1.27-

0.60= 0.60

5.15= 5.15

7.73= 7.723

S2.29
13.39=35.68 i
10. S
10.00=30."i
4.06
1.09=35.15 ,

0. 72=8t 0

6,573 2,676 2,840 28.9

*1 1 32 I6.1

7,406 462 1,.548! 5.9

64 4 I 6.89

i 7 !
279 349 14 5.5.573* A 0 63.6

13,921 5,373 970 27.85

9 13l 11.6

3,455 3,293 1,690 4880

36 3 0 45. 3

2,194 930 35 29.77

7 o j 0 00.0

10,883 800 998 6.85

106 0 1L

80,090 5,608 2,096 6.54
4I 1 2 O. 0

73,665 11,813 935 13.8

490 . 6

' The caes from the civil war are compiled from the Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion.
The caes from the Spanish-American war are those which occurred in the Regular troops, and which
are reported in the Report of the Surgeon-eneral of the Army for 1899, complete records of the
Volunteer troops not yet being available.
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The great reduction in mortality in wounds of the extremities is
especially noticeable (Table IV).
'ABLE IV.--iitnber of cases alnd iirtall;ty from gunxluJt of the eeltr.mitie in the

civil war (tnd tUnitf d Statlc Regulars inaStpan hih-Amierilan ?r.

F\C~~~\~~~~~~. Cw-1~ca&PM~s. Died. Mortality.

Civil war, upper extremities ............ ..... ............ 87, 793 5,608 6.5

Spanih-American war, upper extremities .......... .......... 41 0. S
Civil war, lower extremitit ............................... 86,413 11,813 13.6
peanish.America war, lower extremlties ..................... 6639 1.6

-Tus in the civil war, while tlhe mortality of all wounds of the extremi-
ties, upper and lower, was 6.5 and 13.6 per cent, similar wounds, in the
Spanish-American war, had a total mortality of but 1.0 per cent The number
of deaths in the latter war from wounds of these regions were surprisingly
small, being but 10 in 991 cases, and of these 10 cases, 3 died very shortly
after the receipt of their injuries, probably from hemorrhage.' The differ-
ence in treatment adopted in these wars is not less great than the mortality
(Table V).
TABLE V.- Founds of the extremitiet treated by excuiWkm and amputation, and ty

conserratinm, and the relative mortality of each treatment for two tars (in
Span ish-Amderican war, Ui ited States Regulars).

Wounds of extmm- Amputatlous and
itie excisions. 1ercentage

Itieti.ciced. ~of opera- Operative Conra.-War. tioosto tive or-iWar. ------ es tloin to mortality. tw, ototy. tallty.
Total. Dcathsu Total, Deatu. wowud&

Civil ..1.0.............. 17 17,421 12,193 2,63 6.99 21. 9.1

Spanibh-American......! 991 10 3 6 8.20 16.7 0.4Spa_____inish___ L_______... .....

This table shows at once (a) the small number of operations done or
required to be done in wounds of the extremities since the adoption of the
new rifle and modern surgical methods, the l)roportion having been reduced
over one-llalf (6.99 to 3.20); (b) tlhe great decrease in mortality in these
cases, the morality being reduced over twenty-two times in cases treated
conservatively (9.1 to 0.4) and somewhat decreased in those treated by
amputation or excision.

1Report of the Surgeon-General of the Army, 1899, p. 314. Washington, 1899.
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The high mortality in operation cases in the Spanish-American war
arose from the fact that only the extremely serious cases were operated on.
In the cases reported among the Regulars, the deaths that occurred were all
from high amputations (TABLs VI).
TABL. VI.--Reawits, .,mpmtioati, and deathsfrom thwe operation in the Spani&h-

Amnrioan war (Regidar troops).

Arm .................................................... 1
Forearm................................................. 1
In hand .............................................. ..........

Hip joint....................... ....................... ..........

Thigh ....................................... ......... 1

Knee........................... ...................... .... ........................
Leg................... ................. ...... .........

Ankle...... ................ ............................. ----------o~ooo

Total............................................... 3

Amput- DatbsL|. U. _ I

4 1
2 0
13 0
2 2
5 2
I 1
1 0
1 0

29 6

'No deaths from reaction.

These tables demonstrate that the lower mortality in gunshot of the
extremities in the Spanish-American war was accompanied with increased
conservative treatment. That the conservative treatment which was prac-
ticed was made possible entirely through a difference in effect produced
by the small caliber bullet from that produced by the old lead bullet
can not be entertained. The Rintgen ray examinations have shown that
in compound fractures the amount of bone comminution is generally as

great with the new as with the older bullet, and the writer's observations
upon shrapnel bullet wounds have led him to believe that slow-moving
lead bullets very frequently produce wounds practically as aseptic as those
made by the new bullet1 It follows, that conservatism has been made
possible mainly through (a) the fact of the recognition of the general aseptic
nature of bullet wounds; (b) the maintenance of their asepticity by the use
of occlusive dressings; and (c) the treatment of septic wounds by antiseptic
methods.

The Riintgen ray has played an important part in allowing the surgeon
to preserve the asepticity of bullet wounds by doing away in many cases
'Borde. Ounuhot wounds: A report of gunshot case in the Spanish-Ameria war. New York

Medical Journal, VoL LXX, New York, 1900.

_-
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with tie necessity for ilmmnediate wouIld exploration, especially for lodged
bullets.

The many cases of lodged bullets in which the bullets were left undis-
turLed until the patients reached a general hospital or hospital ship, where
the missiles were located by the Rontgen ray and removed under aseptic
technic with complete safety to the patient and rapid recovery, prove the
nonnecessity for the use of Ronltgen ray apparatus in field or other advanced
hospitals. Even where the bullet can be readily located without the use of
the Rintgen ray, the experience of the late war and the opinion of numerous
authorities lead to the conclusion that the zeal of the surgeon should not
cause ihim to remove the missile at the field hospital except in special cases.
Infection is almost sure to occur from the almost absolute impossibility of
obtaining asepsis under conditions which are present at the front, and the
recovery of the patient is delayed and the functions of the wounded part
likely to be impaired in consequence of the suppuratioil which will follow.
Von Bergmann, who obtained such brilliant results in the Turko-Russian
war by the use of occlusive dressing, and who has since advocated the use
of such dressings and noninterference in gunshot wounds,' has expressed
the opinion that the Rointgen ray will prove a menace in military surgery
in that its use will prove an incentive to unnecessary operative interference.

In a recent clinical lecture he said:
After many years' practice in p.ace and in war I maintain that foreign bodies,

the presence of which in the body.-is not a source of any trouble or danger, ought to
be left where they are."

The consciousness of having some extra lead, for instance, in one's body,
especially when it causes one no inconvenience whatever, does not in the least
counterbalance the danger of an operation necessary for its removal.

This is especially the case in war, when it is often impossible to operate with
all aseptic precautions. If special merit was ascribed to me in the R.sso-Turkish
war I ascribe it partly to the fact that when my colleagues came up with bullet
probes of every kind I dissuaded them from their purpose. Even then I had a
tough battle to fight-a battle which is not quite ended even yet, and will now, after
Rontgen's discovery, begin afresh.

Professor Kuttner,2 of Lubingen, who followed the Greek war in
connection with the German Red Cross Society, has stated, as a result of
his experience with a Rintgen-ray apparatus in that war, that the Rontgen

'V. Bergmann. Die Resultate der Gelenkresectionen im Kriege. Giemen, 1874.
V. Bergmann. Die Behandlungder Schumwunden des Kniege-lenks im Kriege. Stuttgart, 1877.
2 Kuttuer (H.). Ueber die Bedeutung der Rontgen strahlen fur die Kriegchirurgie nach

Erfahnmgen im Griechiwch-Tirkischen Krieg, 1897.
BeitrAge zur Klinischen Chirurgie XX, p. 167. Tibingen, 1898
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rays are of great importance for medical aid in war, but only for fixed
hospith!'4 and those installed il fortresses, while for moving field hospitals
their application is very limited.

Abbott,' in an article il tile London Lancet of January 14, 1899, on

Surgery il the Graeco-Turkish war, states that a coil, battery apparatus was
used in the base hospital at Phalerum. As a result of his experience in
this war, he says:

The use of the Rontgen ray becomes an impossibility at the actual front. For-
tunately it is not necessary there, and could very possibly do harm by stimulating
the young surgeon to premature operations under bad surroundings. We believe
that the X-ray in future wars will be of the greatest use. but not at the actual front.

In closing his article Abbott formulates the following:
The apparatus is of no use on the field where the detection of bullets can only

be an incentive to prenuature exploration.
The less wounds are tampered with before satisfactory surroundings are reached

the better.
The modern bullet * p* is practically aseptic, and there is no urgency for

its removAl.

Surgeon Major-General Jameson, of the medical department of the
British army, in discussing the use of the Riintgen ray in warfare and as
used by the British medical department, says:

Reference has been made to the necessity of supplying these various apparatuses
to the hospitals at the front, but the difficulty of transport must really be considered.
It seems to me that from our present knowledge the advantages are not so very great
after all in that part. The place, I think, for them is in the line of communication
or at the base hospital, because after all nothing except very urgent operations are
advised to be performed in advanced places. What the photography really deter-
mines is more the position of the bullet or the kind of fracture, but the urgency of
operation is determined by other conditions.'

Our experience in the war with Spain was fully in accord with the
above opinions, as the use of the Rontgen-ray apparatus at general
hospitals and on board hospital ships met all practical requirements.

As to the use of the Rontgen ray in gunshot fractures, tle same rules
hold as for lodged missiles; i. e., occlusive dressings and noninterference at
the field hospitals except where operations iimperatively demanded, and in
this connection it may be stated that cases of gunshot fractures are extremely

'Abbott, (F. C.). Surgery in the Gneo-Tnrkisb War. Lainet, Vol. I, pp. 30 and 152.
London, 1899.

'Journal of the Royal United Service Institution, Vol. XLII. London, 1898. Juameon ilit-
cuming Beevor' paper "The working of the Rintgen my in warfare"
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iufrequenlt which can be benefited il any way by the use of Riltgen
apparatus at the front.

Also, il considering where Riintgen apparatus are to be placed for use in
military surgery in time of war, the fact must be taken into account that these
apparatus are all more or less bulky, heavy, somewhat difficult to transport,
and that their use requires considerable experience, and at field hospitals
necessitates expenditure of time when surgeons are most busy with work
incident to active operations. These disadvantages should not-be considered
were the benefits to be derived from the employment of these apparatus in
field hospitals at all in proportion to the difficulties incident to their trans-
portation and use. But, when the benefits to be derived from using them at
advanced hospitals is confined to extremely few, if any cases, and is useless
in all others, the time, work, and transportation expended on these appa-
ratus under such circumstances can be better employed in other ways.

In view of these facts, it appears that the place for Riuntgen-ray appa-
ratus is at base and general hospitals and on hospital ships, and that
apparatus so located will meet all requirements compatible with the condi-
tions incident to the practice of military surgery. With apparatus so
located, R6ntgen-ray examinations can be followed when necessary by
proper aseptic or antiseptic operative methods. This plan of locating and
using Rontgen-ray apparatus was adopted in the Spanish-American war
with the best possible results.

RONTGEN-RAY APPARATUS COMPARED.

-Premising that these apparatus are to be used at base and general
hospitals, it will not be necessary to sacrifice efficiency to too great com-

pactness or convenience for transportation.
At the same time, the apparatus should not only be efficient and not

too complex or difficult to operate, but it should not be effected by climatic
or atmospheric conditions, and should be fairly portable.

The choice of machines necessarily lies between two types-the static
and the coil. When properly managed the two machines are practically
equally effective. Their adaptability for use in military surgery rests,
therefore, entirely with which best meets the requirements above given.
These requirements are undoubtedly usually best met by some form of
coil machine.

The static machine is bulky and heavy, glass enters largely into its
construction, and consequently it can not ordinarily be as easily or safely
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transported to, or set up at hospitals established t;fr military purposes as

can the coil apparatus. It is subject to a certain extent to atmospheric
influences, and while these can be largely overcome by proper precautions,
they add to the difficulty of obtaining good work. The apparatus can be
run by hand power; but, when so run, its output is not equal to that of the
same machine when run by motor power at an even rate of mpeed. To
run the static machine by hand for any length of time is exceedingly tire-
some, even with a relay of men, while motors add toc the expense and
trouble of transportation and installation of the apparatus.

The advantages of the static apparatus are that, when properly managed,
it gives a constant output which is at any time available and that it is
economical in tubes, as tubes do not wear out so rapidly with it as with the
coil machine. In permanent military hospitals in dry climates, and espe-
cially where motor power is available and a dynamo current is not to be had,
the static apparatus will give a constantly available and steady source of
R6ntgen radiation.

Relative to the coil machines, taking the Edison i-inch coil machine
run with 10 Edison-Lalande cells as a type, this form of apparatus has the
advantages over the static machine of less weight, greater portability, less
complexity, and nonliability to climatic or atmospheric influences. The bat-
tery is easily set up, easily run, lasts for a long time, and the cost of main-
taining it in use is not great Coil apparatus can be transported with
comparative ease and with a minimum danger of breakage. These are all
decided advantages in times of active operations where apparatus have to be
shipped to recently established hospitals and used more or less constantly
under disadvantageous conditions. A battery apparatus can be quickly set
up, and by having a supply of extra charges on hand for the battery, the
apparatus can always be kept in working order. For these reasons, in time
of war, where hospitals are being established and equipped, the coil apparatus
with primary batteries is best for general hospitals and base hospitals where
dynamo currents can not be obtained.

The battery apparatus has the disadvantage of requiring a certain
amount of care to keep the battery up to its maximum working efficiency
and of not giving currents of absolutely equal strength. With the Edison-
Lalande cells these disadvantages are reduced to a minimum, and in time
of active operations, when the machines are being used frequently,
give rise to no decided trouble. In established hospitals, in time of
peace, where an apparatus is used infrequently, and where it can be placed
in a good room and well attended to, a static machine is probably to be
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preferred to ione operated by a battery, )particularly where motor powerr is
available.

Where d(Inalio currents can1Be had, theclil machines of the " break-
wheel " type will give the Lreatest efficiency. No machine of this type
was in use during the war with Spain, as nIone of the general lhos)itals were
supplied with dynamo currents. Since the war, an apparatus of this type
has been placed in the hospital connectedd with the Soldiers' Iome in
this city (Washington, D1. C.). 'The writer has carefully examined this

Fio. 2.-Edison break-wheel apparatiu

apl)aratus and believes that in hospitals where a dynamo current can be
had, this apparatus should he supplied to the exclusion of any other.

The distinctive feature of the " break-wheel" apparatus is that there
is no vibrator on the induction coil, its place being taken by an
instantaneous air break-wheel device. This device consists of two, toothed
wheels mounted on the same shaft, the projections or teeth making contact
with two flat brushes which bear on the outer peripheries and by which the
current is brought in and led out again. These wheels are rotated at very
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laugh Sleed by a small direct-current motor, which also, runs a pnresurt
blower. The air blast froi this blower enters a bifurcated tube and is
connected with two flat nozzles immediately over the contact brushes.
When the device is set in operation by starting the motor and connecting
the primary of the coil in series with the binding post, the spark, forlned at
the contact brushes when the coil is energized, is instantaneously blown out
by the air blast at the moment of formation. This greatly increases tile
rapidity of change in the magnetic circuit, and consequently vastly
augments the electric-motor force in the secondary coil. In consequence,
Ri;ntgen radiation of higher penetration and efficiency is produced in the
tube. The apparatus can be worked only by 110 to 120 volt direct
current.

The whole apparatus, with thb exception of the coil, is in an oak
cabia:ot. It is extremely compact, strongly made, and not liable to get
out of order or be affected by atmospheric conditions. It surlumses all
apparatus with which the writer is familiar, both as to ease of operation
and quantity and penetration of its lintgen-ray output. As it requires
a direct current of 110 to 120 volts to operate it, it is, of course, only
applicable in military surgery in those hospitals and hospital ships which
are supplied with this form of electrical current

The general conclusions reached relative to the kind of Ri;ntgen-ray
apparatus best adapted to military surgical use, and the place in which the
apparatus should be used, are:

First. The place for the apparatus is at general hospitals, permanent
hospitals on the line of communication, and on hospital ships.

Second. That in equipping base and general hospitals for war service,
coil apparatus actuated by primary batteries should be supplied.

Third. That in permanently established hospitals, where there is no
dynmno current available, the static machine will probably give best
satisfaction, especially if motor power can be had.

Fourth. That in pemnuulent base hospitals, or on hospital ships supplied
with direct currents of 110 to 120 volts, the "break-wheel" apparatus
will give the highest obtainable efficiency.
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II.
LODGED MISSILES.

The penetrating and iwrforating power of a missile depends upon the
relatilo which its velocity. its weight, its sectional density and its form
bear to tle constitution of the obstacle against which it impinges. With
the modern jacketed bullet these proportions are such, relative to animal
tissues, that the bullet usually perforates the part against wlic(h it impinge?
unless its velocity is greatly reduced Reduction in velocity may arise'
from long range or from the missile having impinged against some other
object before striking the body. In the first case, loss of penetrating and
perforating power is due entirely to decreased velocity of the ball. In
the second case, it may be due to decreased velocity from previous impact
or its power may be further lowered by deformation in shape, so decreasing
its penetrating or perforating power by altering its form and decreasing
its sectional density.

Even with velocity so lowered that perforating power is lost, tile
jacketed bullet, when undeformed, almost invariably travels in a right line
after entering the body. This peculiarity of the bullet is probably due in
part to its form, but mainly to its great sectional density. In this it differs
markedly romn the old lead bullet of large caliber, with which deflections,
after entering the body, were extremely common.

The small-caliber bullet is sometimes found lying at an angle to
its course of entrance. 'I'his slight displacement may be produced by
contact of the bullet with some of the more resistant tissues of the body,
but in the soft tissues it is probable that slight displacement of the bullet
from the line of its course is often due to muscular action or pressure by
neighboring tissues after tile bullet-bhas come to rest. Thus in Case 14 of
this section, where the bullet was embedded in the brain and consequently
was not acted upon by such forces, the bullet lies exactly in the line of its
course; while in (Case 6 of this section, and Case 6, Section V, the bullets
have been displaced, probably by pressure from neighboring tissues, notably
in the last case by pressure from the overlying flexor tendons of tile foreamn.
In perforating wounds made by the modem bullet, the positions of tie
entrance and exit wounds and the symptoms, together with experiments
upon dead bodies, show that the bullet almost invariably takes a direct
course through the part hit, irrespective of the tissues, be they soft parts or
bone which may lie in its course.
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PLATE II.

Lodged Mauser bullets (natural size), removed from Spanish-Ameriiani
war cases after having been located by the Riitgen ray. All the bullets,
except No. 1, show deformity due to ricochet impact.
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In bullets which penetrate only, the inmplrtant fact t)iat they also,
almost invariably, pursue a direct course until tliey come to rest is clearly
demonstrated by tie position in which they have beell located by the
Rintgen ray. Thus in Case 11, Section IV', though the bullet entered butt
end foremost, it passed in a direct line through the ulla to its place of
lodgilent beneath the flexor tendons in front of the inier condyle of the
humerus. This direct course of the bullet when reversed has been noted
in other cases, and it wc, id seem, therefore, that the direct course of the
modern bullet through the tissues must be mainly due to its great sectional
density rather than the shape of its end. It is this prolnrty which gives
it relatively great inertia even with lowered velocity and causes it to pass
without deflection through the opposing force of the tissues until it comes
to rest

In experimental trials with the jacketed projectile, its tendency to
produce perforating rather than penetrating wounds was found to be very
great. Arguing from this, it was thought that the number of lodged bullets
in warfare where this missile was used would be few. But in these exlperi-
ments the bullet impinged against the part without previous ricochet, while
in warfare, especially where the firing is at long range or where tile troops
are intrenched or are sheltered in any way, wounds roml ricochet missiles
are exceedingly common and largely increase tile number of lodged
bullets. Rintgen-ray examination of cases of tldged Mauser bullets, and
the deformed condition of many of these bullets when removed1by opera-
tion, indicate that lodgment was due in many instances to the velocity of
the missiles having been reduced by ricochet

As started above, the high velocity of the compound bullet, its small size,
and great sectional density cause it to perforate animal tissues rather than
penetrate them, unless its velocity is greatly reduced. At the same time, its
high velocity gives it great tendency to ricochet for considerable distance
and yet retain sufficient momentum to produce penetrating wounds. The
compound bullet is very resistant to deforming violence; yet, that it can

sustain violent ricochet impact and still retain sufficient velocity to cause
penetrating wounds, is shown by the great deformity of some lodged bullets
(Plate II).

In determining the cause which has so lowered the velocity of a
small caliber projectile that it ias lodged in a part, instead of perforatinlg
it, evidence is either presumptive or positive. The evidence of having
struck some resistant object before entering tlhe body, may be considered
positive, when the bullet is deformed, especially if the deformation is marked,

MAXIED MISSILES.E~s
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as was the case with many deformed bullets, in cases reported in the late
war. It is stated by some observers that the modern bullet may be deformed
by impact with bone. The writer is inclined to believe this doubtful, as
tile bullet is relatively so much more resistant than osseous tissue it hardly
seems possible that bone could offer sufficient resistance to det;rmn it. In
any event, the deformation would be slight, and the fact should I)e con-
sidered that the bullet might have struck some object before entering the
body and that the first obstacle and not bone, had deformed the missile.

When a lodged missile is undeformed, it may or may not have struck
some object before producing tile penetrating wound If the wound was
received at extremely long range, the evidence is presumptive that the
lowered velocity of the ball was due to the length of its flight. When, how-
ever, the range is short or unknown, it is impossible to say whether lodge-
ment was caused by decreased velocity from unknown long range, or from
the bullet at short range having passed through some obstacle which
lowered its velocity without altering its shape. For, while tile jacketed
bullet is frequently deformed by ricochet, its resistance to deformation is so
great that in many cases where it produces lpenelrating wounds, it is quite
reasonable to suppose that it may have impinged against objects not
sufficiently dense to deform it, or even may have passed through trees or
wooden obstacles, for iiis known that tile jacketed bullet will pass through
many inlles of hard wood wiitlout becoming defonred. In cases of
penetrating wounds(, where the lodged bullets are undeformned, it is fair to
suppose that quite a percentage of these wounds are due to lowered
velocity from causes, such as those given above.

In the Santiago campaign, the lurge number of lodged missiles was
commented on by the surgeons. In 198 Mauser bullet wounds, seen by the
writer, there were 21 lodged bullets. This number is unusually high, but
serves to show that, under certain conditions, quite a number of lodged
missiles may be expected. At Santiago, many wounds were received at
long range and in a wooded terraine. It is quite possible that, in some
cases, the velocity of the bullets was reduced by passage through the
branches of trees, in which event, from the resistance of thle bullet to
deforming violence, its velocity might be lowered and the bullet not be
deformed.

Where the bullet is lodged butt end foremost in the tissues, it is to be
concluded that the ball has ricocheted and tumed end for end before strik-
ing the part The fact that quite a number of bullets were found lodged
butt end foremost, and that so many lodged missiles showed deformation
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PLATE III.

CASE 1, SECTION II.-Ralph Barkman, private, Company K, Second
Massachusetts Volluiteer Infantry.

Radiograph of left leg, viewed from the inner side, showing deformed,
Mauser blllet lodged behind the tibia.
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LODGED, MAUSER BULLEIS.

produced by ricochet, demonstrates the property this bullet has of retaining
sufficient momentum to produce penetrating wounds after ricochet impact
While, therefore, under conditions of direct impact, the small size and great
sectional density of the small-caliber jacketed bullet cause it to produce
perforating wounds, except at extremely long range, so raising the percent-
age of perforating to penetrating wounds which it is liable to inflict, relative
to these percentages compared with similar wounds made by the older lead
bullet of large caliber; the ricocheting property of the modern projectile,
which is greatly in excess of that of the old bullet, increases the propor-
tionate number of penetrating wounds which it is liable to inflict in actual
warfare. This ricocheting property of the compound bullet and its ability
to produce penetrating wounds after ricochet, as well as after having its
velocity reduced in other ways, accounts for the fact that the number of
cases of lodged bullets was greater in the late war than was anticipated
from experimental trials of the bullet made previous to its use under actual
conditions of warfare.

DEFORMED, LODGED, MAUSER BULLETS.

In the two following cases, the first illustrates the direct course of a
bullet which has been blunted at the point by impact with some object
before entering the body, but without materially lessening its sectional
density, and both cases illustrate the noninfection of wounds by deformed
bullets

Cam 1.-Dtformed, Mauser bullet lodged in g; aseptic wound; localiation by
Rihtgen ray; removal.

Ralph Barkman, private, Company K, Second Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
wounded July 1, 1898, by two bullets, one of which passed through the left arm, shat-
tering the humerus; the other entered the left leg, at the outer surface, upper third,
and lodged. The patient was transferred from the field hospital to the Relief, where
Rontgen examination located the bullet behind the tibia, 3 inches above the ankle
joint (Plate I). The bullet was removed and it (No. 4, Plate II) and the radiograph
show that the missile had been blunted at the point, from impact with some other
object, before entering the leg. The wound of entrance was small and not infected.
There was marked discoloration of the skin from the entrance wound downward;
by which the course of the bullet could easily be traced.-C(a report compiledfrom
reorda in Surgeon- GmeraTs Offce.

bse f.-D4fobwed, Maer bullet lodged in tAigh; aseptic wunmd; localiation
by Rvntgn ray; ranoal.

Augustus Snoten, private, Company C, Twenty-fourth United States Infantry,
wounded July 1, 1898, by a Mauser bullet, which entered at the anterior and outer
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surface, middle third, right thigh. The patient was transferred to the Rdsef, where
a much-deformed bullet was located by Bontgen ray, partially behind the femur,
some distance lower down the limb. It was removed, when it was found to be greatly
deformed from lateral impact, the casing being split and the body of the bullet
concaved and flattened (Plate II, No. 6.).

The wound of entrance was small and uninfected and, despite the deformed
missile by which it had been made, presented nothing in appearance different from an
entrance wound made by an undeformed bullet.-Ce report aompiled from rwrwdn
in Surgeon- general' Ojlce.

It would be supposed that bullets which had struck other objects and had
been deformed before entering the body, would, from their jagged and
irregular form and lowered velocity, be more likely to carry infection into
a wound than undeformed bullets which struck the body without having
ricocheted There are, however, but two cases reported of infection by
deformed Mauser bullets, though probably many others occurred. The fact
that so few cases of infection were reported, as arising in this way, tends to
show that infection so caused, is not as common as would be supposed. In
one of the infected cases reported, the large size of the wound and its
location in the sole of the foot would make it particularly liable to infection
In the other case, the bullet was greatly deformed and had lodged very
superficially.

Case 3.-Deformed, auser bullet lodged wperjcia4U in knee; wound sligtl
intfwted; loaliation by Rontgen ray; remova.

Samuel Davis, private, Company L, First United States Volunteer Infantry,
wounded July 1 by a ricochet ball, which entered and lodged superficially, behind
the internal condyle of the left femur. The patient was transferred to the BRiqf
and the bullet (No. 7, Plate II), the whole point of which had been carried away by
ricochet, was located (Plate IV) by the RBntgen ray and removed. The wound of
entrance was infected, but healed readily under antiseptic dresings.-Casew port
compiledfrom reords in Surgeon-GeneraPs OJe.

Case 4-Dformed, Mauser bullet lodgd in foot; sptic wound; loaliation by
Riontgen ray; removal.

John N. Taylor, private, Complmy B, Twelfth United States Infantry, was
wounded July 1 by a Mauser bullet, which passed through the sole of his shoe and
entered the bottom of the left foot, directly below the arch. The wound was quite
large and irregular in shape and, on that sacount, was thought to have been made by
a fragment of shell, until the Rontgen ray disclosed a Mauser bullet, with an
indentation near the point, lying directly beneath the cuboid bone, in a line with the
second metatarsal bone (Plate XIII). The wound was infected and suppuration set
in. The patient was transferred to the Ra'efand then to Washington Barracks,
D. C., where the bullet was removed December 26, 1898, and the patient returned to
duty shortly afterward
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PLATE IV.

CASE 3, SECTON II.-Samuel Davis, private, Company L, First
U. S. Volunteer Cavalry.

Radiograph of left knee, viewed from the inner side, showing a Mauser
bullet, deformed by ricochet, lodged behind the internal condyle. As the
ra(liograph was taken through the dressings, a pin and the mottling due to
tile iodoform gauze are also shown.
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LO)XIWED, MAUSERK lI'LLETTS.

LODOGD. UNDEFORMED. MAUSER BULLETS.

From its resistance to external violence, tile (comlnoud bullet is
probably frequently ricocheted without becoming deformede. In many
case, the bullet, from its irregularity of flight, may produce extremely
jagged wounds, wa in the cae next given, or may enter the body butt end
first, and the radiograph or extraction, alone, show that ricochet had
occurredL

Oae 6.-j-Mate r bullet lodged in chat; fracture of d,;ikc; lhuerted,. yeptic
wvund; loalteation by RontIg ray; bIUit id reowved.

John R. Keen, private, Troop L, First United States Volunteer Cavalry, was

wounded June 24, by a Mauser bullet, which entered over the clavicle at the junction
of its outer and middle third. No wound of
exit. The entrance wound was about 3 inches
long and so lacerated, that it was thought that
the injury had been done by a fragment of a
shell. The patient was transferred to the gen- ;.:,.~
eral hospital, Key West, Fla., where fluoro- _ .;
soopic examination showed a Mauser bullet ...
just back of the left border of the sternum at ' : . - :( -:...... ;
the second interoostal space, lying at an angle i :; . /

to the line of entrance (fig. 8). ..:"'"::""'.
The large sine and larceration of the ex- -;: \:;::: .

ternal wound indicated that the ball had rico- . ....-

cheted and had struck the body while oscillt- -.
ing or while turning on its long ax. As the ;
claricle was badly shattered and the wound
much inflamed and suppurating, the wound
was thoroughly cleansed under antmthesi and .

all loose fragments of bone removed The ...
wound sealed very slowly and a small sinus - -

still existed when the patient wa transferred ,.s.-uemand luton of bullet in
to New York, August 23. Ther he was ad- em of Private John I. Keen, Troop L
mitted to the Roosevelt Hospital, where Dr. Fit United State Volunteer avary.
Robert AbbA took a radiograph, which located
the bullet The patient antbetd the wound thoroughly cleansed, and the
bullet searched for with a telephonic probe, passed through the front wall of the
thorax, 8 or 4 inches deep, twenty or thirty times in the location of the bullet, as
shown by the radiograph, but no result was obtained. In reporting the case, Dr.
Abbe given his opinion, a a result of hitrial of the telephonic probe, that it is unre-
liable and an not be compared with the oatgen ray for locating lodged miwiles.

The following case illustrate displacement of the bullet from the line
of its course, either from pressure of neighboring tissues, or from muscular
action, or from impingement of the misile against some resistant tissue
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RONTGEN RAY IN SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR.

just as the bullet comes to rest. Other.similar cases are shown in Plates
V, and XXXVII, and case 6, Section V:

(C'se 6.-Multiple wounds, all aseptic; Mauser bullet lodged in thigh; ooali-
zatinm by Ritgen ray; removal.

William A. Cooper, Company A, Tenth United States Cavalry, struck by a
Mauser bullet (No. 1, Plate II), which entered the left breast, passed superficially

through the anterior thoracic wall, and passed
out to the right and 2 inches above the um-
bilicus, then entered the right thigh at its an-
terior third and lodged (fig. 4).

.4a ;f# ^The wounds were all uninfected. The
patient was transferred to the Reldf, where
a radiograph was taken (Plate V), which

[ j . /' showed the bullet several inches below the
1..!.**/i:j% -I.. entrance wound, lying nearly at a right angle

a.g e^Ta ~ ~Ito its course of entrance. The bullet was

/K', : lIremoved and prompt recovery resulted.-
-s/1CaXse1- ""^Oc report compiled from record in Sur-

yeon-OGenerars sce.
The case is interesting not only/ ,H.) from the displaced position of the bul-

n \ f \ ^ let, but from the noninfection of the
second wound of entrance by the bullet
which had passed not only through the
clothing but twice through the akin.

- ;hett That the Mauser bullet may rico-
chet, remain undeformed, and, having~..... turned end for end, enter the body butt
end foremost, is shown by several cases
in which the bullet lay in a reversed po-
sition in the part. This reversed posi-
tion of the bullet has been present in

i)iJ\ quite a large number of cases seen by
the writer, the occurrence being so com-

Fo. 4.-Coure and position of bullet in mon as to lead him to believe it an ordi-
of Private William A. Cooper, Company result of ricochet impact, and con-A, Tenth United State Cavalry. n̂a, and n-
wound of entrance; b, wound of exit; sequently, a frequent accompaniment of
c, endwound of entrance; d,poition of lowered velocity and lodgment of thebullet

ball. In case 18 of this section, the bul-
let lay butt end foremost in the wound, and the same position was present
in cases 9, and 11, Section IV, and case 1, Section V.
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PLATE V.

CASE 6, SECTION II.-William A. Cooper, private, Company A, Tenth
United States Cavalry.

Radiograph showing undefornned Mauser bullet hlged in right thigh.
The view is from the posterior surface and the bullet lies at nearly a right
angle to its line of entrance.
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PLATE VI.

Lodged shrapnel bullets (natural size), located by the Rontgen ray and
removed by operation. These bullets show slight deformation, probably
produced at the time of explosion of the case in which they were contained,
and not due to ricochet From the low velocity of the shrapnel ball, it
probably seldom ricochets with sufficient force to produce penetrating
wounds.
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LODGED, SHRAPNEL BULLETS.

LOD)OEI), SHRAPNEL BULLETS.

T11le shrapnel bullet, used by the Slpuiarls, was a round, soft lead
bullet, measuring 1.25.centimeters in diameter, and weighing a little over
11 grams. (Plate VI.)

As the velocity of these bullets is ouly that of the bursting charge of
the shrapnel, plus some of the initial velocity of the shell, their velocity
is comparatively low, and these mnissils belong to the large caliber, low
velocity type. Theoretically, wounds produced by these missiles should
differ materially from those produced by the snall-caliber bullet. Practi-
cally, there was not so marked a difference as woild have been expected,
for, in the reported cases, the wounds which had been given a prinmar dress-
ing with the first-aid packet generally healed as readily as those made by
the Mauser bullet Also, reported cases show that in many instances, neither
by the appearance of the entrance wound or the sensation of the wounded
man, could the nature of the missile be determined. In consequence, many
cases of penetrating wounds by shrapnel bullets were thought to have
been. made by Mauser bullets, until the R6ntgen ray or removal of the
missiles showed them to be shrapnel.

These cases are of special clinical value, as they show that wounds
made by the larger lead bullets, when uninterfered with and treated by
occlusive dressings, re usually aseptic and run favorable courses.

awm 7.-Shrapnd all loded wn ak;, mepte . wwund; /wli.atai.n by Rintgoe
ray; removna.

George A. Harper, private, Company E. Thirteenth United States infantry,
ws wounded July 1, by a shrapnel ball which entered the back of the neck, half an
inch to the left of the second cervical spine. The wound was dressed with the first-
aid packet and the patient wn transferred by the steamer froio to the general
hospital, Key West, Fla. When admitted to the hospital, the wound of entrance
wa aseptie and eo small that there wa nothing to indicate that it had been made
by other than a Maner bullet, and the patient himself believed that he had been
wounded by that mile.

The luoreoope, however, showed that it was a shrapnel bll, and it was removed
July 16, from beneath the anterior edge of the sterno-nstoid muscle, 2 inches
below the lower end of the mastoid proees. Though made by a shrapnel, the
wound track was not nfeted, the wound of operation healed by first intention, and
the ptient was well when furloughed August 6.

0w .-Sekiqmd l 61 dd in km o; apwmvewd; h1oiw&atwn by RiBwtv
my; aeoal.

Henryl. Conover, private, Company , Ninth United State Infantry, wa
wounded in tie lft should July 1, the built entering 1 inch above he clavicle, at

_jl~
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Fio. 5.-D)iagram explana-
tory of Plate VII, showing
location of shrapnel bullet,
a, in the case of Private
Henry E. Conover, Com-
jany E, Ninth United
States Infantry.

terior border of the left

the junction of the outer and middle thirds of the bone.
The wound was dressed with the first-aid dressing and the
patient was transferred to the general hospital, Key West.
Fla., where fluoromcopic examination was made, but the
bullet could not be located. A static nmchine was used at
Key West, and, owing to the great humidity of the air at
that place, the apparatus failed to produce sufficient light
to penetrate the thicker parts of the l>dy. For that rea-
.ol, lodged bullets could not be located in some a(ses
while at that hospital.

On admission to the hospital, the wound was small
and aseptic, healed quickly, and from its appearance it was
thought to have been made by a small-caliber bullet. The
patient complained of pain in the region of the shoulder
blade, but had no other symptoms. He was furloughed
August 6, but on rejoining his regiment at the expira-
tion of his furlough he found it difficult to handle a gun,
and was sent to the general hospital at Washington Bar-
racks, D. C. The bullet was located just beneath the poe-

scapula. The radiograph showed it to be ashrapnel (Plate
VII and fig. 5).

The bullet was removed December 3, 1898, the wound healed by first intention,
and the patient returned to duty six days later. In this case the wound, though
made by a shrapnel, was entirely aseptic and remained so until the bullet was

removed, five months after receipt of the injury. At the operation, the tissue about
the bullet wound showed no evidence of inflammation, and the bullet wan producing
trouble only through friction in movements of the
shoulder. /

Cast 9.--ShArpde bullet trmund left groin;
aseptic reund; tdklzlatlim hy Riitdgen ray; re-
nunal.

Jeremiah Butler. corporal, Company C, Six-
teenth United States Infantry, -was wounded July
1, by a bullet, which entered the groin 2 inches to
the left of the root of the penis. From the appear-
ance of the wound, the bullet was thought to have
been a Mauser and the wound was dressed with the
first-aid dressing. The patient was sent from San-
tiago to Fort McPherson, Ga., where, by examina-
tion with the fluoroscope, the bullet was located
deep in the left thigh, about 3 inches below the
leser trochanter. As the examination could be
made only from before backward, the round shadow
thrown by the ball caused the examiner to think
the bullet a Mauset lying end on. Afterwards,

a,,

FIu. 4(.-Diauram explanatory of
Plate VIII, showing location of
bullet in the cae of Jeremiah
Butler, corporal Company C, Six-
teenth United State Infantry.
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PI'1AT'E VII.

(CASE 8, SECTION II -Illenry E. Conover, private, Comnpany E, Nintlh
United States Infiattry.

Radiogl-aph of the left shoulder, viewed from the mwak, showing
slira)pnel bullet l4hmged just Iehind the internal borer of the ucapula.
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PLATE VIII.

CASE 9, SECTION II.-Jeremiah Butler, corporal, Company C, Sixteenth
United States Infantry.

Radiograph of left thigh, viewed from the posterior surface, showing
shrapnel bullet lodged deeply in the thigh about 3 inches below the lesser
trochanter. The deep location of the ball is indicated by its dimness of
outline and the lack of contrast between it and the surrounding parts.
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the patient was transferred to the general hospital, Washingtonl Blnracks, 1). C.
On admission, there was no evidence of inflammation, but the patient complained of
pain extending down the limlb, and he walked with a limp. A radiograph was
taken, which showed the bullet to be a shrapnel (Plate VIII and tig. 6).

In the operation for removal the bullet was found embetdded in the tissues in
close proximity to the sciatic nerve, thus explaining the pain and disability. The
patient recovered without event and was returned to duty a few days after operation.

When subjected to operative treatment in the field hospitals under con-
ditions not strictly aseptic, wounds by the shrapnel, like those by other
missiles, generally become infected.

(kCa 10.-SArap;wl1 balU oalgeal in iel ,;wwnl ,.rpbredl aftield fihri/ntal: #rp-
putrtien; 14widiztivv/ by f1iitgenw ray; re,,w/wd.

Patrick McDonnell, private, Company F, Sixteenth United Statme Infantry,
was wounded July 1, by a shrapnel bullet which entered 2 inches below the right
acromion process. No wound of exit. An unsuccesful attempt was made in the
field h(opital to remove the bullet. Suppuration occurred, and an incision for drain-
age was made. The patient was transferred to Fort McPherson, thence to the
general hospital, Washington Barracks, D. C. Suppuration ceased and the wound
healed. Radiograph disclosed bullet lying in the axilla beneath the neck of the
scapula. Operation, under ether, December 7, the bullet removed. Wound healed
by first intention and patient returned to duty January 26. 189^.

(Use 11.--hrapiwl WIdl bledgd xupert'idly'; eyptfiW "rnind; .al;zat;n, tby
Rointygn ray; reizunwl.

William T. Earle, private, Company G, Sixth United States Cavalry, wounded
July 1, by a shrapnel, which entered and lodged just above the superior iliac. spine,
leftside. The wound was dressed and the patient transferred to the Rdlif. Radio-
graph showed bullet lodged just above point of entrance. The wound was probably
infected, for slight suppuration and necrosis of the ilium was noticed at the Long
Island College Hospital, where the patient was transferred from the RednfV The
wound eventually healed and the patient was returned to duty.--(lCe rreptrt arVsilel
firyW reerd*t of SuergVIm- GeiTrat's fffc.

LODGED, BRASS-JACKETED BULLETS.

The Spanish regular troops were armed exclusively with the Mauser,
but some of the irregular troops were armed with the Remington of .41
caliber, carrying a bullet having a brass jacket and soft leal core. This
bullet was easily deformed, the jacket being much less resistant to
deforming violence than the nickel-steel jacket of the Mauser (Plate IX).

In consequence of its large size and deformability, this missile
frequently produced wounds of considerable size-wounds either originally
infected or extremely liable to become so.

1AXfX1' H1. BHAS-S.J ACKk.,Tk,.i HBULLETS.
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A sufficient ,number of Wllntgen-ray cases of wounds by this bullet
were not reported to enable any general conclusions to be drawn relative
to its action whenpenetrating. The cases reported were infected and their
histories are given under Cases 13, and 14, Section I\, and Case 5, Section V.

INJURIES TO THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM BY PENE-
TRATING MAUSER BULLETS.

In gunshot injury of the spinall- cord or brain, where the bullet is
lodge, it becomes important to ascertain whletl'er the synptol s are due
to the original traumatisin or to pressure from tle ball. In the late war, but
tllree cases where the RWhiten ray was used were reported which came
under this class, but these cases were of marked clinical interest.

Two of these cases were of injury to the spinal corl, and in one, the brain
was wounded. In tile cord cases, localization of the embedded bullets by
Rointgin ray demonstrated that the symptoms were due to the original
traumatisin and not to the presence of the bullet. The brain case is of
interest from the full history which is given of the patient's condition, the
bullet being still embedded in tble brain at the time the report was rendered.

(Cwe 12. (;run7sht injury ,f the wrd; iauiwrur bullet hilyefd ;n iback; IYi/Iu-
tin hby Rii;yen itay: reinoMl; diseharge.fir disability.

C. James Edwards. private, Hospital Corps, wounded at Malate, Philippine
Islands, July 31. 1898. Bullet entered at a. point over the middle of the left deltoid
muscle, opposite the surgical neck of the humerus. At the time of the casualty, the
arm was deflected from the thorax at an angle of about 60 degrees. There was no
wound of exit. Immediately upon receipt of the injury, the patient fell to the
ground, and there was complete paralysis, involving both the upper and lower
extremities. lie was removed to the hospital, soon became unconscious and remained
so for two days. There was no discoverable active hemorrhage or fracture. Rtfex
functions, so far as it is possible to ascertain, were entirely absent below that portion of
the spine where the injury was supposed to be. There was rectal and vehicle paralysis.
After an interval of three weeks, during which time there was no improvement, he
began to regain control of his arms. A progressive change for the better was inaugu-
rated, followed by partial restoration of power of movement. (Complete sensibility,
both as to pain and temperature, returned to the right half of the body. He was
transferred to the division hospital, Presidio, San Francisco, Cal., October 22, 1898.
At that time hle was able to walk, but with great difficulty. On his arrival at
Presidio there was a loss of electro-contractility as to sensibility in the left arm, fore-
arm and hand, left half of the thorax, left half of the abdomen and left leg and foot.
There was loss of sense of temperature over this area. Tactile sense, however,
was generally present. A partial paralysis of the sphincter ani and vesice persisted.
Knee jerk increased on right side, feebly present on left side. Motion of the
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PLATE IX.

Lodged, brass-jacketed bullets, natural size. The bullets have been
deformed by ricochet, one having the jacket entirely stripped off.
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PLA'TE X.

(CASE 12, SECTION II.-C. .Jalmell Edwards, private, Hospital Corps.
Iauliogniph of chest, viewed. trom tile back, showing lodged Mauser

bulllet, whiti lhasipasiedi through the spine, lying 2 inches t the right of the
spinllte over the thirl intercostal space.
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GUNSHOT OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM.

extremities was almost completely retored. Symptoms in reference to the brain,
negative. Sexual power and desire almost nil. No ankle clonuls. No irregularity
in any of the internal organs, but a laInguid and sluggish condition, lacking the
power of vigorous action.

January 2, 1899, motion now only slightly impaired in left ipprl antl left lower
extremity. ordinationn of muscles virtually normal. Power of miu.cles is inhibited
in right leg. Electro-contractilit altent in the left lower extremity, extending from
the crest of the ilium to the planter surface of the foot. There is also lo(ss of the
sensation of temperature over this area. Sensibility completely albent in the left leg
and foot. Mobility absent in the left foot. Micturation and defecation disturbances
are still present. Sexual power is diminished, but desire is normal. As far as he
can remember there has been a constant dull pain in the back, in the region of the
third intercostal space, an inch and one half to the right of the spinous process of the
third dorsal vertebra.- Radiograph (Plate X)
shows a lodged Mauser bullet at the point
where the pain above mentioned exists. Bul-
let was extracted March 7, 1899, and as the
patient remained disqualified for military
service, he was finally discharged on account
of impairment of mobility of right leg and
thigh, and loss of sense and contraction of
the left leg.--(wse reported by Mj. W. 4.
II. Jlattlew, Surgeon. . . S. Vo4.

In the following case, spinal injury
was caused by depressed fragments of
bone. Localization of the bullet showed
that the missile was producing no ill ef-
fect in the tissue.- Lalninectomy was
done and recovery followed. The posi-
tion of the bullet, butt ?nid foreniot in
the tissues, makes it probable that the
missile had ricocheted before entering
the body.

F«. 7.-Dui~auu showingw:oumizl wi

i:."

IL,andl|x4fit)i: of bult, , in th e of

Edward daraJI..l

. :

- /,

Fro. 7.--~iarmnus howing woulndl f e.nlrltutc,
a(, and i.wition of bullet,!,, in the c7m of
Edwlard .Marhll.

Cue 13.--Edward Marshall, reporter, wounded at La Quasiurs, July 24, by
Mauser bullet, which ente-ed the back, 1 inch to the left of the spine at level with
the sacro-lumbar articulation. Complete paralysis of the lower extremities and loss
of sensation followed the receipt of the injury. Patient was transferred north on
the OliWte. and entered tie Roosevelt Hospital, New York City, where he came
under the care of Dr. Roktert Abbr. Dr. AbbW took a radiograph of the tae,
which located the missile ly:ng butt end foremost, 1 inch to the right of the first
lumbar vertebra and deeply placed in the neighborhood of the renal vessels (Fig. 7).

The position of the bullet precluded the possibility that the symptoms were
due to the pressure from the missile. Dr. AbbA did a laminectomy and removed all
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del)ressed fragmelnt.s of Ilone which were dressingg on the spinal cord. The bullet
was notltiremoved.

'The liext case is (,f interest, ill that it .shows tile result of it gunshot
wound of the braiii, the Ilalet beinll uniremoved, and what slight disability
and hotw few iipo)(.ltaltt 4w disturbillg sympltomis ilmay,-ersist as a result of
lodgemlient 4o a silall-caliler bullet ill tile brain.

( ti,'1... - J]n1;/'a iqt. .frhl/ui tb .f,1h tu;d t',r;q:.; ,'t.m{ atidl'it; Il tm//',,,e'mfed.

John (Gretzer, jr., private. companyl I), Fir.st Nebraska Volunteer Infantry,
wolunided ait long range, March 27, 18)99, at Mariloa, Philippine Islanlds. by a Mauser
bullet entering cavity of cranium, three-fourths of an inch haovw the supraorhital ridge
and one-fourth of an inch to the left of the median line. There was total loss of
consciousness during first few hours following receipt of the traumiatism, with the
exception of a few short intervals of semiconl.sciousness. at which time, excruciating
panin the head was experience. The patient was taken to the First Reserve Hos-
pital at Manila, where. lhe laid in Ibed for about four weeks. While in bed, he
suffered extremely from pain in the head, most severe the first three days, moderat-
ing slightly at the eid of the fifth week. IHecoining intermittent, greatly exaggerated
on exertion, by heat, and especially direct rays of the sun, exposure to which caused
him to reel, stagger, and almost lose n.sciousness. At the present time (August,
18t9), is still quite susceptible to direct rays of the sun. First few days of illness
were marked by extreme nausea and persistent vomiting; the slightest thing taken in
the stomach would he rejected. The pain in the head increased the severity of these
attacks. During early weeks of illness any exertion of the brain, as reading, caused
pain in back of eyes atnd vertex of the head.

Returned to San Francisco with his regiment irAt-ugustv-f 99. Radiograph
taken August 20, showed Mauser bullet embedded in left occipital lobe (Plate XI).
General condition good, as shown by photograph (Fig. 8).

Condition. October 1. 1899, six months after receipt of the injury: Oc(caionally
has pain in the lumbar region, and describes it as being "catch," lasting about five
minutes at a time. Pain in the head, when present, is located a little anterior to
parietal eminence on left side. There is no history of loss of power on either side,
but a weakness is appreciated in the right arm and leg, and a slowness in response
to mental impulse. This last is demonstrated in the act of writing; though the
thought is perfectly clear, there is a slowness in the forming of the words.

Voice: Patient did not, to his knowledge, exercise this function for first two
days of illness, but on beginning to do so, noticed a slight confusion of ideas, it
being necessary to first clearly fix a thought before giving expression. There was
also temporary loss of power to recall past events and names of companions. This
returned with full clearness at other times. A slight confusion still remains.

Eye: Pain lu k of left eye more or less severe, and increased by use, and
relieved by closing the lid. During confinement to bed following injury, patient
tested vision of left eye by closing right. The vision was clear, but slight weakness
and photophobia was noticed. Ptosis of left eye was marked during early weeks of
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PLATE XI.

CASE 14, SECTION II.-John Gretzer, jr., private, Company D, First
Nebraska Volunteers.

Radiograph of head viewed from the left side, showing Mauser bullet
lodged in the brain.
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GUNSHOT OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. 43

illness. Aperture is now smaller than that of right eye. A slight diplopia was also
present, a line of printing appearing double. Pupils are regular, but left slightly
larger. Reaction to light and power of acconunodation is noticeably decreased,
especially in left eye. Visual field normal. No nystagmus.

Hearing is normal. Sense of smell more acute on right side. Sense of taste
more acute on right side, the anterior two-thirds of left showing marked dullness.

Fio. &-Photograph of Private John Oretaer, Jr., Company D, First Nebraska Volunteer Infantry,
taken five months after receipt of injury. Scar of wound of entrane above left eye.

Tactile sense seemingly slightly dull on right side. General sensation of right side
not as acute as on opposite side.

eflexes: Knee reflex very marked on right side, responding to touch above, as

well as below the joint; the contact from finger causing a disagreeable tingling
throughout the thigh. On left side, reflex is exaggerated, but not to such a marked
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extent. Wrist reflex marked on right side, c 's:ng a chronic spasnodic contraction
of the fingers, and the hands tingling. Retlex alsent on left side. Ankle clonus
and patellar reflex absent. Chreliaster', -sv:ked on both sides. Sphincters
uninvolved at any period of illness; coordination good, though a slight uncertainty
is felt on attempting to walk with the eyes closed. No epileptiforn seizures. No
disturbance of nutrition or bodily functions. The patient afterwards entered the
mail service and returned to Manila on duty.-lIrprted by Miajrw A. (. Girrad,
Surlyon, i nited 5tatos Arm;y.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS RELATIVE TO PENETRATING
MISSILES.

Froml the foregoing, it seems reasonable to conclude that the colpoulnd
bullet of small caliber is not apt to lodge in the tissues unless its velocity
has been greatly reduced by long range, by ricochet, or by having passed
through some obstacle before entering the body.

Relative to infection of the wound, it would seemn-probable that missiles
which had struck some other object before entering the body would be more
liable to be infected and to produce infected wounds than those whichllad
passed through tile air only; and that the small caliber bullet, toward the
end of its flight, when traveling with low velocity, would be extremely
liable to carry foreign matter, shreds of clothing, etc., into the wound and
so infect it. In fact, that all bullets which lodge, would be more likely to
produce infection of the wound than bullets which have sufficient velocity
to pass through the part. It appears, however, that neither ricochet, passage
through other objects, or lowered velocity markedly increases the proneness
of tile jacketed missile to produce infection. This is of clinical importance
in that the lodgment of a bullet does not necessitate the treatment of
the wound which it has made as though it were an infected one. It
appears that such wounds are best treated by occlusive dressings and non-
interference, unless manifestly infected or some special condition calls for
operations. It further appears that large lead bullets of low velocity are
not as apt to make infected wounds as was supposed, and that the same
conclusions as to treatment hold witl them as with the modem, jacketed
projectile.
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III.
THE LOCALIZATION OF LODGED MISSILES.

THE RONTOEN RAY AND WOUND EXPLORATION.

The suleriority of the luntgen mry over other methodso(f locating
lodlged missiles is so great that, when available, it should be used to the
exclusion of all others.

It is a most distinct aid to conservative surgery, il that, with it
obtainable, disturbance of the wound through immediate atteulpts to locate
missiles is usually-unnecess&ry. Before its introduction, it was frequently
thought requisite to follow, or attempt to follow, the track of tile bullet
before the track was healed, as tile only way of locating a missile which
might p)r(dluce subsequent trouble. When the probe, or one of its
substitutes, is used, one of the tenets of modern military surgery, namely,
noninterference, can not be followed, and septic infection is madule possible
or probable. With the RWitgen ray at hand, the surgeon can locate a
lodged missile at any time when necessity demands, and its track can safely
be left undisturbed.

The unreliability of the probe for locating lodged missiles is well
known. With the probe it is possible to follow only a small minority of
bullet tracks. The contractility of the tissues may interpose obstacles to
its piasage-and a change of position on the part of the patient may cause
sucl a shifting of muscular and fascial structure as to completetely obstruct
or alter the .path made by the projectile. In fact, a great majority of cases,
where the bullet has been located by the the Rintgen ray, show clearly
how impossible it would have been to determine the position of the missile
by means of a probe.

Not only is it difficult to follow the path of the bullet with a probe,
but, even having done so, assurance that the missile has been touched is
often impossible. The nickel-steel jacket of the modern bullet leaves no
mark on the porcelain tip of a Nelaton probe, and sensation of cont ,c as
differentiated between a missile and fibrous tissue is not sufficiently definite
to enable an examiner to determine that .he probe is in apposition with the
bullet Nor can the telephonic probe be relifA upon; as is shown in Case 5
of the preceding section.
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But not ,only is the probe unreliable, but it isa source of danger, even
when used with allpossible aseptic atl antiseptic precautions. The experi-
ments of alGarde, l)elorme, Habart, and Faulhaber have shown that in
plractically all bullet wounds, even those made by the modern compound
bullet, some foreign matter and bacteria are carried into the wound. Tlhe
lunl)er of bacteria so carried in are usually not sufficient to jlr(oluce
surgical infection and subsequent inflalnmation and suppuration, provided, the
wounds are protected from further infection and are left undisturbed. For,
undoubtedly, the factor of noninterference with the wound is of great
importance. No sooner is a traumatism inflicted than natural processes are
l)rougllt into action for protection and repair. There is a local increase in
vascular activity, serum is poured out, leuc(cytes accumulate, and the
defensive factors of phagocytosis and serum bactericidal action are brought
into play. That these factors may have best opportunity for action, rest
anld nonidisturbmace of the tissue are necessary. Mechanical disturbance
of the tissues by probes, by tle finger, or by instruments will produce
fresh traumnatisms and cause disturbance of the defensive action going on,
and these traumatisms and disturbances, however slight, will favor growth
of the bacteria and add to the defensive labor required of the tissues. So
that even aseptic or antiseptic operative or explorative interference may
throw the scale on the side of the invading bacteria and lead to trouble-
some or disastrous consequences. For these reasons, and in consideration
of the unreliability and danger of searching for a bullet through the wound,
it mlay be stated that such search is contraindicated, except in cases where
the immediate danger from the presence of the bullet is greater than the
possible consequences which many arise from interference.

Fortunately, cases requiring immediate removal of lodged missiles are
extremely rare, and for all other cases, the uncertainty and danger of
exploration through the wound are done away with by the certain and
safe action of the Rintgen ray.
NECESSITY FOR THE LOCALIZATION AND REMOVAL OF LODGED MISSILES.

It is well known that lodged missiles frequently become encysted in
the tissues and cause no further trouble. In other cases, however, they
give trouble through causing suppuration, or by pressure upon some neigh-
boring nerve or organ, or by being so situated as to interfere with, or pro-
duce pain during muscular action.

Frequently, also, knowledge of the presence of a foreign body causes
mental disquietude, and in other cases it is important to know the exact
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location of the missile il order to determine whether the symptoms which
sometimes follow its lodgment are due to the lesitons incident to the original
traumatism or to irritation from the foreign bodyH, or whether or not tile
symptoms may not e ldue to something entirely unconnected either with
the original traumatisin or the presence of the lodged missile. In such
casen, accurate localization of the bullet is of the greatest importance and
value from a standpoint of diagnosis and treatment.

The following two cases are illustrative of those cases in which, with-
out accurate localization of the bullet, it is impossible to determine whether
or not the symptoms are due to the effects of the original traumatism or to
irritation set up by the lodged missile. Case 1 is illustrative, also, of the
aseptic course of a wound made by a

slow-moving lead bullet when left un-
disturbed.

Case 1. SAhrapnel &f/ filedd in back;
traumatic neurastAtnr l; Iwdizati4in by BRii- ,;',b: .."*'

," .,... -.: .
gen ray; mius'le not reamo'd. .-

Richard J. Eskridge, major, Tenth .' .. -

United States Infantry, wounded with shrap- d -~
..

nel, July 2, at Santiago and transferred to .-.
Massachusetts General Hospital, where fol- . ..'
lowing history was noted: . ,;' '

1all entered back while he was sitting. , .
Immediate shock severe. Intense dyspnea. - - ,'
Complete temporary paralysis of the left
s:de. After being taken to rear was able to
move arm and wiggle toes slightly. I)ysp- .. .. -: \
noea lasted twenty-four hours. Severe con-
stant pain in lower half of left side of trunk Fia. 9.-Diagm showing location of wound
and left leg. Wound healed readily. No of entrance (a) anl Pxaition of bullet (h)in the cme of Maj. Richarl EFkridge,wound of exit found. Paresis of leg re- Tenth United State. Infantry.mained- same for about three weeks, then
began to disappear gradually till 4e was able to raise his leg from the bed about
three weeks later. Since then, improvement less rapid. Pain has continued with
about same severity, requiring one-quarter to one-half grain of morphia at night
More severe at night; more severe in damp weather.

August 16. Examination: In left back, 2J inches from median line, at level of
ninth rib, a round scar one-fourth inch in diameter. Marked muscular atrophy of
hip, thigh, and leg of left side. Thigh and leg (left) very flabby. Extreme sensitive-
ness of thigh and leg, most marked just above popliteal space. Knee jeak absent on
left side. 'Able to get around little on crutches and put a little weight on left leg.
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NovemII1br t;, X-ray plates taken; bullet found. Three platen then taken, one
directly over site of bullet, one on either side It angle of 45". These located bullet
lit level of seco'('II( luinlalr intervertelirl disk. 1I inch al1we level of crests of iliutt
and about tllree-fourths inch to I inch deep. Removal not advised by neurologists,
Ias Io sourc.lle of irritation.

From the Massi.achuisetts General Hospital the Imtient was transferred, with a
diagnosis of traumnltic nleuritis, to the Army and Navy (;eneral Iospital. Ilot
Springs. Ark., and thence to the General HIospital at Washington ILrmnu ks.

()n arrival at the latter hospital the sne.mIIsymptom.4 of pain alid hloal hypr-
asthesia were the same as given ali)ve. ThI' motor functions of the left leg had
considerably improved. Some doult existing as to whether the symptoms were due
to the original trumnatism or to pressure from the bullet, a radiograph was

taken, from which it was thought that the bullet (shrapnel) lay as located in the
.Massachusetts Hlospiital. Th)bullet was cut for. but could not Ie found. The
Mackenzie-hidaidson l(calizer was then used and with it, the bullet was located
conlsidelraly deeper and in the subplritoneal tissue just below the left kidney. As
from its location, it could by no Xpossibility be causing any of the symptoms, the
neuritis was undoubltedly traumatic, a result of the original lesion, and no further
attempt was made to remove the bullet.

The following illustrates those cases in which it is necessary to locate
the lodged missile in order to determine whether symptoms which follow
the receipt of a gunshot wound are due to the presence of the bullet or to
some entirely different condition :

C(ne 2.-Fr(/rie'nt.f 'imnlesf ldlg/ed in the IwiC; nrf.ralg;a; IwIxe' atio)n of
frayent lby Rimtyen ivry.

Alfred W. Bjornstad, captain, Thirteenth Minnesota Volunteers, received a

slight supe9ficial wound of the left shoulder at Manila, P. I., August 13, 1898. On
turning to gi' to the rear to have the wound dressed, he was struck a second time by
what he thought to Ib a ricochet bullet. The wound of entrance was 3 inches to the
left of the spine and midway Iwtween the ninth and tenth rils. The wound was
dressed with a first-aid dressing and healed without trouble. After returning to
duty, he was troubled with almost constant pain in his right side, especially when
marching. This continued until he was returned to the United States with his
regiment to )be mustered out. After being mustered out, he was appointed captain
in the Forty-second U'nited States Volunteer Infantry, and as the pain in the right
side still troubled him somewhat. though much less than formerly, he applied for
treatment before being returned to the Philippine Islands, with a view to determine
whether or not the pain in his right side was due to the presence of a lodged bullet.
He was ordered to the general hospital at Washington Barracks, D. C., where a
lointge ray examination was made and a small, irregular piece of metal, probably a
fragment of a bullet, was located in the left side almost directly beneath the wound
of entrance. Careful examination showed no other missile and determined the fact
that there was no lodged bullet on the right side producing the pain froni which the
patient was suffering. As the small piece of meta on the left side was producing
no trouble, it was not removed, and the patient left the hospital shortly afterwards.
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CASE 3, SECTION 3.-John Watson, private, Troop F, Tenth United
States Cavalry.

Radiograph of left leg, viewed from the back, showing fragment of
missile embedded in the center of the callus formed at the site of a gunshot
fracture of the fibula.
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LOCALIZATION METHODS.

The value of the Rointgen ray in locating missiles or small fragments
of missiles which have infected the wound and cause continued suppura-
tion is shown by the following case:

Case 3.-Fragment of metii lodged in jlula; atpnwratf;m; 1valizuiatm ly
Rbntgel ray; removal; rwwrry.

John Watson, private, Troop F, Tenth Cavalry, was wounded July 1, by a
missile, supposed to be a Mauser, which entered the anterior surface upper part of
middle third right leg, fractured the fibula, and passed out at the internal lateral
surface. The patient was transferred north and finally to the general hospital at
Washington Barracks. A suppurating sinus persisted at the site of the original
wound of entrance. A radiograph was taken which showed a small fragment of
metal embedded in the callus uniting the fractured fibula, (Plate XII). Operation
disclosed a small piece of lead at the point indicated. This was removed, the
wound promptly healed, and the patient was returned to duty.

LOCALIZATION METHODS.

It is to be noted that Riingen rays are projected in right lines from
the anode of the Crookes tube. As a consequence of this, the observed
shado~w of an object, the object itself, and the anode are all in line. This
direct projection of the observed image is both an advantage and a disad-
vantage in locating missiles lodged in the body. It is a disadvantage, in
that erroneous conclusions may be formed of the location of a missile,
unless the position of the anode and the position of the shadow of the
object are accurately observed and noted. For, if the position of the anode
is not known, the foreign body may lie in any line projected from the.
position of the observed shadow. The projection of the shadow of an
object in a right line is of advantage in that, growing the position of the
anode and the position of the shadow, the object itself must be at some
point directly between the two. This fact of the direct projection of the
shadow of objects has given rise to two methods of localization of lodged
missiles; a, by direct observation; b, by multiple observation.

LOCALZATION BY DIRECT OBS0RVATION.

Direct observation has to be employed in those cases in which lateral
views can not be made through the part in which the foreign body is lodged.
Thus, in examinations made for foreign bodies in the chest, abdomen, pelvis,
shoulder, and upper prt of the thigh, the observation has to be made from
before backward, or vice versa. As no lateral views can be obtained by
which the depth at which the foreign body lies can be determined, resor
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itmust bte had1 to otherl 11means, of which there are two; first, the use of Home
firmll f4 ,calizer, disllussio of which will be takenull later; andll, secid,
(critical (osrrvatioll of tile image of tie foreign bodly and its relative posi-
ti(o. By c(.refilly examliningi the outline and size of the image of the
1o(dged mIissile and tile movement of its image when the tube is shifted from
side to side, thle dlepth of tile foreignl)odly in the part c(an be approximately
:.scertained.

If a l(gled missile is very near the fluoroscopic screen or the photo-
gra)phic plate, the outline of its shadow will be quite shal). If farther
away, the outline ,f its shadow will be blurred and indistinct and its
size increased; tile blurring, indistinctness and size, increasing with the
distance if the lodged missile from the plane upon which its shadow is cast.

If the outline of a lodged missile is sharp and
(distinct in the radiogralph, it indicates that tle
missile is near tile surface of the body against
which the photographic plate was placed. If,
on the other hand, thle picture of the lolged
missile appears blurred and indistinct in the

I/|t^ radiograph or on the screen, it is an evidence
that the missile is at a considerable depth in

i/ .\ 1 \the tissues. The increased size of the image
mI~̂ o>)f a deeply placed foreign body is due to the

greater dispersion of its shadow the nearer
,/ l, the body lies to tle source of light (fig. 10 b).

/1 1\ L- Its blurred outline is due to the fact that the
1// [I [ X Riintgen rays are not projected from a single

. .-Diagrash g point on the anode, but from its entire surface.
F.tivei7.-i fm hor gtpen ea-, As the rays are not projected from a singletive size of nmbra, penumbra, mind
shadow in foreign lldies located point, they cross each other at the edges of
sulerficially (a) and deeply (b) in an object, forming a penumbra, and, neces-
the tissues.

sarily, the penumbra is wider the greater tle
distance between the object and the plane upon which its shadow is cast

(fig. 10b).
In making these observations, photography is a much safer guide than

visual observations made with a fluoroscope. as the photographic image will
show differences of outline more clearly than the eye can determine them.
A number of examples of the relative dimness of outline and variations
in size of the image of lodged missiles, according to the distance of the
missiles from the surface of the body, are given in the radiographs accom-

panying this rep<.rt.
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Inl uaditioi to the metloilds already givtil ftor apprl)ximiating. tlhe I)ositio
of lolged ImissilesWh dvaitage can he take of the i.ositioi ofit thl, image of the
foreign b4odles relative tol surface Imarkin;s and points on tle IN.It'. Thius in
Case 9. Section I1, theposition Iftlhet(ser'veI imageof tthe bullet relative
to that of the lesser trochanter dand tle ftoll of tlh Iebutt~k was 4,f tihe gr,,atest
;assistll(a iln lIctin the bullet at the time of operation, while the dlimness
oftultline and large size of tlhe iliage of the Iall indicated titat it was deep
in the part.

A still further Intiteas olf alproximating the depth at which t Ilodge
missile lies ill a part is to note by tlie fluoreoscoe, the distance which the
image of tlhe object moves when the tube is shifted laterally. If whlen the
tub i o ,teismoed, tle image mo\es but slightly', tlie missile can not be deep in
the part; while, if the image molvementl is considerable, thle freigtnlMdv is
probably quite deelyyTlacel.

These mlealns of localizing lodged missiles give only infirential results,
but b)y careful observation and by com'bininig atll possible fict4rs, foreign
bodies (cau Ihe localized, in a majority of cases, with sufficient exactness
for all practical purposes, especially if they are not deeply )laced. On
account of its size, a bullet is not likely to be missed by a surgeon when
it is situateld sulperficially, pro)viled the operator cuts in direct lile from
its observed shadow toward the point where the anode of the Crookes
tube was located. But in- pursuing the method of direct incision, the sur-
geon must be quite certain before operating that the Ibdly fir which lie is
searching is situated superficially, or lie may have to (cit too deeply or
through important structures to find it.

Where foreign bodies are deeply placed or in the neighborhood of
important structures or organs, it is necessary that they be accurately
located before operative interference is adopted, and in such cases one of
the metthods of localization by multiple observation must be resorted to.

LOCALIZATION BY MULTIPLE OBSERVATION.

Localization by multiple observation covers all the methods of localiza-
tion il which tile location of the foreign body is determined by observa-
tions, so made, tllat the right lines of light from the anode cross each other.
As the anode, the observed lxldy and its shadow are always in line; when
two observations are made with the anode in different positions at each
observation, it must follow, that the observed body must lie at a point where
the lines drawn from tie anode to the shadow 4of the boly cross each other.
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As a consequence of tils, if two observations are made with tile anode in
different I)ositions, and these )ositionsl a(nd the i)oints on the surface of the
l)b(ly where the illmages of the missile are projected are recorded, then the
missile call be,Itccurately located at tile point where lines cross each other
which are drawn from the )positions ( occupied by tile anode to the )points oil
the surface of the hody where the shadows of the missile were cast.

A numllwr of means have been devised for determining the position of
the anode and the shadow of foreign bodies relative to the surface of
that part of the lbody in which the foreign body is located. The most
comm()n1111 method is to make an observation and nnark upon the skin the
point where the shadow of tlhe foreign body is thrown, then to move the
anode to a position where it will approximately project the RWntgen rays at

right angles to the first observation, and, after marking on the skin the point
wllere the second shadow of the foreign body is cast, the operator can, by
angulation, approximately determine the point where the foreign body lies.
This method, like the method by'single observation, is generally sufficient
for cases where the missile lies superficially or in close relation to some
bony point. Examples of this method of determining the position of lodged
missiles-lTy right-angled observation are given in Plate XIII, and in
Plate XXXIII.

But where the bullet is lodged deeply, this method, like the method by
direct observation, while sufficient for some cases, can not be depended upon
for accuracy, and instruments have been devised for definitely fixing the
position of all the points necessary to accurate localization; namely, the
positions of the anode, the places on the surface of the body where
the projected shadows of the foreign body are thrown, and the position of
these points relative to each other.

These instruments are divided into two classes; those in which pho-
tography is used, and those in which visual effects are relied upon.

Instruments of each class have been used and have been found of great
value ill difficult cases arising from the late war.

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS FOR LOCALIZATION.

Mackenzie- )avidson devised and, in 1898, described a method of
localization, since known as the crossed-thread system.' This method, either
with Mackenzie-Davidson's original apparatus or one of its modifications, is
probably tie most accurate and reliable means now used for the localization

MUackeinze Davidon. ItfintLgc rmy and lomlllmtion. British Medlcal Jounal. Janull y 1. 1896.
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PLATE XIII.

CASE 4, SEC'rON II.-Johni N. Taylor, private, Com)paiy BI, Iwelfth
United States Infantry.

Radiographs of the left foot, viewed from the inner, and from the
l)lantar surface, showing a slightly deformed bullet embedded in the sole
of the foot, beneath the cuboid bone and in a line with the second metatarsal
bone. The two views accurately locate the missile.
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.MACKENlIE-DAVIDSON LOCALIZER.

of foreign bodies with the Rintgen ray. The Mackenzie-Davidson appa-
ratiu consists of two parts, the exposer (fig. 11), and the localizer (fig. 12).

By means of the expoeer, that part of the body in which the foreign
body is lodged is fixed in a definite position relative to a photographic
plate. Two exposures are then made upon the same plate with the anode

Fo. I1.-Mackenuir-D vidson expoer. The photgraphic plate is pbed beneath the cromed
wire on the board. The wirsare inked and leave marks on the skin of the pat and the imaqs of
the wiresappm on the negative. This gives lines for oclit Th tetube is suspended vertically
above the Um wire and equidistan t each expmure from a point vertically above where the
wie crer

in different position for each exposure, the positionn of the anode being by
means of the apparatus accurately fixed and determined for each exposure.
The plate being then developed, two images of the shadow of the foreign
body will appear in the negative
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By placing the negative in the localizer (fig. 12), and stretching tlreads
from corresponding points of the two images on the negative to the posi-
tions which, relative to these images, were occupied by the anode at each
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Flo. 12.-Mackenzie-Davido n localizer. The negate is placed on the glas plate in the name
position relative to the two points on the crowbar that it occupied relative to the anode when the
exposure was made. Weighted threads are then stretched from corresponding points on the image to
the points on the crosbar, and their point of crossing indicate the position which the lodged minile
occupied relative to the plate when the exposure was nuae.

exposure, the threads will cross at a distance and position from the negative
which the foreign body occupied at the time that the negative was made



CROSSED-THREAD LOCALIZATION.

By measuring the location of the point were the threads cross, the position
of the foreign body in the tissues is then determined by markings made on
the skin at the same time that the negative was taken. Il this way, foreign
bodies can be located with mathematical exactness.

The method in detail is as follows: Radiograplh are taken from two
different points of view. In o. ler to carry out the adjustment and move-
ment of the Crookes tube, a horizontal bar is used with a scale upon the
front of it, graduated in millimeters, with 0° at the middle point of the bar
(fig. 11). This bar slides up and down upOn the two rods which rest upon
the floor, each with a base similar to those in stanlardl lamps. There is a
small holder for the Crookes tube, which slides horizontally along the bar,
and there are two sliding checks, which can be fixed by means of a small
screw at any desired points on the scale, thus enabling the tube to be

quickly and accurately removed from position on one side of 0° to a corre-

sponding point on the other side.
In case it is desired to adjust the Crookes tube to any particular height,

there is a small bar which slides vertically up and down and carries the
tube with it and acts as a fine adjustment; a small thumbscrew clamps it.
There is a small spirit level fixed on the top of the carrier of the Crookes
tube.

The method of taking the radiograph is as follows: The first step in the
process is to measure, as accurately as possible, the height ofthe point of origin
of the Rbntgen rays above the photographic plate or film, and generally for
all practical purposes, the middle of the anode plate may be taken as the
radiant point The sliding holder with the tube is placed with one of its

edges on 0 of the scale on the horizontal bar. The check clips are adjusted
on either side of the 0O to the desired degree of displacement and fixed there,
-so as to allow of equal displacements of the tube to either side of O0. The
amount of displacement of the tube does not seem to affect the accuracy of
the results; a displacement of 7 cm. to each side of zero working well in

practice, though other distance may be required in some cases.
On the table below the tube there is a board with two fine wires

stretched aross it at right angles, and dividing it into four equal parts (see
fig. 11). It should be considerably larger than the largest photographic
plate or film which is to be used, so that the plate or film covered with
black paper in the usual way can be slipped beneath the cross wires. Or,
instead of the board, two wires can be tied directly across the covered
photographi plate. The adjustments now necessary are as follows: Put
the tube holder at 0O, and then with a small plumb line drop a perpendicular

.648----6
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from the middle of tile platinum anode. The board is then placed so that
the point where the wires upon it cross is just under the plumb-line needle;
in fact, vertically below the center of the anode. Further, the board must
be so placed that one of the wires is parallel to the plane in which the tube
is to be placed; that is, it must be made to lie parallel to the horizontal bar.
This can be done by mere inspection by looking along the edge of the
horizontal bar and seeing that the wire is parallel to it. Once these adjust-
ments are made, the board can be fixed to the table and the instrument is
ready for use at any time without further adjustments being necessary.

The distance of the center of the anode vertically from the plate is
carefully measured and recorded. The tube holder is now displaced to the
previously fixed check clip on one side. The cross wires are lightly brushed
over with some suitable dye (the ink used for rubber stamps is good).
The plate, covered as usual, is then slipped beneath the cross wires. The
patient now places the part to be photographed on the plate and a small
object, opaque to Rontgen rays (a small coin answers well), is placed on
one of the corners of the plate, so as to mark a quadrant. The current is
turned on and one exposure made. It is then stopped for an instant till
the tube is pushed over to the other side of 0°, to where the other check
clip had been previously fixed, and then another similar exposure is given
on the same plate and without the patient moving. When the patient
raises the part from the plate he should carry the mark of the cross wires in
ink and it is important to make a small mark on the quadrant of his skin,
which corresponds to the quadrant on the plate upon which the opaque
object was placed. This is clearly necessary to keep the parts and the
negative in register.

The negative is at once developed and fixed in the usual way, when
two shadows of the foreign body will appear. If, for example, the foreign
body is a bullet, there will be two bullet shadows in the negative.

From the above data and with this negative one can, by means of
mathematical formula or geometrical drawing to a scale, arrive at a correct
knowledge of the position of the bullet. But the requisite knowledge is
not always at hand; and the second part of the apparatus is now brought
into use. Fig. 12 shows the apparatus called the "localizer."

It resembles a photographer's retouching desk. Upon an iron stand a
piece of plate glass is placed horizontally and beneath it, a mirror which can
be adjusted so as to reflect the light from a window or lamp up from below.
There is a horizontal bar which slides up and down upon two vertical rods
On this bar, there is a millimeter scale with a small notch at each millimeter
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mark. The 0° is at the middle point of this bar. On the glass plat, there
are two lines cut with a diamond at right angles to each other (to corre-
spond to the cross wires on the vulcanite plate), and this glass plate, which
is movable and can be clanped, is so placed that the point where the lines
cross is vertically beneath the 0° on the scale above, and the line on the
glass running right and left (when facing the scale) is placed parallel to the
edge of the scale. In other words, they are in the same vertical plane.
The scale is now raised or lowered so as to make the Y' on it precisely at
the same height vertically above the negative as the anode of the Crookes
tube was from the photographic plate or film when the negative was being
produced.

The negative being washed after fixing, can be at once placed upon the
horizontal stage and easily adjusted, so that the white lines produced by
the cross wires, are made to coincide with the cross line on the glass plate,
care being taken that the marked quadrant is in the same relative position
as it occupied when the photograph was being taken. As a routine practice,
it is best to mark the right' upper quadrant, as the operator stands facing
the scale on the bar.

It is important to remember that the negative should be placed face up
on the stage, for if placed on the stage with the gelatin face downward the
relations of the parts are reversed.

The negative being thus arranged, it will be seen that it is really
placed under exactly the same conditions as it occupied when it was being
taken. Under these circumstances, all that is now required is to trace the
path of the rays which produced the negative. This is done in a very
simple way. The distance on each side of the middle point (0° on the
scale) to which the anode was displaced is known. Suppose it was 7 cm.,
a fine white silk thread is placed in the notch 7 cm. to one side of 0° and
another silk thread (red) is placed in the notch 7 cm. to the other side of
0°. Small weights are attached to one of the ends of each tread to keep
them taut, while the other is threaded into a fine needle, which is weighted
by being fixed into small lead weights, in shape resembling a mouse

(Figs. 12 and 13).
Now, these threads can be used to show the path of the rays which

produced the negative. Suppose we are dealing with a bullet in some part
of the body. On looking down on the negative we find two bullets, and
it is not difficult to see, that as the Crookes tube was displaced horizontally
in a line running right and left, that the shadow of the bullet to the left
was produced by the tube when displaced to the right and vice versa.
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Thus, if we place one of the threads on the point of the bullet in one shadow,
it will indicate the path of the ray that produced the shadow of the bullet
point (P, fig. 13.) Now, if the other thread is placed on the correspond-

ing point of the other bullet shadow
, /,.. .., ...... (P', fig. 13), then it must follow that

the position actually occupied by the
point of the bullet in question is pre-

\os / cisely where the two threads cross at
\". /. c in fig. 13.

r\ A~. ~ If the perpendicular distance of
a point can be measured from three

' / ^ planes which are at right angles to
a- - ^\ each other- in short, if the x, y, and z

can be ascertained-then all will be
known about the position of the point

{lWCl 11^^^^^55 1in question.
f~~~/N\~ ~This we can do at once with the

Fro. 13.-Diagramn showing method of using th t in 13. t, te verticalIocalizer (Mackenzie Davidson). t fig. First,
distance from the negative to where

the threads cross each other is measured. This is the distance of the point
of the bullet Deneath the skin (of the patient), which rested on the photo,

aa^^dr4Ttt
4. 4 em - -

c'- ,It,»

FIG. 14.-Diagram showing method of localution (Mackenzie-Davidson).

graphic plate. This can be measured with an ordinary pair of compasses
The vertical distances are next measured from the two vertical planes

represented by the shadows of the cross wires to the point where the
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threads cross. An upright square is placed with its edge coincident with
the shadow of one of the wirts, and the perpendicular distance is meas-
ured with compasses from it to the point where the threads intersect. In
this way r, y, and z of the point of tie bullet is ascertained and the result
noted down, as shown in fig. 14. The arrows in fig. 14 indicate the direction
of the displacements of the Crookes tube. We then proceed in a similar
manner to ascertain the position of the butt of the bullet c, in fig. 13. And
the distance between c and c in fig. 13 gives the direction and actual length
of the bullet.

From the measurements jotted down, as shown in fig. 14, a line can
te marked on the patient's skin in the same plane as the bullet, and the
surgeon can be given the exact depth at which each of its extremities can
be reached by a vertical puncture.

Several pairs of threads might be used, and in this Way the shape of
the foreign body might be outlined; but it is more convenient to use one
pair. The point where they intersect can be fixed by the point of a surface
gauge; and, when the threads are moved to another position, the difference
between their new point of intersection and their former, where the point
of the surface gauge stands, can be measured at once. In fig. 13, the dark
lines indicate the position of the threads, the dotted lines show the position
they occupy when they are each directed to the butt of the bullet, and the
distance from c to c' is the actual length of the bullet. It also indicates the
direction in which the bullet lies.

The final result of the process is, that we can draw an outline of the
foreign body on the patient's skin and give the depth below the skin of
any of its parts, and this enables us to give the direction and depth at
which it can be reached from any point the surgeon may select.

The original Mackenzie-Davidsou localizer has been modified on the
lines of portability and simplicity, but the principle remains the same. In
the Harrison portable localizing apparatus, the essential features are
retained and the apparatus is made very portable and consequently well
adapted to military surgical use.

\This apparatus (fig. 15), consists of a baseboard which supports a slid-
ing tube holder. The tube is fixed at a certain height above the surface
of the board, and radiographs are taken with the tube at each extremity of
the slide. The negative is then developed and placed on the baseboard.
Two pillars, which plug into the board, are so arranged that a small notch
at the top exactly coincides with the two points from which the radiograpis
were taken without any measuring or calculations, and silk threads con-
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nelclettd to weighted pointers are taken from these pillars to the image on
the negative, as in MacKenzie-Davidson's apparatus.

Fri. 15.-larriua portable localizing appartus.

The tube holder, pillars, etc., are all removable, and can be packed flat
with the board.

APPARATUS FOR LOCALIZATION BY VISUAL OBSERVATION.

But one form of apparatus of this type has been used by the Medical
Department of the United States Army. It is known as the Dennis
fluorometer (fig. 16).

This is an instrument by means of which the position of the anode,

Fio. 16.-The Denn fluorometer.

the foreign body, and its shadow as projected upon the surface of the body
may he noted by visual observation through the fluoroscorne. With it.
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1wailization is made by determining the position of the tfreigniXdly by
two observations made at right angles to each other.

The instrument consists, essentially, in a set of carefully designed
metallic angle pieces which conform generally to the shape of the body or
limb, and which, in their use in connection with the Riintgen rays, are

susceptible of being squared with a simple and cllveniently auljustable
table. Tie patient being laid on the table and a fluorometer appliance
adjusted, the fluorometer is brought into the parallelism of the rays-that is,
when the proper position of the cross section is obtained, the two arms of
the fluorometer will present the characteristic single shadow on the field of
the fluornscope.

Attachable to the arms of the fluorometer are two pins or sights. By
means of these sights, the foreign object having been brought in line with
them and the proper adjustment having been made, a correct line is pro-
duced, with the sights and foreign object coincident.

By means of a metallic grating of inch mesh, which is placed adjacent
to one side of the body and consequently one side of the fluorometer, exact
measurements can be made with the eye from the base line of the fluoro-
meter and from points on the circumference of the body to the foreign
object.

Then, without moving the body or the fluorometer, the Crookes tube
is placed directly over the subject for the purpose of obtaining the vertical
line. By means of an adjustable crosspiece, which is placed over the anrs
of the fluorometer, exactly the same results in a vertical way are obtained
by viewing the subject from beneath, the same condition of parallelism
having been produced, another set of pins having been placed in position.

It will be seen at once that while the first operation locates the foreign
object on an exact cross section, the second observation shows the exact
position occupied by the foreign object in that cross section.

All the elements of distortion having been eliminated, the foreign
boly will necessarily be at the intersection of the two lies of the right
angle.

In practice, the surgeon indicates the first cross section obtained by a
line of India ink or iodine on the body, and is thus enabled to establish
the position of the object by measurements from points on the exterior of
the subject, with as much exactness as if the body or limb were actually
severed at the first cross section and presented to view.

The fluorometer is a useful apparatus in many cases But on account
of the difficulty and frequent impossibility of using the fluoro)ope where
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missiiles are lodged in the thiceir parts of the body, especially in regions
where dense shadows are cast by the.containied organs of the abdominal
cavity, this apparatus has only limited use and can not compare with the
Mackenzie-Davidson or cross-thread apparatus, which are applicable to all
cases.

It is, however, only in exceptional cases, and those of considerable
rarity, tlat recourse will have to be made to either form of localization
apparatus In the great majority of cases, visual observation or radiographs
will give ail necessary information to the surgeon relative to the location of
lodged missiles. For this reason, in military surgery, it would not seem
necessary to supplement every Rintgen apparatus with one of these appa-
ratus. They should, however, he available for use at a few general hospitals
where cases of marked difficulty can be sent for treatment



TV.
GUNSHOT FRACTURES OF THE DIAPHYSES OF LONG BONES.

Ill gullsot fractures of the shaft of long bones, the extent of the
fracture, its form, and the amount of communition vary considerably
according to the conditions which obtain at tie time of tile receipt of the
trauinatism. Tlhe conditions which influence the bone lesion are the part
of the bone struck, the structure of the bone at the place of impact, the
velocity and form of the missile, and the angle of incidence. As all these
factors can hardly be identical in any two cases, bone lesions are bound
to vary within certain limits.

Of great importance in these factors is the part of the bone struck.
The physical qualities of the cancellous tissue of the epiphyses are so different
from those of the compact tissue of the shaft of the long bones that, under
conditions of gunshot impact, different traumatic results occur according to
whether one or the other of these parts is struck.

Ths results of RWntgen-ray examinations made during the late war
lead to tite conclusion that, minor differences apart, gunlThot lesions of the
shafts of long bones by small-caliber bullets may be divided into three
main classes:

Class 1, fractures by bullets having sufficient velocity to produce
perforating wounds.

Class 2, fractures by undeformed bullets having sufficient velocity to
penetrate only.

Class 3, fractures by penetrating, deformed bullets.
A possible fourth class, namely, fractures produced by deformed

bullets traveling at velocity sufficient to produce perforating wounds, is not
recorded and would be extremely difficult to determine. Such bullets pass
through the part wounded, and the only evidence that the fracture had been
made by a deformed missile would be an atypical appearance of the
wounds of entrance and exit, appearances which are not always present, and
which if present would lead to inferential conclusions only.

CLASS .--FRACTURES BY PERFORATING BULLETS.

Under this class come all fractures produced by bullets traveling with
sufficient velocity to pass out of the wounded part after having fractured
the bone. So far as observed, fractures by perforating bullets have one
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Commllllllcaractleristic: they are1 all more or less comminuiilted. '1he almounti
of colminuition aipplarently dependss mainly onl two factors:

First, tile vtelcity of the missile; Aetond, the angle of incidelne of
iliip('t.

Where tile velocity of tile bullet is extreme, as at short range, the
alluolilt of commillutioil is considerable, and is greater tlian at long range,
whatever the angle st which teilullet strikes tile bone.

With lowered velocity, (ommninultion is great only when tle bullet
strikes the shaft of the bone in tle median line.

Under tle condition of extreme velocity, the so-called "explosive"
effects are Iproduced.

Under tlihe conditions of median impact, (comminution of bone is con-
si(lertable, )but nlt so grreat as were the effect is explosive, unless the factors
of highl velocity and perplendicular impact combine. For these reasons,
fractures of tile first class, namely, those made by perforating bullets, may
be divided into three subclasses, in the order of the amount of bone coin-
muinution produced:

Subclass 1, fractures by perforating bullets at short range.
Subclass 2, fractures hy perforating bullets striking the bone in the

median line.
Subclass 3, fractures by bullets striking tle bone tangentially.
SUBCLA.SS I.-FRACTIURK S BY PERFORATING BULLETS AT SHORT RANGE.

In this class there is the maximum amount of bone splintering (explo-
sive effect), and tile lateral destructive action of tile bullet is so great in
some cases that fractures are produced even when the bullet barely grazes
the bone (Case 2).

Much has been written of the explosive effect produced by the modern
bullet, and many theories have been advanced to explain it. In the opinion
of the writer, the theory which best explainlm this effect of the bullet is that
the destructive effect is the result of the lateral transmission of energy
imparted to the tissues by a rapidly moving missile.1 If energy were
transmitted only in a line directly in front of a bullet, the bullet would
make clean-cut perforations in all organs or tissues through which it passed,
and immediately fatal results would arise only from direct wounds of blood
vessels, perforations of the heart, or impingement of the bullet upon some
vital part of the central nervous system.

'Stephenpon: Wounds in War, p. 71. New York, 1895.
Forwood: Wkrren & (iould' International Text Book of Surgery, Vol. 11. Philadellphia 1900.
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The lateral transusission of the energy of the bullet to an extent suffi-
cient to*cause extensive solutions of continuity occurs in Imarked degree
only in certain organs and tissues, and in these only when the velocity of
the missile is great. As tlis destructive effect occurs only in certain organs
and tissues, it must follow that it is because these origns and tissues lbest
transmit the energy imparted by the bullet; and, as the structures wlich
transmit this energy with trauniatic-producing violence are either compact
bone, or organs containing fluid, or those practically saturated with fluid,
it seems most probable that this energy is transmitted in two ways-either
through the transmission of vibration by tlie closely knit compact bone tissue
or through tie incompressible fluid in fluid-saturated or fluid-containing
organs. In <compact bone, with the missile at high velocity, by tile sudden-
ness of the shock, the bone is disrupted, and the osseous particles acting as
secondary missiles, are forced outwardl, increas-
ing the disruption and traumatism by lateral
transmission of the energy imparted, (Fig. 17).

With the bullet moving at lower velocity [
the shock in bone or organ is less, the disrup-
tion consequently less, and with still lower
velocity, the ball may enter and pass through I : ,
the same tissue or organ with practically no I '4S't I
lateral destructive effect. In a broad way, tIle I./',, '.
result may be likened to the difference in effect I / \
produced by throwing a bullet into water con- | /
tained in an open leaden vessel or firing the bul-
let into it. In the fir case, the bullet will enter
making slight commotion, aid that mainly upon
the surface of the water; while, if the bullet is Fio- 17.-Late traniiaion ofe. eryW in the shaft of a lhnmgfired into the water, the containing vessel, even bone. Diagmmantic; modited
though open at the top, will be completely from Re&r. A similar effect i

, ~ «~.i~..« ~. ~._ . ,. ~~ prolu(ied in fluidcontainiig anddestroyed through the lateral transmission of nuidwitmuedorpad
energy by the incompressible fluid.

When the alaft of a bone is struck at short range, extensive comminu-
tion is produced whatever the angle at which the bullet may impinge
against the bone. The bullet in these cases produces an explosive effect in
accordance with the reasons already given, (Fig. 17).

This effect is not confined to the bone alone; the bone fragments
driven out into the surrounding tissues may produce extensive traumatisnm
of the subcutaneous soft parts, and may even be driven out through the
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woult'of exit and into ia neighliirilng part. In a case of this sort which
catte ud(ider the observation of the writer, tile shaft *of the femur was
shattered for five inclies of its length aild largely reduced to bone sand.
The bullet passed thlrou'f .h>ith thigh and leg, and on examining the wound
inl the latter, bone sand and several fragments of bone were found which
llhad been carried through the first wound of exit and driven into the second
wound of entrance by the force of the missile.

In llnother instance (Plate XIV), the whole of the distal part of a

inetacarplal b1)oit was blown out through the exit wound, which was but
little larger thlan usual.

( tI', I. - .'_ r^;lihf,.IP!t it)n fraIcurt fty (YImtld.

.lohn T. Sullivn, private, Company F, Thirteenth United States Infantry, was
woin1(lid ti(s-vt!sir-l IngIg' by a Mauser bullet, which passed obliquely through the

hand, fractured' the third metacarpal bone by
( ontact-ompletely destroyed the distal end of

( 1\ ,\ tthe fourth metacarpal bone, and carried out
a ll the fragments through the exit wound.
Though all the fragments of the fourth meta-
arpal had been driven out through the exit

avl I l wound, the wound was little larger than the
wound of entrance, and only by use of the
Kontgen ray would it have been suspected that
the bullet had made a clean reaction (Plate<b T '---, // N XIV).

The hand was dressed with the first-id
dressing and the patient transferred to the
general hospital at Key West. On arrival at
the h(^pital the wounds were fouad aseptio

6. '4^ * / ~and healed quickly, but some impairment of
..) rf ~ I~~(function resulted, as the soldier writes in No-

vember, 1898: "Motion of middle, ring, and
I' '~I 'little tingers much restricted, especially in

Fli;. Is.-lDiagram exlplalatory of Plate flexion."
XIV. The arrow iclficatte the cotlrwe
of the bullet. In the case above given, the radio-

graph shows that the third metacarpal
bone had been shattered by lateral contact of the bullet. The following case
further illustrates this interesting form of fracture. In this class of cases,
though the ball barely grazes the bone, the energy transmitted laterally
from tie swiftly moving missile is sufficient to produce marked comminution.
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PLATE XIV.

CASE 1, SECTION I\.--,John T. Sullivan, I)rivate, Company F, Thirteenth
United States Infantry.

Radiograph. of left hand, viewed from the back, showing gunshot
fracture of third, and fourth metacarpal bones. The distal end of the third
metactlarpal, fractured ;y contact; the distal end of the fourth metacarpal,
entirely destroyed by the missile.
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PLATE XV.

CASE 2, SECTION IV.-Thomias F. Cavanalgh, sergeant, Troop G,
First United States Volunteer Cavalry.

Radiograph of right forearm, viewed from the front, showing Mauser
bullet fracture "by contact"
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Case F.-Facwtur by cnta; operation, atield Aowpit; euppuration.
Thomas F. Cavanaugh, sergeant, Troop a, First United States Volunteer

Civalry, was wounded at a . nge estimated at under 400 yards by a Mauser bullet
which passed across the front of the right forearm at its lower third, severed the
flexor tendons, graed the periosteum of the radius, and shattered the bone. The
track of the bullet was laid open at the field hospital, the tendons sutured and the
wound united by itilk sutures. The patient was transferred to the General Hospital,
Key West. On his arrival there, pus was escaping from between the sutures and
the wound was tense, bulging, and much inflamed. The sutures were removed under
anesthesia and the wound carefully cleansed. Owing to extensive inflammation and
suppuration, it was found impossible to unite the tendons. A radiograph (Plate XV),
was taken which showed excellently the
shattered condition of the radius and the
longitudinally disposed fiusures between
the bone splinters. The wound was
treated with antiseptic applications, but
had not entirely healed when the patient
was transferred north, August 22, 1898.
In November of the same year, the sol-
dier writes that be has no use of the
hand, the fingers remaining stiff. The
disability is probably permanent
8UBCLASB 2.-FRACTURES BY PERFO-
RATING BULLET8 STRIKING THE
BONE IN THE MEDIAN LIN.

0u 3J.-CmiJnWted.fracrcU (if
fstur dw to ewdias impact of bUll;
aepsic wond; eeryv without ofmpli-
aitwnf

I
I
I

I
I

"

SI
\a--'

John Robertson, second lieutenant,
Sixth United States Infantry, wounded
July 1, by a Mauer bullet, which entered | I
the anterior surface of the right thigh
just below Sarpas triple, passed from Pw. 19.-Diarm explatory of Plat XVI.
before backward through the femur, and
pased out directly posterior. There was profuse hemorrhage, which was partly
controlled by an improvised tourniquet applied by an officer of the line. Lieutenant
Robertson was carried to the rear by the men of his command and while thus con-

veyed, he wa shot in the left side, the bullet entering just below the inferior angle of
the left scapula, paying beneath the muscles, but not through the thoracic wall, and
making exit just below the left nipple. With these wounds of entrance and exit, it
wsmat first thought that the bullet had paoed through the chert; that it did not do so
wu due Wo he extreme outward dispcement of the angles of the scapule, from his
bing, at th time, lifted by the armpit. The first dressing was applied at the
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field hospital. The fracture was dressed by the use of a long splint. Transferred
July 9, to Third Division Hospital and two days later to the Relief At this time,
both chest wounds were healed. The thigh wounds remained aseptic. A radiograph
showed great comminution and displacement of the fragments by overlapping
(Plate XVI).

The fracture was then treated by confining the limb upon a double inclined
plane, consisting of a hollow posterior splint, made of the sheath of the leaf of the
cocoa palm, to which was added an anterior thigh splint of wire gauze. After
dressing the limb was placed in a sling. Subsequently a Buck's extension was

applied and finally a plaster splint. The final result was excellent, for, though there
was 1* inches shortening, the callus was firm (Plate XVII), and the position and
functional use of the limb were excellent.

The above case is very instructive, as it illustrates the possibilities of
conservative treatment in marked comminution of the shafts of long bones
where the wound is aseptic.

Excellent examples of the effect of the small caliber bullet when it
passes directly through the shaft of a small bone of the hand or foot are

given in the following cases, with their accompanying radiographs:
Case 4.-Mauser bullet ound of singer, with compound fracture of second

-phamfr~ Jthtfinger.
George H. De Revere, private, Company L, Second Massachusetts Volunteer

Infantry, was wounded July 1, at unknown range, by a Mauser bullet which passed
obliquely through the fourth finger of the left hand, shattered the second phalanx,
and then passed across the top of the second metacarpo-phalangeal joint of the middle
finger, producing a lacerated wound of the joint.

The patient was transferred to the general hospital, Key West, where the
radiograph shown in Plate XVIII was taken. The bullet had passed centrally
through the finger. The wounds of entrance and exit were very small. They had
been dressed with a first aid dressing, were aseptic, and healed quickly. A palmar
splint was applied and the fracture treated as a simple one. In November, 1898,
the patient wrote that there was complete ankylosis of the second joint of the
ring finger.

Csce 5.-Gunshot fracture all metatarsal bons offoot; septi wound; anti-
sptic treatment; recovery without amputation.

Carl F. Meyer, private, Company D, Sixth United States Infantry, was
wounded at about 300 yards range by a Mauser bullet, which passed transversely
through the foot and metatarsal bones from without inward. First aid dressing
was applied directly after receipt of the injury. Wound redressed three days later,
at which time foot was much swollen and painful. Patient stated that he was at
that time given an anesthetic and that the " foot was cut." Was transferred to the
Relief, where the radiograph (Plate XIX) was taken. The wounds were treated
with antiseptic dressings and finally healed, but impaired use of the foot lead to
discharge for disability. Sixteen months after the injury, the second radiograph
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PLATE XVI.

CASE 3, SECTION IV.-Johnl Robertson, second lieutenant, Sixth
United States Infantry.

Radiograph of right thigh, viewed from the back, showing Mauser
bullet fracture with extensive comminution due to vertical, median impact
against the shaft of the femur.
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PLATE XVII.

CA8E 3, SECTION IV.-John Robertson, second lieutenant, Sixth
United States Infantry.

Radiograph of right thigh, viewed from the back, showing condition
of the united fracture one year after receipt of the trauniatimn.
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PLATE XVIII.

CA8E 4, SECTION IV.-George H. De Revere, private, Complafi L,
Second Massachusetts Volunteer Infainffry- -

Radiograph of left hand, viewed from the palmar surface, allowing
effect of the passage of a Mauser bullet obliquely through i phalanx.
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PLATE XIX.

CASE 5, SECTION IV.-Carl F. Meyer, private, Company D, Sixth
United States Infantry.

Radiographs of right foot, viewed from the plantar surface, showing
recent and remote effects of the passage of a Mauser bullet through the
metacarpal bones. The passage of the ball from within outward has pro-
jected bone fragments outward, which have united with the neighboring
bones and formed a Ixny bridge locking the bones together.
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(Plate XIX) was taken, and is of interest as showing the condition at that late
date. The displaced fragments of bone had all united, forming a solid bony bridge
binding the metatarals together in immovable union. The occurrence of this
result would seem to point to the desirability of thoroughly cleaning the wound of
all bone fragments in these aues-in order to prevent the impaired function which
is bound to occur in the hand or foot as a result of the osseous union of the displaced
fragment&--CbOe rp,.flrd by Mqj. Lou.w A. LaGarde, asrgwn, U. S. A.

8UBC(LA8 -FRACTURES BY BULLET8 STRIKINI THE BONE TANGENTIALLY.

Where the velocity of the bullet is somewhat diminished, and it strikes
a bone tangentially, the amount of comminution is not as great as when
the ball is at hligh velocity or the impact is medium and direct.

When the impact is to one side of the
median line of the bone, the splintering is
greatest on the side struck, and is generally v
confined to that side.

CiM 6.-aO-quefradu w of radiuw; wound
woewfr atfjdd hAopital; .ppwuionu; antPw;df
trn atM; romary.

John Brown, private, Troop C, Tenth United
States Cavalry, was wounded July 1, at 900 yards
nge, by a Manner bullet which pawed from be-

fore backward through the foream, fracturing the
ruadu

,I.. -. . .I

I I
- -

I II I
I I

I II I

He was transferred to the general bhopital, / i
Key West, where he arrived ive days after the \
receipt of the injury. On examination, the wound I
of entrance was eem to have been earned by in-
ciion, and te patient stated that it had been oper-
ated on at the eld hospital, but did not know what
had been done. The wound was sppurating, the A
was no union, and there was marked tension on the (\ \
stitches Tbh wound was lid ope under aus-
theia, thoroughly learned, a fragment of bone uM X.4-Pan btr d
7 cm. long and cm wide, wa removed, and an hu; , dit o

fmoved bo
iodoform gau drain wa inserted With the fger _ frst
in the wound, it was found that best apposition wa
obtained when the forearm was fully extended and pronated A long posterior
plint was applied to the arm, hoding it in that position, after which, examination
with the fluoroeoope demontrated that the bone were held in correct position. A
radiogrph taken at this time shows the position of the bones after the splint was

applied, th oblique form of fracture, theb of bone stained by removal of the
fragment, and that the bllet had passed through the radius at its outer side (Plate
XX).
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There was no inflammatory reaction or rise of temperature following the
operation. The wound was flushed daily with hydrogen peroxide and normal salt
solution, and was entirely closed with firm allus at the seat of the fracture, August
16, when he was transferred to the transport San arcuw. January 4, his attending
surgeon reports:
"The removed bone seems to have been largely replaced and the hand d forearm

present a good form. The joints are freely movable, passively and actively, but all
motions are feeble. The hand hangs semifexed on the wrist Adduction, abduction,
flexion, extension, circumduction, probation and suppination are present on voluntary
effort, but ail are feeble. Flexion of the fingers is limited to the second and third
joints; the grasp is very feeble. The thumb can be approximated to each of the
fingers sufficiently to pick up a pencil, but there is little power in it. The hand is
relatively of little use, absolutely of considerable." The patient has since been dis-
charged for disability and admitted to the Soldiers' Home at Washington, D. C.

The above case is of interest from its excellent progress under antiseptic
treatment. As the wound was infected, this case would formerly have
required amputation, but as it is, the arm, while disabled, is reported to be
of considerable use; certainly better than no arm at all. As the bones
united firmly, the resulting disability is probably mainly due to the injury
to the soft parts.

Cace 7.--Incvmpletefracturefradiws; aseptic womnd; revlting impaired motion
due to cicatriz.

Dennis B. Watson, private, Troop C, First United States Cavalry, was wounded
July 1, at 800 yards, by a Mauser bullet which passed from behind forward through
the outer side of the right forearm, fracturing the radius.

The wound was dressed with the first-aid dressing. Splints were applied aad
the patient transferred by the steamer froguoi to the general hiptal at Key West
On his arrival the wounds were aseptic and quickly healed. A radiograph was taken
which showed an incomplete fracture with right-angled dispement of a fragment
of bone (Plate XXI).
As the displacement was outward, it was thought that the rotation of the radius

would not be interfered with, and that the fragment could be removed later if neces-
sary. The patient was furloughed August 7, at which time, though motion of the
forearm was limited, there seemed to be every indication that its full use would be
restored. Such did not prove to be the case, as his attending surgeon in November
wrote: " Soldier has not full use of the arm and has been recommended for discharge
on surgeon's certificate of disability."
The patient was afterwards discharged for disability and entered the Soldiers'

Home, Washington, D. C., where recent examination of the case shows that the
impaired motion is due to the injury of the soft parts and resulting formation of
cicitricial tissue in the track of the balL
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PLATE XX.

CASK 6, SECTION IV.-John Brown, private, Troop C, Tenth United
States Cavalry.

Radiograph of left forearm, viewed from the postciior surface, forearm
supinated, showing effect of the passage of a Mauser bullet through the
side of the shaft of the radius. The comminution is not extensive, one
fragment of bone only having been separated from the shaft at its outer
side.
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PLATE XXI.

CA8E 7, SECTION IV.-Dennis B. Watson, private, Troop C, First Unitel
States Cavalry.

Radiograph of right forearm, viewed from the posterior surface,
forearm pronated, showing incomplete fracture and right angled displace-
ment of a bone fragment from passage of a Mauser bullet through the outer
side of radius.
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PLATE XXII.

CASE 8, SECTION IV.-Albert B. Swift, private, Company H, Tenth
United States Cavalry.

Radiograph of u!per part of arm, viewed from the back, showing
long, oblique fracture with no comminution, produced by Mauser bullet
which struck the shaft of the humerus at its outer side.
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PLATE XXIII.

CASE 9, SECTIOW IV.-Frank J. Kraus, private, C'opany B, Six-
teenth United States Infantry.

Radiograph of the lower part of the right thigh, viewed from the pos-
terior surface, showing an oblique fracture of the femur by a penetrating,
Mauwr bullet. The bullet is seen behind the inner condyle lying butt end
foremost
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CoA -8.--(Mi;u. frurtur of A,,nirwu .zfrfot tan;efti, l i;mpict !ofbll; ,e],;,'

Albert B. Swift, private, Company H, Tenth Cavalry, was twice wounded
July 1. One bullet passed through the ulna at lower third, shattering the hone, and
a rejection was made at the field homp.tal. The second bullet passed from before-
Ibakward through the arm at the upper third, striking the humerus at its outer
side and producing a long, oblique fracture with no comminution (Plate XXII).
The arm was immobilized and union occurred without trouble. Dimcharge followed
for disability resulting from the injury to the ulna. --(i hiwtIrry fwrll/,l-l.frinn
mrevrla n, ulyr^'n- G,'.,rwiOr(fwv.

(LASS u.-FRACTURES BY UNDEFORMED BULLETS HAVING SUFFICIENT
VELOCITY TO PENETRATE ONLY.

Fractures by bullets having greatly reduced velocity are usually
characterized by small amount of bone splintering. The fractures closely
resemble the simpler forms of fracture produced by indirect violence, and
this, apparently, whether the bullet passes through the bone or fractures it
by impact.

( 'aw 9.--Fracture offinur by ricn'het Wbl, -t'erinYbitdlt ndwfoivwnaWt; ( tic
wnold.

Frank J. Kraus, private, Company B, Sixteenth United States Infantry, was
wounded July 1, at a supposed range of 500 yards by a Mauser bullet, which entered
the body just to the right of the tip of the coccyx. The wound was dressed and the
patient transferred to the Rdlif, where a radiograph was taken. The radiograph
(Plate XXIII), showed an uncomminuted oblique fracture of the right femur in the
lower third, and the bullet lodged, butt end foremost just behind the inner condyle.
The line of fracture was from above downward and from behind forward, and had
apparently been made by the bullet impinging against the bone. Recovery was
uneventful, but the limb was shortened 2 inches, and the soldier was finally dis-
charged for disability.-Cbae Aitory cnpnlTfedfovw, reard in Snigrm- Genera'

bOw 1O.-Fracture of kumerus by impact of Mauaer bullet; a~ptic wound;
rwulting diabil4y.

larence Reed, private, Company H, Tenth United States Infantry, July 1, erect
position, 500 yards from firing line, received two gunshot wounds He was trans-
ferred to the dsie f where the following wounds were found: One, a flesh wound, per-
forating right arm, producing paralysis of the arm; the other, an entrance wound over
third rib, anterior part of thorax, was lacerated, triangular in shape, base toward
right side, about 1 inch wide at base and S inches long. Left arm showed extravam-
tion from clavicle down to wrist Oblique fracture of upper part of humerus.
Radiograph (Plate XXIV) shows Mauser bullet close to inner side of humerus at
point of frctue, entrance evidently right anterior surface of thorax. July A1,
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angular splint of palm bark applied, extending from shoulder to wrist. Radiograph
showed no other bullets, and position of splint very good. July 23, wounds healed.
Considerable callus about fracture and partial union.

November 17, 1899, discharged on surgeon' certifitcte of disability for t"motor
and sensory paralysis and trophic changes."--Caw history compiled from hospital
record( qf tIvpitalthip Relieff atui records of tt Surgeon- Generatr Ofice.

In the above case, the bullet must have traversed the anterior thoracic
wall and entered the ann behind the axillary folds, struck the humerus on its
inner side, and fractured it. The utter impossibility of locating this bullet
by means of a probe is evident.

(Cise 11.-Fracture of uuln with umoderate comminution by penetrating Mauser
bullet; ,aseptic wound; bullet located by Riilnten ray and removed.

John Casey, private, Company C, Thirteenth United States Infantry, was
wounded July 1, at an estimated range of 400 yards, by a penetrating Mauser bullet,
which entered the posterior and outer aspect of the forearm at the lower third. The
wound was dressed with a first-aid dressing and the patient transferred to the general
hospital at Key West. Examined there July 6; wound small and aseptic. Fracture of
ulna at middle third. Examined with the fluoroscope, but the static machine from the
excessive dampness of the atmosphere was not working well, and what was thought
to be a bullet was dimly seen directly over the fracture. This was cut down upon,
July 9, under aseptic precautions, when the supposed bullet was found to be a frag-
ment of bone. This was removed and the wound healed by first intention. Subse-
quent search, with better light, showed the bullet lodged, butt end foremost, near
the internal condyle of the humerus beneath the flexor profundes digitorum. It was
removed July 28. The ball had evidently ricochetted, turned end for end, and with
reduced velocity entered the arm and passed through the ulna. The ulna was broken
transversely and some small fragments of bone separated (Plate XXV).

CLASS 3.-FRACTURES BY PENETRATING, DEFORMED BULLETS.

Penetrating, deformed bullets appear to produce fractures of the shaft
of the long bones which are similar in form to those produced by unde-
formed bullets, unless the deformation of the bullet is excessive. Like the
penetrating, undeformed bullets, slightly deformed bullets produce oblique
fractures with little splintering, while greatly deformed and mushroomed
bullets produce marked comminution of the bone.

CASE 12.-- Comminuted fractmuffe ur by J.auaer bullet "mushroomed" by
ricochet; bone fragmentT rtinov'ed; wound treated antiweptically ; recovery without
amputation.

Daniel J. Graves, private, Company M, Eleventh United States Infantry, was
wounded at Mayaguez, P. R., August 10, 1898. Wound of entrance, inner side,
lower~third, right thigh. Femur fractured; no wound of exit. Patient was trans-
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PLATE XXIV.

CASE 10, SECTION IV.-Clarence Reed, private, Company H, Tenth
United States Infantry.

Radiograph of proximal part of the left humerus, viewed frominthe
back, showing fracture of the humerus produced by impact of a penetrating
Mauser bullet against the inner side of the bone. The bullet, which ha
been turned by the impact, is seen lying against the inner side of the
humerus.
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PLATE XXV.

CASE 11, SECTION IV.--Jomn Casey, private, Company C, Thirteenth
United States Infantry.

Radiograph of right forearm, viewed from the anterior surface, showing
tficture of the ulna by a penetrating, Mauser bullet. The comminution is
moderate and does not extend far from the line of fracture.
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PLATE XXVI.

CASE 12, SECTION IV.-Daniel J. Graves, private, Company M, Elev-
enth United States Infantry.

Radiograph of right thigh, viewed from the back, showing extensively
comminuted fracture of the femur by a penetrating, Mauser bullet mush-
roomed by ricochet. The bullet is seen lying at the outer side of the bone
through which it has passed.
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PLATE XXVII.

Photograph of bone fragments, natural size, in the case of Daniel J.
Graves, private, Company M, Eleventh United States Infantry.
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FRACTURES BY DEFORMEl BIULLETS.

ferred to Rel;,, where radiograph (Plate XXVI) showed fracture by a mushroomed
bullet; comminution great.

The bullet had passed through the bone and lay on the outer side of the femur
13 cm. above condyle. August 18, the bullet (No. 8, Plate II) and several fragments
of bone were removed through an incision made on the outer side of the thigh.
The fragments removed are shown in Plate XXVII, and this, with the radiograph,
shows the great amount of bone splintering which occurs in fracture by a mush-
roomed bullet. A plaster splint was applied. The patient was transferred from the

fwA I0 1f{fc-̂-â int^t~,tI

\>/

Fuo. 21.--Diagran explanatory of Plate XXVI.

Reief to the Long Island College Hospital. He finally recovered with 2* inches
shortening of the limb, and was discharged for disability.-Case Aistory frmw
reword in the Surgeon- Gtenrat's Oice.

The following case is of interest in that the femur was badly shattered
and two deformed bullets were embedded in the limb. One bullet was a
Mauser (No. 6, Plate II); the other tie lead core of a brass-jacketed bullet
from which the jacket had been torn by ricochet Whether the fracture
was made by one or both bullets it was impossible to determined
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(4ae 13.--Jfultipll ,wnfrd uf thi/qh; two bullets ul,,ed; itnft''tin;,an.mplta-
tion; recenvmw /.

George Parker, corporal, Comnpny E. Twenty-fourth United States Infantry,
was wounded .JIly 1. Transferred to the leief, where the radiograph shown in
Plate XXVIII was taken, and froilm the Rdliqf was transferred to the Long Island
College Hospital.

History at hospital as follows: Two wounds of entrance on outer surface of
right thigh at junction of middle and lower thirds; no wound of exit. Wound
about the size of a quarter, granulating, but secreting a large quantity of sero-
pulilent fluid, and by compression alone, definite track, pus discharged in large
quantities; small sinus leading to seat of fracture discovered; knee joint contained
considerable fluid; thigh swollen. Temperature, 100)' to 102° F. Intellection
impaired: circulation feeble.

August }9. 1898, operation by Dr. Delatour.Amplttation by transfixing in
middle of third of thigh. Pocket of pus found on outer side of posterior flap. All
wounds freely Ibithed in pus. Sutures applied along inner and outer side of flaps
and partially :i, anterior xbrder. Drained with tubes in pocket of pus in posterior
flaps and gauze in the other portion. Mauser bullet (No. 6, Plate II), found in leg
just behind head of tibia in one-half ounce of pus. In lower third of thigh, just
above condyles and outer surface, a second flattened bullet (No. 2, Plate IX).
Femur at point of fracture badly coulminmtted. Above point of amputation, bone
apparently sound, flaps congested. Septic temperature appeared soon after the
operation and the sutures were removed to secure free drainage. Sinus was found
between the flaps and running, up beside the femillr 5; inches. This closed in few
days, the flaps granulated and were enfolded by the contracting cicatrix. The
patient was delirious for two weeks following operation, but recovered from this
completely.

Treatment of wound: Cleansing with solution of bi-
chloride of mercury, application of sterile gauze dressing,
adhesive straps used to approximate the flaps. On dis-
charge, a clean granulating surface remains 3 inches long

c7~ai5 Iand 1I inches wide, situated on the posterior flap at its
junction with the anterior.

November 25, patient discharged from hospital; gen-
eral condition, very good.-Case history from: Lony Island
College Ios"pital, Brooklyn, N. Y.

hALIn the following case brass-jacketed bullet
ricochetted, penetrated the leg, and made a long,
oblique, fissured fracture of the tibia

Fro. 22.-Diagram exf: n- (Cas 14.-OblU(qe fracture of tibda by kldged, bra.s-
atory of P14te XXIX. ja d bullet uppwratn .

a, Oblique fracture; b,
fragment of mantle of .John A. Baronoski, private, Cornpany C, Eighth
bullet. United States Infantry, wounded at 300 yards range by a

brass-jacketed bullet (No. 3, Plate IX).
The bullet entered at the internal surface, lower third of the left leg, passed

through the bone, and lodged in the tissues on the outer side. The bullet was
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IPLATE XXVIII.

CASE 13, SECTION IV.-George Parker, co(roral, Colmpanyl E, Twenty-
fourth United States Infantry.

Ruliograph of lower part of right thigh, viewed from tle back, lhow-
inll a 1iinch-cojillnuted fracture, two lodged bulllets, ladia fragmllnt of
Me.tal. O()1e missile is the much-deformed, lead coref ; hras-jacketel
bullet; the other a deformed, Mauser bullet It is not known by which
missile the fracture was made.
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PLATE XXIX.

CASE 14, SrCTION IV.-John A. Barnosoki, private, Company C, Eighth
United States Infantry.

Radiograph of left leg, viewed from the front, showing long, oblique
fracture of the tibia, made by a brass-jacketed bullet, a fragment of the
mantle of which is lying at the side of the fibula.
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removed at the field hospital and the leg put up in plaster. Suppuration .ulprvened,
and the patient was transferred to the rUlef, where the Rontgen ray showed a piece
of the jacket of the bullet still in the tissues, and that the all had produced a long,
oblique fracture, extending upward from the point of impact of the bullet nearly to
the condyles of the tibia (Plate XXIX).--(tlee A;,*try ,v'i;d/l..fro;,rervwrl ;in
th S,r/v w-ff e ,rafn O(ice.

CLINICAL CONCLUSIONS.

Consideration of gunshot trauinatisms of the shaft of long hones, as
shown by the Rontgen ray in connection with the ultimate outcome of
the cases, points indubitably to the conclusion, that infection, or nolninfec-
tion of the wound should influence treatment, rather than' the amount or
extent of bone comminution.

In noninfected wounds, extensive comminution is not, as a rule, an
indication for operative interference of any kind. Occlusive dressings and
immobilization give assurance of the abst possible results. Where there
is considerable comminution, shortening of the limb will probably occur as a
result of the comminution and the displacement of the bone fragments. But
excellent functional use of the limb may be restored, unless the lesion of
the soft parts is extensive and motion is restricted by the formation of
cicatricial connective tissue in the traumatic spaces

Where infection exists, removal of the cause under aseptic or antisep-
tic precautions is indicated. In such cases, complete cleansing of the wound
and removal of all loose bone fragments, followed by drainage and anti-
septic dressings and irrigation, will usually suffice, and excision or amputation
will only have to be resorted to in extreme cases
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V.
GUNSHOT FRACTURES OF THE EXTREMITIES OF LONG BONES

AND OF CANCELLOUS BONES GENERALLY.

GUNSHOT OF THE EPIPHYSE8.

Rintgen ray examinations have demonstrated that the effect of the mod-
ern small-caliber, jacketed projectile on the extremities of long bones is mark-
edly different from its effect on the shaft T'his is undoubtedly due to the
difference in the structure of those parts of the bone. In the shaft, compact
tissue predominates, and this dense tissue transmits the vibrations produced
by the impact of the bullet more readily than the less dense tissue of the
extremities, where the loosely knit cancellous tissue forms the main part of
the bone. In compact tissue, the vibrations set up by the bullet are trals-
mitted with enough force to cause molecular vibrations sufficient to produce
solutions of continuity at some distance from the point of impact of the
missile. In cancellous tissue, the forcible vibrations, from the nature of the
tissue, are transmitted but a short distance and, in consequence, solutions of
continuity take place only within a comparatively short distance from the
point of impact. As the amount of destruction in the shaft depends upon
the conditions of impact, so in the extremities, the amount of injury done by
the ball varies, but to a much less degree than in the shaft. The comminu-
tion is never as great and, frequently, the ball simply channels the bone,
or, when nearly spent, embeds itself without producing any splintering or
comminution.

Cwae 1.-Matser bullet lodged butt-tiul .finemoxt ;n t;hib; bullet luated by
R&t.tgen ray and removed.

John J. IL. Taylor, private, Company E, Tenth United States Cavalry, July 1,
1898, occupying a prone position about 500 yards from opposite firing line, received
perforating wound right ankle, about 3 inches above internal malleolus. Entrance
wound punctured. No wound of exit. Considerable wdema and ecchymosis about
ankle joint; movement of joint very painful. Rontgen-ray picture (Plate XXX)
shows the bullet embedded in the bony part of the internal malleolus, apex pro-
truding, soldier evidently having been exposed to ricochet firing.

July 12: Operation. Incision made 2 inches long directly over internal
malleo!us; skin and subcutaneous tissue divided and bullet felt distinctly by finger.
Soft parts separated by blunt dissection and bullet exposed, firmly embedded in
bone. Only with greatest difficulty and by using lion forceps could missile be
moved. It proved to be a Mauser. The cavity in the bone was perfectly smooth,
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PLATE XXX.

CAsE I, SECTION V.-John J. L. Taylor, private, Company E, Tenth
United States Cavalry.

Radiograph showing Mauser bullet embedded, butt-end foremost, in the
lower end of the tibia, with no splintering of tile bone.
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PLATE XXXI.

CASE 2, SECTION V--Daniel B. Raymond, private, Company 1), Six-
teenth United States Infantry.

Radiograph showing shrapnel bullet with small fragments of bone
about it, lying in the thigh behind the femur, through which it passed,
making a clean-cut hole. The shadows near the femur are from the iodo-
form dressing. A safety pin in the dressings is outlined on the femur.
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GUN1SHOT OF TlHE EPIPHYSES.

as if drill had been used. No splintering of bone. Wound was cleansed with weak
solution of bichloride of mercury and skin brought together by deep silkworm-gut
sutures.

July 14, primary union; pain and <edela having disappeared.
July 22, a-slight discharge of purulent material. Wound opened at upper part

and iodoform gauze introduced. No cedema about ankle. No pain.
July 24, wound clear.
July 26, transferred.- 'whmti,,ryfrivmAnnrpitnl Aip Rlief.
Tlut the slow-moving, lead bullet can a times produce a clean perfora-

tion of the extremity of a boue is shown by the following case:

('a e 2.-P-frtritfiuntf lbne-r tnd ,ffm,itr ayva Nhrampnd wll/;,rstrplic vmw/d:
t.iwlh74ocated by Riiwtnge ray .nd r, ,,onwd.

)aniel B. Raymond, private. Company ), Sixteenth Infantry, was wounded
July 1. Entrance wound small, dressed with first aid dressing. Transferred to
Relief, where radiograph was taken which showed that the missile was a shrapnel
(Plate XXXI).

Transferred to Long Island College Hospital where the following history is
given: The bullet entered the thigh at the lower third, and by Rontgen ray was shown
to be located behind the head of the tibia. An incision was made over the point
indicated in the picture and the bullet was found with several small fragments of
bone it had pushed before it. In the condyle of the femur was a round, clean-cut
hole extending completely through the bone. A small amount of turbid fluid was
found at the site of the bullI The wound was closed without drainage. Complete
recovery reulted.--Cae Aitory from Aopita sAip Relief a'ndLng Island Cdlege
Hospitd.

Cases like the above are probably comparatively uncommon, as the
lower end of the shaft of the femur is composed of quite compact tissue and
is usually completely fractured or splintered. Perforation of the upper end
of the femur, without fracture or comminution, is probably much more
common. The following case and radiograph show the small amount of
comminution produced by a Mauser bullet passing through the femur in
the region of the great trochanter. From the conflicting evidence it is
probable that the fracture produced by the ball was not complete at first,
but afterwards became so.

C'(e S.--Xawer btet fracture of upper eatremity offenur:; mound aaptic;
rweavry ifnt anputatoUn.

Theodore Wint, major Tenth United States Cavalry, July 1, 1898, before
Santago, Sa Juan Hill, shot in left thigh from before backward, Maser striking
cover of smll morocco pocket book, which it pierced; ball did not pas out of
trousers behind after having cut through the thigh. Line of flight was at an angle
to surface of thigh, so that entrance was larger than exit wound. Direction of
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tassage through the thigh was from within' and lxslow, upward and outward. At
time of Iw'ing struck, felt shock, hut wans not knocked down. On turning about to
pick uIp Ia pipxetenm, fell to the ground and called for assistance, and to ne drawn out
of line of tire below the hill crest. A surgeon at once dressed the wound tempo-
rarily and applied splints front above the hip at the loin to the ankle outside, and
'inside front the crotch to the ankle. Fracture was diagnosed. After about one
hour, a stretcher was improvised and the patient was carried to a dressing station
about three-quarters of a mile to the rear. No dressing was done here and the splint
was not disturbed. The same night. he was transported on a stretcher to the field
hospital, where, about 1 a. n. July 2. the wound was dressed and the leg was again
examined and fracture diagnosed by a second surgeon. The splints were reapplied
and left on for about two days and the patient given a cot under a tent fly. Then
another examiination was Imadestand the thigh 1one pronounced not fractured by a

third surgeon. The splints were removed.
Thel patient was entirely unable to use or

( \ ' flex the tbigh.
J\uly 10, splints were put on and, in an

ambulance, the patient was taken about 7
miles over a very rough road to Siboney.

Julv 11. he was transferred to the
a Rel/e

J\\ul 12 or 13, splints were removed,
plaster strapping applied, bed provided, and
.July 21, start for the north wais made. The
\wounds were dressed several times at the
field hospital and three times on board the

\vessel. Course of wounds normal, with-
out suppuration or inflammation. Never

Fio. 23.-Diagram explanatoryof Plate XXXII. probed.
1, Place of IMrwKae of bullet. Dr. Senn also made an examination of

the thigh upon the occasion referred to
above, at the field hospital, and corroborated the diagnosis of no fracture. On the
hospital ship Relief a radiograph (Plate XXXII) was taken.

This radiograph plainly shows a fracture with displacement, but the attending
surgeon either misinterpreted the picture or from reliance on other symptoms or
opinions, corroborated the diagnosis of no fracture. Patient admitted to New York
Hospital with no splint; strip of adhesive plaster around body over great trochanter.
In this hospital, fluoroscopic examination showed an oblique fracture through the
base of the neck and part of the great trochanter, with abundant callus and much
displacement.

Physical examination: Leg flexed and everted and shortened about 2* inches.
Wound of exit closed; of entrance, on anterior region of thigh, still suppurating
slightly. Movements painful. No crepitation, no false motion. Abrasion at knee.
Considerable swelling and tenderness around the joint.

Physical examination on discharge, September 19, 1898: Pressure over great
trochanter gives little or no pain. Movement of thigh up to 45 degrees; shortening
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CASE 5, SECTION V.-Theodore J. Wint, major, Tenth Cavalry.
Radiograph of the upper part of the left thigh, viewed from the back,

showing Mauser bullet fracture of the femur in the neighborhood of the
intertrochanteric line. There appears to be considerable loss of hone
substance in the neighllorhood of the great trochanter, and all oblique
fracture with no fissuring. It is probable that the ball perforated the
bone and so weakened it that it afterwards fractured.
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PLATE XXXIII.

PLATE XXXIII, SECTION V.-Earnest Knowles, private, Comilpalu 1),
Twenty-first United States Infantry.

Radiographs of left knee, viewed from the inner side, and from the hack,
showing Remington bullet which has passed downward, backward, and
inward and lodged in the upper part of the tibia.
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(GrtNSHOT OF TIlE EPIPHYSES.

of one-half inch. Knee still slightly swollen, .somewhat stiff, but flexion still
gradually increasing. Crutches on September 6. Can hear some weight on injured
leg.--Cawe Aistorn/ (o,,p;le&lfo,, rivud.in.i',nSr!,,,n-i;rPx Oice.

n01 account of its cancellous structure, the uplper end .f the tibia is
frequently pierced without commilnutiIo or (tomp)lete tracttl-e. The two
following eases are of interest in that, in each case, the missile wounded the
kneejoint and passed from above downward into the tibia without producing
any destruction of bole other than clean penetration.

Case J4- Iulroud f kjrinpntr;tt';ttci, ft' fwhit; i.wpc wotnd; recwry
without comnitationA.

Lewis Gruner, private, Company E, Sixteenth United Statte Infantry, wounded
by a Mauser bullet at San Juan, July 3, 1898, distance unknown. Projectile entered
outer aspect, right kneejoint, between the outer condyle and head of tibia, and ranging
downward and inward through the head of the tibia, it emerged at the inner side of the
leg 2 cm. below the head of the tibia. The limb was placed on a posterior splint.
Was sent to the base hospital at Siboney, July 10.

'Examination February 4, 1900: The wound of entrance is marked by a round
Acar the size of the projectile; the exit wound by a ear a trifle larger. Flexion of
knee somewhat impaired. Radiograph shows slight exostosis on inner surface of
tibia at site of exit of bullet, probably due to callus formed about small specula
of bone displaced outward from exit wound in bone.- C'ae history by Xiaj. Louis A.
LaGarde, Surgew, United States Arm.y.

The next case illustrates how a bullet of large caliber may penetrate
the upper end of the tibia without producing any fracture beyond the direct
line of its course. It also shows the good result which may be obtained in
gunshot wound of the knee, even when made by a large, ricochetted missile,
the good result undoubtedly being due to the continisd antiseptic treatment
employed.

Case 5.-Gunwhot ,f ktwe by riwcwt Rerington, caliber .45, with peietratiou of
tibia.

Earnest Knowl*s, private, Company D, Twenty-first United States Infantry,
was wounded October 23, 1899, at San Cristobal, Calamba, P. I., at about 250 yards
range by a Remington bullet. He was kneeling at the time and the bullet struck the
ground just in front of his left knee, ricochetted, passed through khaki trousers,
apparently without causing loss of substance of the latter, and struck the knee in
front of the external condyle of the femur, grazed that bone, passed through the
joint and downward, inward, and backward into the upper end of the tibia. A
first-aid dressing was immediately applied and the patient transported to hospital.
The external wound was so large that two fingers could easily be inserted into it.
The wound was cleaned, drained, and irrigated with antiseptic solution. Healing
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was complete in about seven weeks. Soldier was discharged for disability on account
of impaired motion of the joint, and he entered the Soldiers' Home, Washington, D. C.

Radiograph taken May 14, 1900, shows large bullet lodged in upper and back
part of tibia (Plate XXXIII). From this localization, the bullet was subsequently
removed from the body of the bone by Maj. Louis A. LaGarde, Surgeon, United
States Army.

In the next case, the radiograph, though not taken until six months
after the receipt of the injury, clearly shows the perforation made by the
bullet (Plate XXXIV). The radiograph indicates that the fracture was
not complete, though the patient stated that he could feel the bony frag-
ments move on each other when pressure was made near the wound at the
time of the injury. The short range at which the wound was inflicted, 10
feet, would give the maximum of destructive effect in osseous tissue, and
that the comminution was not greater must be ascribed to the looseness with
which the bony tissue is knit in the upper part of the tibia.

('lae 6.-P'et;,,r ttio, !tf tibia by Kiwy-Jgryenwurn (t s/wrt ray,.
-private Wesley Kibby, Company H, Twenty-fourth Infantry, while on duty

at Presidio, Cal., June 25, 1899, was accidently shot by a comrade. Distance was
not over 10 feet. Bullet was a Krag-Jorgensen. Entered left tibia 4 cm. below
patella, and emerged from most prominent portion of calf, below bend of knee.

Examination February 4, 1900: Wound of entrance, trannverse oval, 1 by * cm.
Wound of exit, oval, puckered, retracted, 2 by 1 cm. The man says that he could
feel the bony fragments move on each other when pressure was made near wound.

Treatment: Dressing and immobilization; wounds healed in three weeks; able
to walk in eight weeks with aid of cane; left ankle and foot remained weak, and sole
of foot felt numb, with occasional needle-like pains shooting through it. He has
weakness of all muscles of posterior aspect of leg; also of extensor hallucis, and los
of sensation over anterior two-thirds of plantar surface of foot. Some stiffness of
foot and ankle still present, and he is unable to walk without aid of a cane.-COa
history by Maj. Louis A. LaGarde, SurgI, United States Army.

The small amount of comminution produced by the Mauser bullet in
passing through the extremities of the bones of the arm and forearm is shown
in the following cases.

Case 7.-Separation of olecranaw by ullet without uoaiwtion.
Theodore H. Lubold, private, Company I, Sixteenth Pennsylvania Volunteer

Infantry, was shot while retreating during the skirmish near Guayamo, August 9.
The bullet entered the right arm above the olecranon process and emerged from the
extensor side of the forearm between the radius and the ulna. The Rontgen ray
reveals the presence of a fragment of the bullet, or its mantle, lodged in the wound,
and that the olecranon was separated from the shaft without comminution (Plate
xxXV).-CasehiAtory from rewrde in Surgeni- GCtwraG QfC.
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PLATE XXXIV.

PLATE XXXIV, SECTION V.-Wesley Kibby, private, Company H,
Twenty-fourth United States Infantry.

Radiograph of left knee, viewed from the back, showing perforation of
upper end of tibia, made by Krag-Jorgensen at short range.
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CAsE 8, SECTION V.-Theodore H. Lubold, Company I, Sixteenth
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.

Radiograph of right elbow, viewed from its inner side, showing separa-
tion of the olecranon with no fissuring of the fragments, and a small frag
ment of metal lower downin the forearm.
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CASE 6, SECTION V.-Horace K. Devereaux, lieutenant, First United
States Cavalry.

Radiograpls showing fracture of the lower end of the radius by a
lodged Mauser bullet. There is separation of quite a large external frag-
ment, but the comminution does not extend up the shaft. The bullet has
been displaced by the flexor tendons and is seen lying point upward in
front of the radius. FroAm itsposition, it is probable that it entered the part
butt end foremost
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GUNSHOT OF THE EPLPHYSES

Cae 8.-Mauser bdllet fracture of other condyle qof humerus twith no Setension
offtaiavre ofshaft of bone.

Ralph Barkman, private, Company K, Second Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
was twice wounded at Siboney, Cuba, July 1,18,9. One bullet entered the left leg;
the other passed through the lower third of the left arm. The patient was trans-
ferred to the Relief, where a radiograph was taken which showed that the outer
condyle was separated from the shaft, but that there was no splintering of the bone
extending up the shaft. The patient was transferred to St. Peter's Hospital, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., and discharged from there July 29, 1899, "cured."-Case history from
records nt Surgeon- Generas OFce.

In the following case of fracture of the distal end of the radius, the
bullet was probably traveling at low velocity, and entered the part, butt end
foremost. The amount of comminution was not great,
the fracture being mainly the separation of a rather large
external fragment.

Case 9.-Fracture of lower end ofradius by JauMser bullet;
infetion of wound; loxalization of bul/ld by Rontgen ray, and
removal; antiseptc treatment; retnery witAhout amputation.

Horace K. Devereaux, lieutenant, First United States Vol-
unteer Cavalry, was wounded June 27, at 200 yards, by a Mauser
bullet, which entered the dorsal aspect of the left forearm over
the ulna. A first-aid dressing was applied twenty minutes after /
the receipt of the injury. The patient was transferred north
on the Olirette and entered Roosevelt Hospital, where he came
under the care of Dr. Robert Abbe, who radiographed the fore-
m (Plate XXXVI).

At that time, the forearm was in a condition of diffuse cellu-
lits and suppuration, the wound having been infected. Dr. Abb
removed the bullet July 18, and the case progressed to excellent
recovery with wrist motion about one-fourth and rotation of the 2.Fro. 24.--Diagam ex-forearm about one-half the normal. Though the bullet lodged, ntory of Pate
the patient believed that it had not ricochetted, but ascribed its XXx VI. , Flexor
low velocity to defective powder. The position of the bullet, tendon; ftrctured
however, indicated that it had ricochetted and entered butt end diu'; rI pla of
foremost, and that its position-oblique to its line of entrance- ent e of ballet
waa due to pressure from the overlying tendons of the forearm.

GUNSHOT OF THE CANCELLOUS BONES GENERALLY.

The effect of the modern bullet upon the bones of the wrist and the
cancellous bones of the foot and face, is very similar to its effect upon the
epiphyseal ends of the long bones; i. e., guttering, or perforation, with small
extent of comminutio.
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Case 10.--Perforation of tw cwll by. Mlausrlnllet.
Private John F. Murphy, Company C, Fourth United States Infantry, was

wounded at unknown range by a Mauser bullet, which passed from behind forward,
and from above downward, through the left os calci8. The wound healed readily,
but pain, located beneath the heel, persisted. A radiograph was taken which showed
a sharp, bony spur projecting downward from the under surface of the os calcis.
This exostosis was undoubtedly a callus, formed about small bone fragments, which
had been forced outward from the bone at the place of exit of the bullet. The
weight of the body being brought upon this spur when walking, caused the disability.
The bullet made so clean a perforation of the bone that there was no evidence of
fragmentation of the os calcis with the exception of the small fragments forced out
at the wound of exit. The exostosis was removed, November 19, 1898; the wound
healed by first intention, and the patient returned to duty.

The following case gives the result of a Krag-Jorgensen bullet fracture
of one of the metacarpal bones. It -s of interest in that the hand was
directly over the muzzle of the gun when it was accidentally discharged,
and though the whole charge passed through the hand, the entrance and exit
wounds were small and the bone lesion slight.

Case 11.-'Perforation f trapti um by Krag-Jorgensen bullt.
Private August Blume, Company C, Twenty-first United States Infantry, acci-

dentally discharged his rifle July 2, the bullet and whole discharge passing through
the palm of his hand. Radiograph showed that the bullet had perforated the tra-
pezium, throwing out only a small fragment. The entrance and exit wounds wre
small and there was nothing in the appearance of the part different from that seen
in wounds received at long range. The wound healed by first intention, but full
use of the hand was not restored, as cicitrical tissue in the wound caused some
limitation of motion.

The following, a case of clean perforation of the os calsis by what was

supposed to be a Remington brass-jacketed bullet, like case 5 of this section,
shows the clean perforation of cancellous bone by the larger missiles

ase, 1.--IPforato of os alcis by Remington buUt.
Samul S. Wentworth, private, Battery E, First Artillery, wounded June 18,

1899, at Zapote Bridge, near Manila, P. I., presumably by a Remington bullet, as
the wounds of entrance and exit were somewhat larger than those made by the
Mauser, and the enemy, so far as known, were using Remington rifles The bullet
passed from without inward through the heel, perforating the on calcis. The wound
did not heal, and three months after the receipt of the injury, an operation was done
and a piece of legging, a piece of stocking, and three small pieces of bone, were
removed. Wound has opened twice since and small amount of pus escaped Was
discharged for disability December 99,1899, and seen by the writer in January, 1900,
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CA8s 12, SECTION V.-Samuel S. Wentworth, private, Battery E, First
United States Artillery.

Radiograph of left foot, viewed from the inner side, showing bullet
(Remington) perforation of the os calcis Though the radiograph was
taken several months after the receipt of the injury, the callus, if it has
filled the perforation, is still transparent to the iRntgen rays.
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CAsE 13, SECTION I.-Conelius L. Eagan, private, Company K, First
Nebraska Volunteer Infantry.

Radiograph of face, ;iewed from the right side, showing Remingtoi
bullet in the right antrum of Highmore.
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when the radiograph (Plate XXXVII), which shows a clean perforation, was taken.
At this time, the wound was healed and the condition of the part and use of the limb
appeared to be excellent, though some pain extending up the leg was complained of.

Owing to the cancellous structure of the bones of the face, gunshot
traumatiems of that region resemble those of the cancellous bones generally.

Case 13.-Penetrating gunsAot offace by Remington badlet, oalibr .45; loali-
ation by Rntgen ray; ,imoval.

Cornelius L. Eagan, private, Company K, First Nebraska Volunteer Infantry.
Gunshot wound of right side of face, received February 5, 1899, at Block House
No. 7, Philippine Islands. Wound over left eyebrow, one-half inch from inner
canthus. No wound of exit.

Symptoms: Partial deafness of right ear and total blindness of right eye.
Ophthalmoscopic examination: Choroiditis and retinitis with atrophy. the selera

showing through large areas in lower portion of field. Left eye normal in appear-
ance. Anchylosis of jaw. Only slight separation of teeth. No pain, and only
slight swelling of the right side of the face.

Diagnosis: Foreign body in the right face.
Treatment: Was radiographed, in April and again in May (Plate XXXVIII),

after which an effort was made to remove the bullet. Operation May 31, by Major
Matthews. Incision was made along nose to mouth by median line, and transversely
across the face to 1* inches from the ear. Soft parts retracted and search for bullet
was made, but was unsccefl. Second operation, August 16, 1899, by Maj. A. C.
Girard. The same incision was made. The inferior surface of the antrum was
chisseled through and the ball, which proved to be a Remington .45, flattened, and
somewhat ragged, was removed. The skin incision was closed by subcuticular gut
suture and healed excellently.-Chae Aistory by Xaj. A. C. Girard, urgwn, U. S. A.

CLINICAL CONCLUION.&

The same conclusions, relative to treatment, obtain in fractures of the
extremities of the long boneeas hold in fractures of the shaft Infection or
noninfection of the wound, rather than the amount of comminution, indicates
whether, or not, the wound should be treated expectantly or otherwise.
From a standpoint of the amount of traumatic destruction done by the ball,
expectant and conservative treatment is even more indicated in gunshot
injuries of the extremities than in similar injuries of the shaft of the bones
This is due to the fact that observation shows that the amount of commi-
nution is much less and the size of the fragments much smaller, in gunshot
fractures of the extremities of the long bones,than in gunshot fractures of
the shaf
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Nor does the fact that joints are involved necessitate a divergance
from the rule of expectant treatment..

Infection of the wound or extensive destruction of the soft parts may
necessitate operative interference. But with ordinary penetrating or
perforating wounds, occlusive dressings and immobilization have been
followed by best results. When this treatment is supplemented by rapid
transportation to base or general hospitals where operation can, if neces-
sary, be done with adequate aseptic or antiseptic technic, the best
possible results may be expected.



VI.
RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIC.

Proper manipulation of the apparatus is most important in Rintgen-
ray work; for, with imperfect methods, imperfect or negative results are

obtained, and serious injury to the-patient by burns may be inflicted.
Maximum radiation in the tube depends upon supplying the tube with the
current best adapted to its particular condition. To obtain a suitable
current, proper adjustment must be made of the different working parts of
the apparatus, and knowledge of technical details by which such adjust-
ments are made is essential to success As the static and the coil machines are
entirely different in construction, the means by which radiation is influenced
necessarily differs in each, and the method of operating each type of appa-
ratus has to be separately considered.

THE STATIC MACHINE.

In operating the static machine, special attention has to be given to
the condition of the machine relative to atmospheric conditions, to the
speed of rotation of the plates, and to the adjustment of the spark gaps
and the tube.

In the static machine, efficient output is dependent in large measure
upon the absence of all dampness and dust from the interior of the caie.
To keep the plates clean, they must be occasionally carefully wiped. To
protect the machine as much as possible from moisture, it should be kept
-ina-well lighted and ventilated room, with windows provided with inside
wooden shutters, which can be closed when fluoroscopic examinations are
to be made during the daytime. To insure the absence of humidity within
the case, it is usually necessary to keep dishes of calcium chloride within it
When this is done, fresh chloride should be placed within the case whenever
any moisture accumulates in the dishes holding the old chloride. In very
damp climates, the edges of the frame of the case where the glass is inserted
should be thickly and carefully covered with thick petrolatum, to insure
against passage of the damp exterior air into the interior of the case. As
a pecaution, to prevent loss of current, the front of the machine should be
carefully wiped dry each time before using it.
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As sufficienlt speed and steSady rotation of the plates is essential .,
highest efficiency, tile machine is best operated by some kind of motor, the
spleeld of whichlca(n be regulated(. Regulation of speed is necessary; in that,
whena; tube is working at its highest efficiency with the anode glowing
plroperly, (linililti(io ofseed will decrease the outl)ut of rays; and an increase
of speed, while not increasing the efficient output, mxay impair the life of
tile tube.

'1 operate an eight or tel plate static machine satisfactorily, a motor
of one-fourth horsepower is required.

An electric mlotwor of son(e reliable make is best for use when an elec-
trical currentt is available,als such a1 otor can be easily and quickly adjusted
ftr speed. Unfortunately, electrical currents can not always xbe obtained in
military hospitals.

When electrical current is not available, water motor can be used and
will work efficiently, l)rovided tile water pressure where tile mIotor is placed
is lnot lower than twenty pounds to the square inch. Such a motor las the
advantage of comparatively low original cost and of being fiee fro-m run-
ning expense.

Where motor power is not available, Imanual power may be used. and
with it excellent work can be done; but such labor is extremely tiring,
even when relays of men are employed. Wliere such power hlis to be
ldepen(ded uipon, a tandel(l bicycle attachment for running the machine would
probably be very useful.

CROOKES TUBES

As the electrical currents supplied by tile static and the coil machines
are quite different; tubes are specially constructed for each type of machine.
As a rule, these tubes work best only with the type of machine for which
constructed, and can not be used with other types without loss of efficiency
or danger to the tube.

Relative to their excitation and radiation, tubes are divided into two
classes-low tubes and high tubes.

By a low tube is meant a tube which is readily excited to radiation by
a comparatively small current. and which when excited does not produce
rays of great penetration. Tubes when first received from the manufac-
turers are generally in this (ondtitioll. With such tubes, the bones when
viewed by the fluoroscope appear quite dark; and metallic objects can not
be seen through them. Such tubes are unfitted for radiography of thick
parts. They shlluld be employed for radiography of the thin parts and the
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extremities of thinly individuals until tlhy bec(.,mll hgli'ler. All tulie.s Ihave a

"life." A tuble, at first low. byILuseg1ra4htllly IbecoIII.sl so reisistaut to tile
electric currellt tliat it canI1 i lollngetr he illllillate(i. For ti's realsnll, ill
using a tule, thle operator should(icareattlly (examineits working with a

fluorscope toIdetermine its condition and to what use it is best adapted. A
retail methlldo1f dletermining the co4(litioln ot titube(, is t4osee whethertIr
not a (coin or cuff button held aga;instt the foirelar, can11 b|e;easily seen through
tlhe radius. If lot, the tube is a low one a;nd shul(l only be usedftir work
for which such a tube is Iadapted, or it lmayIbe raised t, alhigher vac'uuI by
suitable itniilipulatioli.

A low tulemay be raised b)v c()tntinuel use or by reversing tlte current;
but in reversing tile current, care shouldll1e taken nlot-to continue tlhe
reversal too long a time o(r tile tube maiy' ibe ruined. This reversal ot the
current is easily managed in the coil machines I) reversing the switch lever;
Ibut in the static macllie, it is necl-ssary to close the current and reverse

tlhe tube.
Hiigh tubes are dlistinguished by requiring a large ,r mlaximu ('current

to excite them, and by )rodlucing rays of great penetration. With such
tubes, the bones appear gray. and metallic objects are readily seen through
them. A ready test for such a tube is ability to see witl the fluoroscope, tlie
sltadow of a watch through a man's skull. A tube which will give this
result is fitted for chest and bodly work and for radiograp)hy of such deep
parts as the pelvisir hip) joint.

Eventually, such a tube will become m) high as to resist all attempts to
illuminate it, even with powerful current and careful adjustment.

When this occurs, the vacuum can be lowered by subjecting tlhe tube
to heat, by baking it in a hot-air oven, or carefully heating it over a Bunsen
burner or alcohol lamp. When the tube no longer responds to these
manipulations, it can be returned to the maker for reexhaustion and will
then apgin work satisfactorily for soIme time.

MANIPULATION OF THE TUBE TO SECURE ITS MAXIMUM RADIATION.

Maximum radiation of any tube is obtained by supl)lying it with an
electrical current of tension, quantity, and rapidity of oscillation, best
adapted to its vacuum. In the static machine, this is arrived at by the use
of the spark gaps lad the velocity of rotation of the plates. Spark gaps,
or current interrupters, are metallic rods attached to, and movable upon,
each sliding pole of the machine. By attnchingll the wires leading to the tube
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to these ap)l)liatnes, the current may le carried direct to the tube, or may be
interrupted anild caused to pwss tilrmugh any dlesired distance of air space.
The spark gaps and their proper manipulation are absolutely necessary to
secure p)rol)er radiation from most tubes. All tubes, however, do not
re(luire their use. 'Tules of high vacuum and great penetration frequently
work best when tile wires are connected direct to the poles of the machine.
With low-vacuum tul.s, it is necessary to pass the current through an air
space; the length of air space depending upon the condition of the tube.
The lower the tube, tile farther thle spark gaps must be separated; ws

increasing the air space through which the current has to pass. With the
tule adjusted and tile spark gaps closed, the machine should be started into
rapid action and-a fluoroscopic examination made. If the bones appear
gray and transparent, the tube is probably working at its best and no spark
gap is required.

Trial, however, should be made to ascertain if the fluoresencne may
not I)e increased To (1d this, separate the positive spark gap and observe
tile result. Then separate the negative gap and adjust the gaps to the
distallnce wich gives the best radiation from the tube. This distance
may be a very small fraction of an inch, or it may be an inch or more.
This caln only be determined by a trial, which takes but a few moments
Witl ti,, spark gaps properly adjusted, the radiation depends, to a certain
extent, U)pon the rapidity of revolution of the plates. Radiation is at its
best when the entire anode glows with a dull red color. When this glow
is obtained, the revolution of the plates should not be increased; as over-
heating of tle anode and destruction of the tube may result, with no ade-
(uate compensationn in the way of increased radiation.

THE COIL MACHINE.

In the (oil machine, radiation in the tube is regulated by the condenser
and vibrator.

The colldenser is ltlaced in the mahogany base upon which the coil is
placed, and it greatly increases the power of the coil

The condenser is made in sections, and is connected to a series of four
plugs oil the top of base, by which it is possible to use any portion or the
whole of the condenser at will. It will be found that some focus tubes will
work best when only using a few sheets of the condenser, whereas other
focus tubes require considerably more condenser, and in some cases it is
necessary to plug it all in.
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In order to plug in the condenser, the plug shouldli inserttel bIetween
the two i arallel flat brass strips, in the hole provided, tfor that Ijurpose;
whereas, if any part of the condenser is not required for use, that lprticln-
lar plug should be inserted in one of the four holes in the middle tof tihe
long brass strip.

The coils furnished with the battery sets are operated by a vilbratr
which has a special adjustment by which the periolicity of the vibratioll
can be varied at will. As tubes vary in effect relative to the periodicity of
the vibrations, these should be regulated by the adjustment made for this
purpose, so that the maximum radiation of the tube may he obtained.
A combined switch and pole changer is mounted at the end of the coil for

reversing the current and for opening the circuit when desired, antd a

rheostat is employed for controlling the quantity of current passing to the
coil.

When using the coil, close the pole-changing switch and atljust the
contact screw of the vibrator (previously loosening the clamping nut of the
same), until a steady yellow-green fluorescence occurs in the tube and then
retighten the clamping nut If the discharge is passing through the tube
in the right direction, the body of the tube (embracing the space between
the fMat platinum anode and the concave aluminum cathode) will be filled
with a uniform fluorescence and that part of the tube above the flat plati-
num anode will remain in shadow. If no shadow appears, the pole-changing
switch should be reversed. In using a focus tube for the first time, the
greatest care should be taken not to allow the flat platinum anode to become
red-hot; for if it is allowed to remain at this temperature for any consider-
able length of time, the inside of the glass tube will blacken through particles
of plat.'urn being thrown off against the inner surface of the tube. Also,
the high temperature will raise the vacuum in the tube considerably ald
shorten the working life of the tube, while there is danger of the tube being
broken down entirely if the platinum anode is allowed to become bright
red-hot

The best result with the tube can be obtained when the platinum anole
is at the temperature of a very dull red (invisible).

When first lighting up a new focus tube, use as little current as l~ssible -

until it is ascertained that the current is passing in the right direction, as it
injures the efficiency of the tube if a heavy current is sent in the wrong
direction.

After considerable use, the vacuum in a focus tube rises on account of
tendency of the electrodes and glass to absorb the residual gas, until finally
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the vacuutl hecoities tino hirgh f;1 tilhe? iprJwt ti(l of tile inlitgen rays. In
this case the va(culium (c1at 1,lJlowered b appilllying tile flame of all alcohol
lal! to tile surtfae(oft tlue sotul, a t(o warm it, being careful to keep the
flame awav from the wire terminals 1an1 ill ('coitinual motion so as to prevent
breakage of tile tule b1y ioverhea;tingl in one pIlace.

Tell tulxbshlibulM always !be watchedmlost carefully (lrillg the whole
tilmel tilt it is in operation, as tile vacuuni frequently lecomIieC lower, owing
to tie lteat generated by the flum'oreence. ind this causes die platinumil
aii(cde tib heat ulp very quickly, wllich will still further lower tile vacullum
of tlhe tulle and ultimately destrl-y it, if overheating is not checked by
ntioving tile rheostat lever so as to) re1du('c tile current.

Iligh vacuunl ftcus tules require Jmore current tf, ring them to

flluor(s(encetthan1o low tllu's, ailnd co()isilleuently the rhleostat lever will
hlave( t(o ix m1ovedl so as to allow llre cllrrellt tilail whenl using itnlew tube.
liut it should always l)e relnemlbere(l that tile vacuum tdecreases, the longer

tile tulll is in continuous ,operation, allln consequently, it sliould be watched
so as not to allow tile platinum anlode to get hotter than a very dull red.
At this temperature, the best results are obtained with a high vacuum tull

lWhen the vacuum ill a focus tube rises very high, the surface of tlhe
tube should be cleaned carefully and frequently, as it has a tenlency to
to attract particles of dust from the air, owing to the intense electrification
of the glass.

tGod alcohol should always be used ill tle lamp when waring focus
tubes, as a poor quality will deposit a thin coating of carl)on on the outside
surface of the glass, which will cause a leakage around the tulbe.

The tube should always be kept perfectly clean. 'hisi is lest accoim-
p)mlshed by wiping it withia piece of lamp tissue paper.

RADIOGRAPHY.

Photography is an i;dispenlsable adjunct to R;intgen ray work, as it
is necessary to sul)plement nearly all fluoroscol)ic examinations by this
agent. This arises from the fact that the visual sense is not sufficiently
acute, nor is the outline shown on the fluorescent screen sufficiently distinct,
to enable an observer to determine the finer details of most objects through
which the Riintgen rays will work. Frequently, itn--orking through the
thicker parts of the body, the fluorescence is not sufficient to enable the eye
to accurately determine the outlines of an object or to differentiate it from
surrounding objects In such eases, accurate images cal only be obtained
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by the prolonged action of the Ri;ntgen rays ulon a photographic plate. By
the prolonged action of the rays, the sensitized surface of the plate stores upl
the impressions which are received upon it, so allowing the photographic
production of images which could not be discerned visually.

Also, by means of photography, a record of the condition which exists
in the part examined is madle ImNihble, and these may be :multiplied indefi-
nitely from a single exposure by means of prints from the negative. For
thle reasons, Riontgen ray outfits should always lhe suipplementedl y Isuili-
ient photographic material to enable the operator to retort to pIlutogralih
whenever necessary.

While the technic of the production of photographs by means of the
RIintgen ray does not differ materially from that used in. ordinary photo-
grnl)hic work, still there are certain points, knowledge of which will further
the operator's endeavor to obtain good results. Of special imnlortance are
tile plate uaed, the length of exposure, anl the method of development.

PHOTOGR4PHIC PLATS.

All photographic plates are not equally applicable to radiographic uie.
Plates for this work should be thickly coated with an emulsion of the
highest degree of sensitiveness. Extreme sensitiveness is requisite for the
reason, that, compared with ordinary light, the Rlintgen rays have but feeble
action upon the silver compounds with which photographic plates are
coated. Consequently, unless the plates are rapid-i. e., very sensitive-
exposure will have to be unduly prolonged in order to produce satisfactory
results.

The necessity for a thick coating to the plates arises from the desira-
bility of shortening exposure to the briefest possible time. The R;;ntgen
rays do not work upon the surface of the sensitized emulsion alone, but
penetrate it and act equally, or nearly so, throughout its entire thickness.
This may be proven by superimposing several, sensitized, celluloid or paper
films and then taking a radiograph upon them. When developed, tile
image upon the lowest film will show no appreciable difference front that
upon the upper. If now the developed films are superimposed and viewed
by transmitted light, the parts acted upon by the light will appear much
more opaque than when each film is viewed separately. From this it
follows that a plate coated with a thick emulsion, when exposed and devel-
oled, will, by reason of the reduction of the silver salts throughout its
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entire ilhicknless, give mllore co'tralst :i1n I)printing density tlian one with a
tilii. coating.

For these reasons, Ilants specially miade anld pult on the market for
;ti;tgen ray work are usually thickly coated, and these plates should

usuallyIw used in Ilrefereincel to plates madefofir onlinary lphotograplhic
]urr)o'stes. Some rnlinary p)lItes, ow,ver, give excellent results. Such
are tilh d'oblle- oat(d " ad1" no, lialation " plates, all of which are thickly
rated. Some rapidplates which are used for ordliary photographic pur-
iIses a1ls., give excellent res.lts. Notalle of these plates are tliose made
1)v the Cramer I)rv Plalte (,Company of St. Luis, Mo.. with which results
lhavel Itl )obltainedl e(quall to tile Ibest ob)tainied with special plates.

,tA- phlotograplliic plates dlite.r widely in their tlpplicability to I{;ntgeii-
rav; \srk, c(.,il,)arative tests sioulli always (be madelfif)re aldoting a new
make. I:: testing latest, tlhe fllowinig lmethol is useful: iPlace four plates
ill lighlt-tighlt 1en elloes, anl(l iputthlli( side 1yi side in the forml of al square
ullder tle Crookes tube. 'Place oni each platea circular disk of tin, 1and in
the center of the disk a coin. Fix the anode (of the Crookes tlbe dlirectly
alxve tile center of the square forlmedl by the plates, so that all the plates
will Iex equally illuminated. Turn on the current so that the tube will Ixb
illuminalted and the plates exposed. Expose for about tree minutes, andl
then develop all the plates, together, in the same tray, with the same
developer. Comparison of the finished negatives will show which plate is
tile most rapid by tile greater density of the sadulow where tile rays have
worked through the tin disk, and tlie contrast can be judged by the relative
density between the 'shadow and tlhe. part of the negative outside of it.
Cleanless of the negative and absence of chemical fog can be judged from
that part of the negative beneath the place where tile coin was placed, for
as no rays can pas through the coin, this part of the negative should
aIl)pear perfectly clear. By testing plates in this manner, an operator is
alle to judge tile quality and kind of plates with whichli le is working.

The keeping quality of plates is a matter of considerable importance
in radiography for military surgical purposes. Plates frequently have to
Ib(e bought in large quantities and shipped to distant points, often to tropical
climates, where, luless tle plates have exceptionally good keeping quali-
ties, they are liable to spoil. Under such circumstances, if plates deteriorate,
it is difficult to replace them without considerable delay. Some kinds of
V;lntgen-ray plates are put up separately in light-tight envelopes. These
)la;tes do not keep well, as the heat and moisture acts in some way upon

the paper and cause deterioration in the sensitized surfaces of the plate with
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which tile Iilmxr crimes ill ',illtact. I'Pltes keep Il'tter wien'l Ic.kel together
in light-tight pastelurml Ioxes,;is they art 4 rliarivly picked, t;,r 4cmimer-
cial use. For these reasons, plates )packedl in such I.HxesW,with e1nveloles
selmirte, should be chorsen.. Rbuliognrllphs can Ii e taken uponl ce(rrtainl kinds
of snllsitizedl Ipaler; such ls thle E'astmanll .nleralnile lth rellilde. These pIaleHrs
art, Ilhowever, ntucl silower than plate, aIldl 1( Io(,t give asw clrar antl well-
(l fill<l pictures.

Cs^~ EXPOSURE.

The length of exposure deliel-nsul ,ll tlhe atuIlntt of radlialtionil tfri
the tull?, the distance of the tuilJ fn .ll the plate, the rapility of thei plate,
andl the density of the Imrt through which tiltenirst have to work. N,1lle
exinrilence is required o11 tile*rt iof all l|lmnritor, ill onler t, estiniat<* tit.e
length ,f tilim iii i'. essarv to sllject tile j)late to tile actioll of tilt rays,
to, tbtailn a satisfict)iry image. Relative to this, it miayIM! salid; tlat, ill
onler to take a sttisfiactory raliogrniph thlroigh anylof the thickerr parts 4f
tlhe INldy, such its the k(nee, thligh,o(r heaul, it is essential that tilted tul'
slILidl shIow the shadow of an object oi tltilrfluonsc4,e tie skull
of an adult. With a tubit having this ranliation, p)la(ed at 10 inches fr4ml
the Ixwdy, and using a rapid plate, tilt following lengths of exjisuire may
be coIlnsHiered as the maximumnilecessarv:

Forem anlu l hand ........................ ............... t.wtw iiinutt f.
ShnMieir manl (4ht. ......................................Ten niinutft.
lKnee ..................................................Nien ilmnuter.
lip Joint, hte l, anl pelviw .................. .............Twenty minute.

Unless radliogniphs canlhe taken 4f tlhe different pirts named, ill the
time given, the tube is not working properly, either froni mome defect il
the tube or the current by which it is excited, and the attention of tile
olwrat)r shouldl be directed to these defects, and 1ie should cotrrct tell
rather tilan attempt '4, obtain a reutlt by prolongling thle exposure.

R)iNTUEN-RAT I1 'RN.S.

Rihltgen-ray bunit are usually lprluctl i pnj)rolngled exposure with
tules which are not working properly. There is very little danger if the
aplmratus is working well; for, with a properly working apparatus, prolonged
exposures or close approximation of the tube to the body is not necessary.
But two Rintgen-ray burnsh lave been reported as a result of the use of
the Riintgen-ray apparatus during the Sipaish-American war. One burn
was produced by a coil and -one by a static machine. In each case, the
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Xp.ISu'II., \Wis !pIrI4 ii,4'i.iiI t'rcieiitly rIljpelted, n11l the' alpparntlu was

llot workinl- at its ImIxiilmlllm. 'The cases are as tfollows:

TIhomals McKenIIm. (lisclhargetl so(lier. formerly private. companyy (T. Sixth
I'litled St;ates Infantry.. hld received aI gyunslhot fracture of tlhe ult),r third of the
right l1liuiiirus during the .Saintialgto) 41aiilmi)nl for which iu excision of the ul)lrM'
11Irl f t l l'h lllll'tii S wi s Il ide.

I)e'eniiHr '. sI ts. 1an litteilpt was 1made to nlidiograph the shoulder in ordnler
.ti ;tsert'lii tile ((ol(lition of the Ile. Anll exposure of twenty minutes wtlsInslde,

Fi,.. .25.-i;ilit.rzl-nty Iltrnif right Irnat ,f Thomrna McKenna, formerly private (imuiiny C'. Sixth
'liitedl SiatIts I nfaitry. The plhottirlaphI was taken when the tnditioll was at its wrnt ,talyt.

u..ilnr It Fes.senell c*oil machine actuated by a dyniamo current, with the tube (a low
one)^) l inches fromll the shoulder. The result was so unsuccessful that a second and
third trial on suctcessive days were' nade, hut the tube was working so poorly that no

satisfactory radiograph was obtained. Six days after the last exposure, slight
retdntess of the skin appeared on the front of the chest and shoulder. This erythe-
Inatous con(lition increased and, two days later, snmll blehb appeared. These broke
ii(l small ulcers formed, which gradually spread and coale.seed. The tissue necrosis
de(1 neii'ld ai1 extelndeld mtid wUs wcominpaied y nmarked rain and hypteraesthesia
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The illalllllatory matioll c.4.ltitlll.d until1til' .rn ',ove'r,' mI.rly lthe whole right
lrar.lst (lig. 2.»).

Tre'atlnnlt *f uarious kiil.- It.-* tried. uit Iihe gre<tea.-It lmoltit w..d,.ried(l frunm
coiitinliiimu ul)l)liiti<, ll f hlaud Iu.l ipilli i l,tii. 'lIh. iiri11sheowed Io S.igln if hical-
ing for four itiuitlh.,. After tlhalt time it grdlully grew .'lttcr.urit the healing
!row.s wai v'ry lows waild the I1irn wias tiot ,',tiriIlyv hIIl4d until 4,14veIl inmloithis after

il.s til'rt tIl)lM'nllI''.
I,,..;.-*-.'^1/;,//1.!/', "I{,ftS/,,f.tlt// tf; r,,,t/;,f.,I/;,,.
Walter ('. ltihth. irivatit. .osp,)ital ('orl)p,. Ahnitte«d fotohe Army (enendll

Ittspital at Wa.-hington Itirncks. 1). ('., Maulr-h 14. 1,',::. f<r |.y<liti.s anidhIdro-

Fit..:-i.t--titirwen-nry Inrn on1 thle altlomc-i ,f Walter('. Booth, .priva.l, lhwIIital ('rl. Th*. |tl-
It.yntMlhl LAmtakeilwhe.l tlhe ei'thtelitiatlui ( nlitilon as at itsthtiglt.

n4)hbroni, of tiln left kidnly, s)lI)p4»Md to l. du(l to theti rew'snc( of calcuIlus in
thielelvis of that kidney. An attempt was- Iiade to detenuine by radiography
whether or not a calculus was present. Exposures of twenty-tive minute each wern
made evel'r other day for three days with a static nuuahine, hut no calculus was found.
Five days after the last exposure. au erythematous slpot appeared on the left side
of the aladomen. This gradually IM'canle quite pronounced in color and spread until
it reached the size shown in tig. :2;. 'There wias hylperrsthesia of tile Ijlrt. but no
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iuherlation ocIurrlel. aid the irritation disappeared in about ten days, leaving no after
effects.

It appears that the fitctors which influence tle production of R;iltgen
ray burns are: (a) the length of the exposure; (b) the nearness of the tube to
the surface of the body; (c) the physical condition ofthe patient, and (d) indi-
vidual idiosyncrasy. Relative to the length of exposure; it should not exceed
thirty minutes, for with this length of exposure any part of the boXdy may
)e radioglraphed, provided the apparatus is working properly and good
technic is used. If photographic results are not obtained with a thirty-
minute exposure, the operator should look to improving his apparatus or
technic rather than to lengthening the time which he exposes the patient to
the action of the rays.

In regard to the distance of the tube from the body; ten inches should
be taken as the minimum distance. There is no doubt that the nearer the
tube is to the surface of the body, the more likelihood there is of producing
a burn. A good apparatus, properly adjusted, will work readily through
tlhe head, chest, or pelvis with the tube at ten inches; and, in the al)sence
of individual idiosyncrasy, with the tube at that distance, and an exposure
not exceeding thirty minutes, there is no danger of a burn.

Personal idiosyncrasy and low vitality have always to be taken into
account. The first, fortunately, is very rare, as it can not be determined
beforehall ; the latter should always be considered. A person in ill health
or debilitated in any way is undoubtedly more likely to be burned by the
Riintgen rays than one who is strong and vigorous. The well-known fact
that weakened tissues easily yield to disturbing forces, holds with the action
of the Rli;ntgen rays as with other factors, the action of which, if too long
cilltinued, devitalizes the cells. Exposures frequently repeated, with too) little
interval of time between them, will act in the same way as a single long
exposure; the tissues disturbed by one exposure not being able to regain their
equilibrium before the second exposure is made. It is to be remembered
that the pathological effect of a destructive Riiutgen ray exposure is not at
once apparent, the first appearance of a burn not showing itself for two or
three days. It is quite possible, therefore, to seriously increase a trouble
already started, if a second exposure is made within that time. For this rea-
son, it is a good rule, where a thirty-minute exposure has been made, not to
repeat the exposure within three days. With exposures of shorter duration,
the danger of repetition diminishesparipassu with the length of the exposure.
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DEVELOPMENT OF R6NTGEN-RAY NEGATIVES.

The development of Riintgen-ray negatives does not (liffer frlom that of
ordinary negatives, except that more time is usually required to bring out
the details and obtain sufficient contrast. Any developer which will p)r luce
good results in ordinary photography, will produce g(mod results in tiilltgeil-
ray work. Of the different developing agents, pyrogallic acid, metol, hydro-
chinone, and ortol are the best. Pyro is probably the best when pnr)erly
used, but it has the disadvantage of staining the hands of the oprator.
This may be overcome by the use of rubber gloves, and w Ir ('mch
Riintgen work is to be done, pyrogallic acid is probably the bIest reducing
agent that can be employed. The following formula for its use will Ie
found a good one:

_~~~ A.

Boile1 water ........................................................... .00
Pota ium n id ..................................................... 1
Sulphite of oia ....... ................................ . ............. 15

It.
Boiled water..... ........................... .. ..... ... ... 50
SMeium caribomte............ ............... ......................... 125

To develop, take of A, 30 grains; B, 30 grams; water, 2(0) grams; pyro-
gallic acid, one-third teaspoonful of dry crystals. By making the developer
up as given, and using dry pyrogallic acid, uniform action of the developer
is insured, as developers made up with pyrogallic acid in solution are very
apt to deteriorate. Metol and hydrochinone, while not having-the staining
qualities of pyro, do not give negatives with quite as good priliting quali-
ties Developers in which they are used are also somewhat more difficult
to make up. But, where there is objection to the use of pyro, the following
formula will be found an excellent one:

(irami.

Boiled water ....... ....................................... 500
Sodium sulphite .................... ...... .......................... 50
Potaium bromide .......................................... ........ 1
Metol........... ......... 2
Hydroehinone................ ........ ................ ....... 6
Sodium carbonate, crystalliied .......................................... .0

When great contrast is desired, hydrochinone alone, with a caustic
alkali as an accelerator, and some potassium bromide as a restrainer, will
give best results. Ortol gives good negatives and has the advantage of
being ready mixed, only requiring to be dissolved in water.
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For fixing the negative, an acid-fixing bath, with clIrone alum, is
better than a plhin solution of sodium 'hylposulplhite in water. The acid
bath removes stains from the negative and hardens the gelatin; an important
detail in hot weather or warm climates.

The following formula is a good one:
Water ..................., .............. ul.iceterntiimttcrH.. 2,000
Hyposulphite of 4sila .......................................... raun .. 750
Sulphite of wxla .................................o..... ....... o.... 60
Chrome aluml ........................ .........................do....
Sulphuric acid ......................................culic' (vntimetenr.. 4

This solution should be filtered before using. Where chrome alum
can not be obtained, ordinary alum may be used, but the solution will
require more frequent filtering.

PRINTING.

When prints are to be made from Rlintgen-ray negatives, any good
l)inting-out paper may be used. Where it is necessary to retain all the
finer details of the negative, Solio, Aristo, or any one of the modern gelatin
or collodion papers, will give very good results. For the very best results,
however, albumen paper is unequaled. It has the disadvantage of requiring
more experience on the part of the photographer and of being more
difficult to manipulate than the printing-out papers which have been
recently put on the market

For prints which are to be quickly produced, one of the bromide
pap)es can be. used, but tlese papers do not give as fine detail as do the
gellatin, collodion, or albumen printing-out papers.

All the manipulations of RiPntgen-ray photography are similar to those
of ordinary photography, and anyone who has mastered the technic of
tlie latter will have no difficulty in Rontgen-ray work. Photography is,
however, absolutely essential; as the fluoroscope, alone, will show only a
minority of the conditions which the Rintgen ray is capable of disclosing.
Every Rilntgen-ray apparatus should, therefore, be supplemented by a

complete outfit for photographic work.


	Illustration: Plate 1. The Edison Battery Apparatus
	Illustration: Fig. 1. Edison-Lelande cell, type W.
	Illustration: Fig. 2. Edison break-wheel apparatus.
	Illustration: PLATE II. Lodged Mauser bullets (natural size), removed from Spanish-American war cases after having been located by the Rontgen ray. All the bullets, except No. 1, show deformity due to ricochet impact.
	Illustration: PLATE III. Case 1, Section II. Ralph Barkman, private, Company K, Second Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry. Radiograph of left leg, viewed from the inner side, showing deformed, Mauser bullet lodged behind the tibia.
	Illustration: PLATE IV. Case 3, Section II. Samuel Davis, private, Company L, First U.S. Volunteer Cavalry. Radiograph of left knee, viewed from the inner side, showing a Mauser bullet, deformed by ricochet, lodged behind the internal condyle. As the radiograph was taken through the dressings, a pin and the mottling due to the iodoform gauze are also shown.
	Illustration: Fig. 3. Course and location of bullet in case of Private John R. Keen, Troop L, First United States Volunteer Cavalry.
	Illustration: Fig. 4. Course and position of bullet in case of Private William A. Cooper, Company A, Tenth United States Cavalry. a, First wound of entrance; b, wound of exit; c, second wound of entrance; d, position of bullet.
	Illustration: PLATE V. Case 6, Section II. William A. Cooper, private, Company A, Tenth United States Cavalry. Radiograph showing undeformed Mauser bullet lodged in right thight. The view is from the posterior surface and the bullet lies at nearly a right angle to its line of entrance.
	Illustration: PLATE VI. Lodged shrapnel bullets (natural size), located by the Rontgen ray and removed by operation. These bullets show slight deformation, probably produced at the time of explosion of the case in which they were contained, and not due to ricochet. From the low velocity of the shrapnel ball, it probably seldom ricochets with sufficient force to produce penetrating wounds.
	Illustration: Fig. 5. Diagram explanatory of Plate VII, showing location of shrapnel bullet, a, in the case of Private Henry E. Conover, Company E, Ninth United States Infantry.
	Illustration: Fig. 6. Diagram explanatory of Plate VIII, showing location of bullet in the case of Jeremiah Butler, corporal Company C, Sixteenth United States Infantry.
	Illustration: PLATE VII. Case 8, Section II. Henry E. Conover, private, Company E, Ninth United States Infanty. Radiograph of the left shoulder, viewed from the back, showing shrapnel bullet lodged just behind the internal border of the scapula.
	Illustration: PLATE VIII. Case 9, Section II. Jeremiah Butler, corporal, Company C, Sixteenth United States Infantry. Radiograph of left thigh, viewed from the posterior surface, showing shrapnel bullet lodged deeply in the thigh about 3 inches below the lesser trochanter. The deep location of the ball is indicated by its dimness of outline and the lack of contrast between it and the surrounding parts.
	Illustration: PLATE IX. Lodged, brass-jacketed bullets, natural size. The bullets have been deformed by ricochet, one having the jacket entirely stripped off.
	Illustration: PLATE X. Case 12, Section II. C. James Edwards, private, Hospital Corps. Radiograph of chest, viewed from the back, showing lodged Mauser bullet, which has passed through the spine, lying 2 inches to the right of the spine over the third intercostal space.
	Illustration: Fig. 7. Diagram showing wound of entrance, a, and position of bullet, b, in the case of Edwant Marshall.
	Illustration: PLATE XI. Case 14, Section II. John Gretzer Jr., private, Company D, First Nebraska Volunteers. Radiograph of head viewed from the left side, showing Mauser bullet lodged in the brain.
	Illustration: Fig. 8. Photograph of Private John Gretzer, jr., Company D, First Nebraska Volunteer Infantry, taken five months after receipt of injury. Scar of wound of entrance above left eye.
	Illustration: Fig. 9. Diagram showing location of wound of entrance (a) and position of bullet (b) in the case of Maj. Richard Eskridge, Tenth United States Infantry.
	Illustration: PLATE XII. Case 3, Section 3. John Watson, private, Troop F, Tenth United States Cavalry. Radiograph of left leg, viewed from the back, showing fragment of missile embedded in the center of the callus formed at the site of a gunshot fracture of the fibula.
	Illustration: Fig. 10. Diagram showing the relative size of umbra, penumbra, and shadow in foreign bodies located superficially (a) and deeply (b) in the tissues.
	Illustration: PLATE XIII. Case 4, Section II. John N. Taylor, private, Company B, Twelfth United States Infantry. Radiographs of the left foot, viewed from the inner, and from the plantar surface, showing a slightly deformed bullet embedded in the sole of the foot, beneath the cuboid bone and in a line with the second metatarsal bone. The two views accurately locate the missile.
	Illustration: Fig. 11. Mackenzie-Davidson exposer. The photographic plate is placed beneath the crossed wires on the board. The wires are inked and leave marks on the skin of the part and the image of the wires appears on the negative. This gives lines for localization. The tube is suspended vertically above the transverse wire and equidistant at each exposure from a point vertically above where the wires crow.
	Illustration: Fig. 12. Mackenzie-Davidson localizer. The negative is placed on the glass plate in the same position relative to the two points on the crossbar that it occupied relative to the anode when the exposure was made. Weighted threads are then stretched from corresponding points on the image to the points on the crossbar, and their point of crossing indicates the position which the lodged missile occupied relative to the plate when the exposure was made.
	Illustration: Fig. 13. Diagram showing method of using the localizer (Mackenzie Davidson).
	Illustration: Fig. 14. Diagram showing method of localization (Mackenzie-Davidson).
	Illustration: Fig. 15. Harrison portable localizing apparatus.
	Illustration: Fig. 16. The Dennis fluorometer.
	Illustration: Fig. 17. Lateral transmission of energy in the shaft of a long bone. Diagrammatic; modified from Reger. A similar effect is produced in fluid-containing and fluid-enturated organs.
	Illustration: Fig. 18. Diagram explantory of Plate XIV. The arrow indicates the course of the bullet.
	Illustration: PLATE XIV. Case 1, Section IV. John T. Sullivan, private, Company F, Thirteenth United States Infantry. Radiograph of left hand, viewed from the back, showing gunshot fracture of third, and fourth metacarpal bones. The distal end of the third metacarpal, fractured by contact; the distal end of the fourth metacarpal, entirely destroyed by the missile.
	Illustration: PLATE XV. Case 2, Section IV. Thomas F. Cavanaugh, sergeant, Troop G, First United States Volunteer Cavalry. Radiograph of right forearm, viewed from the front, showing Mauser bullet fracture "by contact."
	Illustration: Fig. 19. Diagram explanatory of Plate XVI.
	Illustration: PLATE XVI. Case 3, Section IV. John Robertson, second lieutenant, Sixth United States Infantry. Radiograph of right thigh, viewed from the back, showing Mauser bullet fracture with extensive comminution due to vertical, median impact against the shaft of the femur.
	Illustration: PLATE XVII. Case 3, Section IV. John Robertson, second lieutenant, Sixth United States Infantry. Radiograph of right thigh, viewed from the back, showing condition of the united fracture one year after receipt of the traumatism.
	Illustration: PLATE XVIII. Case 4, Section IV. George H. De Revere, private, Company L, Second Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry. Radiograph of left hand, viewed from the palmar surface, showing effect of the passage of a Mauser bullet obliquely through a phalanx.
	Illustration: PLATE XIX. Case 5, Section IV. Carl F. Meyer, private, Company D, Sixth United States Infantry. Radiographs of right foot, viewed from the plantar surface, showing recent and remote effects of the passage of a Mauser bullet through the metacarpal bones. The passage of the ball from within outward has projected bone fragments outward, which have united with the neighboring bones and formed a bony bridge locking the bones together.
	Illustration: Fig. 20. Diagram explanatory of Plate XX. a, Place of impact of bullet; b, site of removed bone fragment.
	Illustration: PLATE XX. Case 6, Section IV. John Brown, private, Troop C, Tenth United States Cavalry. Radiograph of left forearm, viewed from the posterior surface, forearm supinated, showing effect of the passage of a Mauser bullet through the side of the shaft of the radius. The comminution is not extensive, one fragment of bone only having been separated from the shaft at its outer side.
	Illustration: PLATE XXI. Case 7, Section IV. Dennis B. Watson, private, Troop C, First United States Cavalry. Radiograph of right forearm, viewed from the posterior surface, forearm pronated, showing incomplete fracture and right angled displacement of a bone fragment from passage of a Mauser bullet through the outer side of radius.
	Illustration: PLATE XXII. Case 8, Section IV. Albert B. Swift, private, Company H, Tenth United States Cavalry. Radiograph of upper part of arm, viewed from the back, showing long, oblique fracture with no comminution, produced by Mauser bullet which struck the shaft of the humerus at its outer side.
	Illustration: PLATE XXIII. Case 9, Section IV. Frank J. Kraus, private, Company B, Sixteenth United States Infantry. Radiograph of the lower part of the right thigh, viewed from the posterior surface, showing an oblique fracture of the femur by a penetrating, Mauser bullet. The bullet is seen behind the inner condyle lying butt end foremost.
	Illustration: PLATE XXIV. Case 10, Section IV. Clarence Reed, private, Company H, Tenth United States Infantry. Radiograph of proximal part of the left humerus, viewed from the back, showing fracture of the humerus produced by impact of a penetrating Mauser bullet against the inner side of the bone. The bullet, which has been turned by the impact, is seen lying against the inner side of the humerus.
	Illustration: PLATE XXV. Case 11, Section IV. John Casey, private, Company C, Thirteenth United States Infantry. Radiograph of right forearm, viewed from the anterior surface, showing fracture of the ulna by a penetrating, Mauser bullet. The comminution is moderate and does not extend far from the line of fracture.
	Illustration: PLATE XXVI. Case 12, Section IV. Daniel J. Graves, private, Company M, Eleventh United States Infantry. Radiograph of right thigh, viewed from the back, showing extensively comminuted fracture of the femur by a penetrating, Mauser bullet mushroomed by ricochet. The bullet is seen lying at the outer side of the bone through which it has passed.
	Illustration: PLATE XXVII. Photograph of bone fragments, natural size, in the case of Daniel J. Graves, private, Company M, Eleventh United States Infantry.
	Illustration: Fig. 21. Diagram explanatory of Plate XXVI.
	Illustration: Fig. 22. Diagram explanatory of Plate XXIX. a, Oblique fracture; b, fragment of mantle of bullet.
	Illustration: PLATE XXVIII. Case 13, Section IV. George Parker, corporal, Company E, Twenty-fourth United States Infantry. Radiograph of lower part of right thigh, viewed from the back, showing a much comminuted fracture, two lodged bullets, and a fragment of metal. One missile is the much-deformed, lead core of a brass-jacketed bullet; the other a deformed, Mauser bullet. It is not known by which missile the fracture was made.
	Illustration: PLATE XXIX. Case 14, Section IV. John A. Baronoski, private, Company C, Eighth United States Infantry. Radiograph of left leg, viewed from the front, showing the long, oblique fracture of the tibia, made by a brass-jacketed bullet, a fragment of the mantle of which is lying at the side of the fibula.
	Illustration: PLATE XXX. Case I, Section V. John J. L. Taylor, private, Company E, Tenth United States Cavalry. Radiograph showing Mauser bullet embedded, butt-end foremost, in the lower end of the tibia, with no splintering of the bone.
	Illustration: PLATE XXXI. Case 2, Section V. Daniel B. Raymond, private, Company D, Sixteenth United States Infantry. Radiograph showing shrapnel bullet with small fragments of bone about it, lying in the thigh behind the femur, through which it passed, making a clean-cut hole. The shadows near the femur are from the iodoform dressing. A safety pin in the dressings is outline on the femur.
	Illustration: Fig. 23. Diagram explanatory of Plate XXXII. a, Place of passage of bullet.
	Illustration: PLATE XXXII. Case 5, Section V. Theodore J. Wint, major, Tenth Cavalry. Radiograph of the upper part of the left thigh, viewed from the back, showing Mauser bullet fracture of the femur in the neighborhood of the intertrochanteric line. There appears to be considerable loss of bone substance in the neighborhood of the great trochanter, and an oblique fracture with no fissuring. It is probable that the ball perforated the bone and so weakened it that it afterwards fractured.
	Illustration: PLATE XXXIII. Plate XXXIII, Section V. Earnest Knowles, private, Company D, Twenty-first United States Infantry. Radiographs of left knee, viewed from the inner side, and from the back, showing Remington bullet which has passed downward, backward, and inward and lodged in the upper part of the tibia.
	Illustration: PLATE XXXIV. Plate XXXIV, Section V. Wesley Kibby, private, Company H, Twenty-fourth United States Infantry. Radiograph of left knee, viewed from the back, showing perforation of upper end of tibia, made by Krag-Jorgensen at short range.
	Illustration: PLATE XXXV. Case 3, Section V. Theodore H. Lubold. Company I, Sixteenth Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Radiograph of right elbow, viewed from its inner side, showing separation of the olecranon with no fissuring of the fragments, and a small fragment of metal lower down in the forearm.
	Illustration: PLATE XXXVI. Case 6, Section V. Horace K. Devereaux, lieutenant, First United States Cavalry. Radiographs showing fracture of the lower end of the radius by a lodged Mauser bullet. There is separation of quite a large external fragment, but the comminution does not extend up the shaft. The bullet has been displaced by the flexor tendons and is seen lying point upward in front of the radius. From its position, it is probable that it entered the part butt end foremost.
	Illustration: Fig. 24. Diagram explanatory of Plate XXXVI. a, Flexor tendon; b, fractured radius; c, place of entrance of bullet.
	Illustration: PLATE XXXVII. Case 12, Section V. Samuel S. Wentworth, private, Battery E, First United States Artillery. Radiograph of left foot, viewed from the inner side, showing bullet (Remington) perforation of the os calcis. Though the radiograph was taken several months after the receipt of the injury, the callus, if it has filled the perforation, is still transparent to the Rontgen rays.
	Illustration: PLATE XXXVIII. Case 13, Section I. Conelius L. Eagan, private, Company K, First Nebraska Volunteer Infantry. Radiograph of face, viewed from the right side, showing Remington bullet in the right antrum of Highmore.
	Illustration: Fig. 25. Rontgen-ray burn of right breast of Thomas McKenna, formerly private Company C. Sixth United States Infantry. The photograph was taken when the condition was at its worst stage.
	Illustration: Fig. 26. Rontgen-ray burn on the abdomen of Walter C. Booth, private, Hospital Corps. The photograph was taken when the crythematons condition was at its height.

